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ABSTRACT
This dissertation outlines the creation of many phosphate sorbent materials
with varying capacities and affinities towards phosphate. Some materials, such as
plant roots, are highly effective in concentrated phosphate solutions while hydrogels
are more effective at low concentrations. Each chapter focuses on a specific material,
the method by which it is produced or prepared, and its effectiveness as a phosphate
sorbent material.
Chapter 2 describes the use of unmodified tomato plant roots as phosphate
sorbing materials. These roots were found to have a high phosphate binding capacity
and higher affinity than materials studied previously in our lab. Application of the
roots to a manure contaminated waste stream resulted in a 71 % reduction in effluent
phosphate concentrations. Further, a method of phosphate desorption using dilute
carboxymethyl cellulose is described that allows efficient recovery of phosphate and
reuse of the roots as sorbent materials. The carboxymethyl cellulose enhances the
precipitation of phosphate as calcium-phosphate.
Chapter 3 describes the chemical modification of sawdust to confer
phosphate sorption capacity. Two approaches: direct and indirect were studied
alongside many different ligands attached through epichlorohydrin linkages. These
materials were cationized with iron and used to remove phosphate from water. The
most successful synthetic approach was the direct modification of the sawdust
surface. The most successful ligand studied was ethylenediamine added in an
aqueous synthesis. The binding capacity, affinity, and resistance to competing
anion-induced reductions in capacity are superior to previously studied materials.
Chapter 4 describes the direct modification of sawdust using a Williamson
etherification. The reaction is optimized to produce solid carboxymethyl sawdust
that readily chelates iron conferring phosphate sorption capacity. The optimized
material was characterized and the phosphate-binding characteristics including
capacity, affinity, and resistance to counter anions studied. Further studies measured
the efficacy of the material in a variable flow rate system with increasing retention
times yielding higher percentage removals.
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Chapter 5 describe the creation of a carboxymethyl cellulose hydrogel
crosslinked with iron used to remove phosphate from water. The hydrogel is studied
for its capacity, affinity, and resistance to counter anions. Further, its stability in
various media is studied. Chapter 6 describes the design, construction, and
operation of a manufacturing system for the industrial-scale synthesis of the
hydrogel described in chapter 5. It details the challenges encountered and
successfully applied solutions.
Chapter 7 extends the hydrogel work detailed in chapter 5 in a comparative
analysis of hydrogel composites. Hydrogel composites are created using alginate
and carboxymethyl cellulose. These composites are crosslinked using aluminum,
calcium, copper, iron, and lanthanum cations. This is followed by the creation of
bimetallic composites. The most promising bimetallic composites are studied for
their capacity, affinity, and resistance to counter anions. Analysis of the material
stability, reusability, and performance in a continuously flowing system is
performed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 History and Biological Importance of Phosphorus
Elemental phosphorus was first identified in 1669 as white phosphorus. It
undergoes chemiluminescence to produce a white glow originally named phosphorescence.
It is critical to biological systems where it plays key roles in the structure of nucleic acids,
has key roles in cellular metabolism in the forms of adenosine di- and triphosphate (ADP
and ATP), forms head groups on phospholipids in the cellular membrane, and modulates
protein function through phosphorylation.
1.2 Molecular Compounds Containing Phosphates

Figure 1.1. Molecular compounds containing phosphate.
Phosphorus is found in many complex molecules while phosphate-containing
compounds are of interest to water quality. These can be subdivided into organic and
inorganic phosphates (Fig. 1.1). Organic phosphates are bound to organic molecules
through phosphodiester linkages. Inorganic phosphates are phosphorus-containing
compounds not containing organic molecules. Inorganic phosphates are subdivided into
condensed and orthophosphates (Fig. 1.1). Condensed phosphates are molecules
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containing more than one phosphate group. This includes metaphosphates and
pyrophosphates. Metaphosphates form ring structures with multiple phosphate groups
connected to two adjoining phosphate groups. Pyrophosphates are phosphate molecules
linked through phosphoanhydride bonds. These are commonly found in biological
macromolecules such as ADP and ATP while abiotic pyrophosphates are used as stabilizers
in the food and drink industry. Orthophosphates are free phosphate molecules such as
phosphoric acid and its protonated states. These are referred to as reactive phosphorus
because they are the primary type of bioavailable phosphorus. Orthophosphates are
acquired by plants and animals and incorporated into biological macromolecules. While
animals can acquire enough orthophosphate through their metabolic requirements plants
depend largely on soil available orthophosphate.1 Therefore, orthophosphate is the primary
phosphate used in fertilizers and a major point of concern in water quality. Henceforth,
orthophosphate is referred to as Pi or inorganic phosphate. Three phosphorus
concentrations are measurable. Total phosphorus (TP) is the sum concentration of organic
and inorganic phosphates in a sample. The dissolved or soluble reactive phosphorus
components are measured by the Pi concentration in a sample. The sum of condensed
phosphates is referred to as acid hydrolyzable phosphate. Typically, TP and Pi
concentrations are used to gauge water quality.2
1.3 Pi as a Fertilizer
Fertilizers are applied to crops to enhance yield. They function by supplying the
proper ratio of the critical macronutrients Pi, nitrate, and potassium to crops.3-5 Fertilizers
have been applied to crops since the dawn of the agricultural revolution. Originally, organic
waste, such as manure or compost was used. However, organic fertilizers tend to have low
nutrient bioavailability due to the complexation of critical nutrients with other organic
molecules in the fertilizer.
Modern fertilizers are highly processed synthetic materials that readily release and
provide nutrients to crops. The Pi component of these fertilizers is sourced from rock
phosphate. Currently, 70 % of annual rock phosphate production comes from China,
Morocco, and the United States. However, rock phosphate is a nonrenewable resource that
is created by the mineralization of organic phosphates which occurs on a geological
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timescale.6 This has led to predictions of “peak phosphorus” to indicate the point in time
when the available supply of easily extractable rock phosphate is maximized and decreases
thereafter. Predictions on when peak phosphorus is reached range from 30 years to 345
years.6 The timeline depends on the growth rate of Pi application to fields globally and the
discovery of new sources of rock phosphate. Developed agricultural land has lower annual
input requirements than developing land. The soil in developed agricultural land has been
saturated with nutrients so that only the nutrients lost during the annual growth cycle must
be replaced. Developing lands have the same requirement plus the added requirement of
nutrients to achieve soil saturation. Currently, the rate of increase in Pi application to fields
is growing at twice the rate of the global population as more and more undeveloped land
is converted to farmland. Eventually, the limited supply of rock phosphate will require
harvesting and reapplication of leached Pi to fields.
1.4 Pi and Water Quality
The photosynthetic life found in aquatic and marine ecosystems, like crops, are
limited by Pi and nitrate for growth and proliferation.7, 8 The leaching of these nutrients
from farms and fields results in nutrient accumulation in large bodies of water such as Lake
Erie.9-11 This pre-mature lake aging is called eutrophication, a state of nutrient
overabundance. The overabundance of nutrients leads to the proliferation of photosynthetic
life that was limited by a lack of nutrients.12 This includes cyanobacteria, a type of bluegreen algae, that can produce toxins dangerous to the local aquatic ecosystem and
surrounding terrestrial ecosystems.13 The proliferation of cyanobacteria forms a harmful
algal bloom (HAB) named such due to their ability to produce toxins. For example, in Lake
Erie, the cyanobacteria Microcystis sp. proliferates in late summer which can produce the
toxin microcystin. The TP concentration in the spring is a predictor of bloom severity in
late summer. Even non-toxin-producing blooms are dangerous. As the algae die, bacterial
proliferation occurs, which leads to oxygen depletion and the formation of dead zones. The
most prominent example of the danger HABs pose to human life is the shutdown of water
to the city of Toledo, Ohio in 2014. A HAB formed directly over the water intake pipe
located in Lake Erie western basin. The result was toxic water and a city-wide shutdown
of water for three days in late summer.
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1.5 The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA) is a binational agreement
between the United States and Canada that aims to improve and maintain the quality of the
great lakes. Many contaminants are monitored including nutrients such as nitrate and P i.
The western basin of Lake Erie is fed from the Detroit River with abundant nutrients
leached from the agricultural sectors.
The targeted level of TP reduction is 40 % compared to 2012, a year with relatively
low nutrient inflows and subsequently a mild year for algal blooms. The expected effluent
concentration required is ~12 µg/L (~0.13 µM). This can prove challenging as even
relatively low baseflow conditions from fields tend to be multiple times higher than this
effluent guideline. During high flow events, which account for most Pi loadings, the
concentration can reach many hundreds of micrograms per liter even with current best
management practices (BMPs). To meet these guidelines new, cost-effective technologies
are required to mitigate nutrient leaching from the agricultural sector.
1.6 Current Agricultural BMPs
The GLWQA has many recommended BMPs for the agricultural sector dedicated
to reducing nutrient leaching. The adoption of nutrient management techniques centers
around applying the correct amount of fertilizer, at the appropriate times, using the correct
method, and at appropriate locations. The tendency to overapply fertilizers is expensive
and wasteful as the acquisition of Pi by crops cannot be enhanced past a certain point.
Reducing nutrient application to fields can result in lower losses while maintaining yield.
Further methods rely on preventing the loss of Pi and it is important to understand
the two routes by which Pi is lost. In soil, Pi is bound to metal cations such as iron and
calcium that form largely insoluble metal-phosphate salts. The erosion of this topsoil and
sediment into drainage ditches through surface erosion is one route through which Pi is
leached. The second route is subsurface drainage, the leaching of Pi into tile drains, which
empty into ditches and streams. The mitigation techniques for surface runoff include the
introduction of year-round plant coverage.14 This includes the use of cover crops or
perennials to stabilize the topsoil and prevent soil erosion. Conservation tillage practices
also stabilize topsoil and prevent surface erosion.15
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Buffer strips can be used to mitigate both surface and subsurface runoff but with
varying efficacy.16, 17 Buffer strips are areas of vegetation placed between agricultural land
and the aquatic ecosystem into which they drain. They include three zones one, two, and
three. Zone one is located adjacent to the stream, furthest from the field, and incorporates
large trees and native plants. It functions to prevent soil erosion from the stream bank. Zone
two is filled with smaller shrubs and plants that reduce the erosion caused by surface runoff
from a field. Zone three is an artificial grassland located adjacent to the field and further
prevents surface runoff. While buffer strips perform well at preventing surface runoffinduced nutrient losses, subsurface drainage is only partially mitigated. Therefore,
techniques that better prevent subsurface drainage-induced nutrient losses are required.
1.7 Pi Mitigation Techniques
Many techniques have been developed to mitigate Pi leaching. These can subdivide
into the categories: biological, physical, and chemical. The primary challenge in removing
Pi from agricultural drainage is the relatively low concentrations and non-point nature of
the discharge. Agricultural drainage occurs over a wide geographic distribution which
makes the centralized collection and treatment of agricultural drainage quite difficult.
Therefore, any technique used must remain effective at low concentrations and be
applicable in a decentralized mitigation system.
1.7.1 Biological Methods of Pi Remediation
Biological removal of Pi relies on the bioaccumulation of Pi by microorganisms.
The incorporation of Pi into biomolecules results in reduced Pi concentrations in the
effluent. Buffer strips are an example of biological assimilation where the plants in the
buffer strip uptake excess nutrients during their growth phase. However, as buffer strips
reach maturity, they saturate with Pi and become a Pi source rather than sink. Harvesting
the plant matter is one approach to renew buffer strip capacity.16
Constructed or artificial wetlands are another BMP used to mitigate P i
accumulation. They rely on the construction of large wetlands between the field and stream
or lake they drain into.18, 19 These wetlands incorporate many plant species that assimilate
Pi and reduce leaching to the surrounding aquatic ecosystems. In addition, the efficacy of
these wetlands can be enhanced by incorporating Pi sorbing materials (PSMs).20-22 The
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inclusion of PSMs allows for constructed wetlands to have longer functional lifetimes. The
primary disadvantage to constructed wetlands is the large land requirement which may
either be unavailable or too expensive to allow wetland construction. Therefore, methods
of removal with a smaller footprint are highly desirable.
Enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EPBR) is one such method. EPBR relies
on bioreactors filled with microorganisms. However, these microorganisms are selected
for their ability to uptake far more Pi than is required for biological function.23 These
microorganisms are grown in ideal conditions, allowed to settle from the solution, and the
effluent water is discharged. Though highly effective the technique is limited in its
application to the treatment of agricultural drainage. The batch-style treatment and highpower requirements favor a centralized collection and treatment center which cannot be
applied to agricultural drainage.
1.7.2 Physical Methods of Pi Remediation
The physical methods of Pi removal include reverse osmosis and electrodialysis.
These techniques are highly effective at Pi remediation but are limited to small-scale
domestic applications. The industrial-scale application of these methods is too costly due
to power or material expenses. Reverse osmosis relies on high-pressure pumps to push
water through a semipermeable membrane. The membrane is permeable to water but
impermeable to Pi allowing retention on one side of the membrane. Water that passes
through the membrane is Pi-free and discharged from the system. The disadvantages of this
approach are the fouling of the semi-permeable membranes over time and the relatively
high volume of Pi-containing effluent produced. Further, the selective removal of the only
Pi instead of all anions is quite difficult. This technique can be coupled to other processes,
such as crystallization, which is discussed below, to achieve more effective removal.
Electrodialysis separates charged ions from water using an anode and cathode. The anode
and cathode are used to generate a current in which anions, such as Pi, migrate towards the
anode. The disadvantage to this approach is relatively high costs when replacing the
electrodes and continuous power inputs.
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1.7.3 Chemical Methods of Pi Remediation
Chemical methods of Pi remediation rely on the capture of Pi in an insoluble state
that can be removed from an effluent waste stream. It includes the methods of precipitation,
crystallization, and adsorption. Precipitation of Pi is achieved with soluble metal salts that
combine with Pi to produce insoluble metal-phosphates. The primary metal cations used
are aluminum (Equation 1) and iron (Equation 2) which bind to Pi anions.
Al3+ + PO43- ⇌ AlPO4

Equation 1

Fe3+ + PO43- ⇌ FePO4

Equation 2

The technique is highly effective at Pi remediation but there are many drawbacks
associated with its use on agricultural drainage. First, the process produces ultrafine
precipitates which require a settling tank. This necessitates a batch-style treatment
preventing the continuous treatment on an agricultural waste stream. In addition,
centralized collection and treatment centers allow for far more efficient removal of P i by
precipitation but these are not compatible with the decentralized nature of agricultural
drainage. Second, the efficiency of the mineral Pi formation is tied to the concentration of
metal cation and Pi anion in solution. Therefore, to maintain high removal rates the metal
cation reagent must be continually replenished and as the concentration of Pi decreases, the
concentration of the metal cation must be increased to maintain efficiency. This drastically
increases the capital costs associated with precipitation to achieve ultra-low concentration
effluent.
Crystallization of Pi refers to a collection of processes that rely on the selective
growth of insoluble Pi crystals. By far the most often studied process is the crystallization
of struvite shown below. The greatest advantage of struvite crystallization is that it also
contains nitrogen in the form of ammonium (Equation 3). Therefore, struvite contains both
the macronutrients Pi and nitrogen making it a value-added remediation method. Another
commonly studied crystallization approach is hydroxyapatite (HAP).
Mg2+ + HPO42- + NH4+ + 6H2O ⇌ MgNH4PO4 · 6H2O
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Equation 3

The primary difference between precipitation and crystallization is that the pH of
the influent water is adjusted to selectively prevent the formation of new crystal nuclei
while existing nuclei can grow. This eliminates the formation of ultrafine precipitates and
allows for continuous water treatment. However, the same disadvantages are associated
with its use. Continuous input of new reagents is required to maintain efficacy and
achieving ultralow effluent concentrations requires higher reagent inputs. In addition, the
effluent must be neutralized before it can be safely discharged. This requires a centralized
collection and treatment center. A third chemical approach is adsorption which avoids
some of the challenges associated with precipitation and crystallization.
1.8 Adsorption for the Remediation of Pi
Adsorption of Pi onto Pi sorbing materials (PSMs) is another chemical method of
Pi remediation. It relies on the use of insoluble materials with plentiful Pi binding sites
which have a high affinity towards Pi. Adsorption has many advantages over precipitation
and crystallization. The primary advantage is the lack of need for the continuous input of
chemical reagents to maintain removal efficiency. The insoluble PSM is placed directly
into a drainage stream and binds Pi until the binding sites are saturated. At this point, the
PSM is replaced with fresh materials. The efficacy of the material is largely dependent on
the affinity of the material towards Pi.
Therefore, the primary driver for adsorption-based removal is the low cost and
relatively high efficiency at the low concentrations of Pi found in agricultural drainage. In
addition, the non-continuous input of chemical reagents allows for the application of PSMs
at many unmonitored sites. This allows for the decentralized application of PSMs which is
highly desirable in the treatment of nonpoint source agricultural drainage.
1.9 The Characteristics of an Ideal PSM
The ideal PSM has four characteristics. A high Pi binding capacity (PBC), a high
affinity towards Pi, a low production cost, and the ability to be reused. The high PBC is
achieved through many Pi binding sites on the material and is typically measured as the mg
of Pi bound per gram of PSM. A high PBC is ideal because it indicates that the length of
time a PSM will remain functional in the field is longer. As PSMs become saturated with
Pi their removal efficiency decreases until they move from a Pi sink to a source. Longer
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saturation times are associated with fewer site visits and infrequent exchange of saturated
for unsaturated PSMs. This reduces the time and labor cost associated with PSM
application, especially if PSMs are applied in a decentralized manner.
High PSM affinity towards Pi is ideal because it indicates that the fractional
saturation of Pi binding sites on the PSM will be higher at lower concentrations. This results
in higher removal efficiencies at lower influent concentrations. The quantification of PSM
affinity is achieved using the Hill-Langmuir isotherm. This measurement follows
Equation 4 where θ is the fractional saturation of binding sites, L is the P i concentration,
n is the Hill coefficient, and KD App is the apparent dissociation constant.
𝜃=𝐾

[𝐿]𝑛

𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 +[𝐿]

Equation 4

𝑛

Specifically, the KD

App

value indicates the concentration at which 50 % of Pi

binding sites are saturated. Therefore, when comparing two PSMs the one with the lower
KD App will remove Pi more efficiently at low concentrations.
Low production and material costs are ideal because they reduce the costs associated with
the PSM application. Related to these costs is the capacity to reuse PSMs. PSM reuse is
achieved by desorbing Pi from saturated materials. This is beneficial because it allows the
reuse of those previously saturated PSMs drastically reducing the material costs over many
cycles. Further, if the Pi is desorbed and recovered in a reusable state the process becomes
value-added.
The two main approaches to Pi desorption and PSM reuse are the use of pH
adjustment to reduce the affinity of the PSM towards Pi and the use of competitive counter
anions. The disadvantage to pH-induced desorption is that pH adjustment can degrade the
PSM itself preventing reuse. This is especially true for PSMs that rely on cationization with
metals. Alternatively, the use of counter anions to desorb Pi is achieved under neutral
conditions. This approach is inexpensive and does not typically harm the PSM. However,
many competitive anions are introduced as salts such as sodium chloride or nitrate which
carry their associated environmental consequences. The use of an inexpensive,
biocompatible salt would be ideal to desorb Pi from PSMs.
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1.10 Types of PSMs and Methods of PSM Production
PSMs come in a variety of forms. Metal-rich sand and minerals are routinely used
for long-term Pi remediation in artificial and constructed wetlands. These are classified as
natural PSMs. Industrial by-products, such as iron and calcium-rich metal slags are also
often studied for their removal of Pi. The third class of PSM substrates often studied are
organic materials including agricultural by-products such as sawdust (SD), plant roots, corn
husks, orange peels, reeds, and many others. The advantage of using agricultural byproducts as the substrate in PSMs is their extremely low cost. Generally, these waste
materials cost almost nothing, and producers may pay to have them removed. The primary
disadvantage is the relatively low intrinsic PBC and affinity towards Pi. These materials
are rich in cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin which are rich in hydroxyl functional groups
but not positive groups such as protonated amines leading to low intrinsic PBC. Many
modifications or treatments confer PBC to these materials. These can be subdivided into
physical activation through heat, steam, or pressure treatments and chemical activation
through quaternization and cationization.
1.10.1 Physical Activation of Agricultural by Products
Physical activation relies on either carbonization or calcination depending on the
source material. Carbon or calcium-rich materials are placed in an oxygen-free
environment and the temperature is slowly raised to temperatures generally exceeding 500
°C.24 This process results in the release of oxygen from the material leaving pure calcinated
or carbonized materials. Heating in an oxygen-free environment is essential to preventing
burning and allowing calcination or carbonization.
The carbonization process results in the formation of micropores that result in an
exponential increase in the material porosity and internal surface area.25 This high surface
area is ideal for PSMs which rely on surface interactions between the PSM and P i anions.
PBC can be enhanced by doping the materials with metal hydroxides with higher Pi affinity.
Carbonization of woody materials has fallen out of favor because the waste gasses
produced are now more easily attained from the petrochemical industry. Calcination occurs
when calcium-rich limestone is superheated. Many other calcium-rich precursors have
been studied including bone, eggshell, and shellfish shells.26
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1.10.2 Chemical Activation of Agricultural By-Products
The chemical activation of agricultural by-products can be achieved through two
routes, quaternization or cationization (Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2. The two routes to the chemical functionalization of agricultural byproducts. (A) Quaternization and (B) Cationization.
Quaternization relies on the introduction of positively charged amine functional
groups which bind Pi. Cationization is generally a two-step process that relies on the
introduction of anionic groups, such as carboxylic acids, which then chelate positively
charged metal cations. These metal cations then bind Pi. These two approaches have been
studied extensively on a variety of PSM substrates. In general, quaternization produces
materials with lower affinities than cationized materials but they are more stable due to
purely covalent linkages and are less prone to metal leaching. In addition, many metal
cations and metal oxides have been studied on cationized materials. These include Al3+,
Ca2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, La3+ and many others.
1.11 Types of Agricultural By-Products
Many types of agricultural by-products have been used as PSM substrates. These
can be subdivided into raw materials that are the direct waste products from the agricultural
or resource sectors. This includes materials such as unrefined sawdust, plant roots, orange
peels, husks, reeds, etc. The modifications made to raw materials generally focus on
anionization or quaternization followed by cationization.
The second set of materials are waste products that have been refined into valueadded products which have applicability as PSMs. This dissertation relies heavily on the
11

use of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) powder. CMC is produced through the Williamson
etherification of sawdust which introduces many carboxymethyl (CM) anionic functional
groups to the surface. This is followed up by cationization with multivalent metal cations
which confer PBC. The primary advantage of using refined CMC is higher PBCs compared
to raw materials and the biocompatible nature of the CMC biopolymer.
1.12 An Outline of the Approaches Used to Create New PSMs
This dissertation focuses on the creation and characterization of PSMs through
many routes. First, unmodified tomato plant roots (Fig. 1.3), a byproduct of the local
greenhouse industry are reported to have high intrinsic PBC. These roots are characterized
and tested in a manure-contaminated waste stream in Lions Head, Ontario. In addition, the
biocompatible polymer CMC is used to desorb Pi from saturated roots.

Figure 1.3. Unmodified tomato plant roots (A) and Iron-functionalized roots (Feroots) (B).
Second, SD is converted into a PSM through a combined quaternization and
cationization approach using epichlorohydrin-linked functional groups (Fig. 1.4). It was
found that direct functionalization of the SD surface with quaternary amines led to higher
PBCs than indirect functionalization of CMC attached to SD through epichlorohydrin. The
most promising material, SD directly modified with ethylenediamine (EDA) was
characterized extensively.
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Figure 1.4. Sawdust covalently functionalized with EDA through an epichlorohydrin
linker and functionalized with iron to produce EDA-SD.
Third, sawdust was directly modified with CM functional groups to produce
carboxymethyl SD (CMSD) which was saturated with chelated Fe3+ to produce Fe-CMSD
(Fig. 1.5). The reaction conditions needed to optimize the PBC and iron content (IC) of
the PSM are reported followed by characterization of the optimized material.
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Figure 1.5. Untreated sawdust (A) and Fe-CMSD (B).
Fourth, Fe3+ and CMC powder are used to generate CMC-Fe hydrogel (Fig. 1.6).
The ideal CMC concentration to maximize PBCs is reported, and the material Pi binding
characteristics are studied Further, a prototype manufacturing system was designed,
constructed, and used to produce ~600 kg of CMC-Fe over four days. The Pi content of
hydrated and dehydrated CMC-Fe in two separate filter systems is reported.

Figure 1.6 CMC-Fe Hydrogel during synthesis (A) and after saturation with Pi (B).
Fifth, the optimized syntheses of bimetallic hydrogel composites made from
alginate (ALG) and CMC biopolymers are reported. The metal cations studied include
Al3+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, La3+. The most promising hydrogel composite contains Al3+ and
Fe3+ cations in a pure CMC hydrogel.
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CHAPTER 2 GREENHOUSE TOMATO PLANT ROOTS / CARBOXYMETHYL
CELLULOSE METHOD FOR THE EFFICIENT REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF
PHOSPHATE FROM AGRICULTURAL WASTEWATER
2.1 Introduction
Fertilizers rich in the macronutrients phosphorous, nitrogen, and potassium are used
worldwide to increase crop yields. Contemporary fertilizers use Pi sourced from phosphate
rock but concerns have arisen regarding the dependence on this non-renewable resource
and its dwindling supply.1,2 Anthropogenic nutrient loading from crop and livestock
farming leads to the accumulation of nutrients such as Pi and nitrate in lakes leading to
eutrophication resulting in the rapid proliferation of algae which form HABs that endanger
aquatic ecosystems and human health.1,3-7 For example, in 2014 an algal bloom in Lake
Erie forced the city of Toledo, Ohio to shut down tap water for three days.8 These negative
economic and environmental impacts incentivize the reduction of anthropogenic nutrient
loading. A long-term study has shown that mitigation of nutrient input is effective at
reducing algal biomass and returning lake systems to a healthy state.9
Application of manure to fields as a fertilizer has been used since the agricultural
revolution to enhance crop yield.2 Direct application leads to leeching of nutrients into
nearby lakes. The treatment of manure using anaerobic digestion reduces nutrient
leeching.10 Alternatively, the use of manure in energy-producing processes such as
superheated steam drying reduces nutrient loading.11 Reducing nutrient leaching from
agricultural sources produces desirable environmental outcomes, but large capital costs and
minimal long-term economic benefits make wide-scale implementation difficult. Low-cost
filtration of nutrients from wastewater is one option but requires the use of inexpensive
PSMs.12,13 The combination of an inexpensive PSM and a cost-effective nutrient recovery
method will make the removal of Pi from water through filtration more economically
viable.
The objective of this study was to use locally available cellulose-based biopolymers
to create a low-cost PSM. While doing so, a method was found that may reduce the costs
associated with Pi recovery. The previously studied PSM was made from the biopolymer
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chitosan functionalized with iron to produce an iron-chitosan (Fe-chito) composite14 which
was effective at Pi remediation, but poor lifespan and rising chitosan cost led to the search
for a new PSM. Multiple cellulosic materials were investigated including sawdust, roots,
and coconut husk. Of these tomato plant roots showed a high PBC. Our lab is located near
Leamington, Ontario one of the largest tomato-producing regions in North America.
Therefore, the potential benefits of this study include the reduction of Pi-loading to the
Great lakes and support for the circular economy through the recycling of greenhouse
waste, to a value-added product for Pi-abatement/recovery.
2.2 Experimental Section
2.2.1 Reagents and Equipment
All chemical reagents were sourced from Sigma Aldrich Canada. Pi was made from
equimolar quantities of solid KH2PO4 and K2HPO4 dissolved in the appropriate volume of
ultrapure Milli-Q® and adjusted to the desired pH using NaOH. The tomato plants used
were commercially grown in greenhouses in Leamington - Essex County, Ontario, Canada.
Spectra Max 384 Plus Microplate Reader from Molecular Devices ®, sterilized 96well tissue plates from Celltreat ® Scientific Products (product number: 229197), 10 mL
syringe from Norm-Ject ® (product number: 400-X00V0), and 0.45µm syringe filters from
Sarstedt ® (product number: 83.1826), 100 mL glass Econo-Columns from BioRad®,
VWR® microcentrifuge.
2.2.2 Analytical Procedures
The malachite green assay and ascorbic acid assay methods were employed for the
detection of Pi concentrations between 2-10 and 10-150 µM, respectively.15,16 Malachite
green assay: To 700 µL of aqueous sample 130 µL of reagent A (1 mM malachite green
hydrochloride, 1 % PVA, 0.6 M H2SO4) is added followed by 70 µL of reagent B (50 mM
ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate, 3 M H2SO4). Samples are transferred to 96-well plates
in 200 µL triplicates. Absorbance is read immediately at 618 nm.
Ascorbic acid assay: The working reagent is prepared before sample analysis from
2 parts MQ water and 1 part each of reagents A (2 %

w/v

ammonium molybdate

tetrahydrate), B (10 % w/v ascorbic acid), and C (3 M H2SO4). Equal volumes (100 µL) of
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aqueous sample and working reagent are combined directly in the wells of 96-well plates.
Plates are incubated at 37 °C for 60 min to allow color development. Absorbance is read
at 820 nm.
2.2.3 Desorption of Phosphate using Carboxymethyl Cellulose
Samples of Fe-chito were placed in 100 mL BioRad® columns with glass wool
replacing the filters. Binding matrices were soaked in Pi (1 M, pH 7.0) for 30 min. Ultrapure
water (600 mL) was run through the columns to remove unbound Pi. Samples were soaked
in either 1 M NaCl or 0.1 %

w/v

CMC (80 mL) for 30 min to desorb bound Pi. Eluent

samples were collected in 200 mL volumetric flasks; an additional 100 mL of NaCl or
CMC was run through columns to ensure desorption of all bound Pi. The 180 mL of Pieffluent was increased to 200 mL volume by adding ultrapure water. The Pi content of each
sample was measured by Malachite green assay. Total Pi content (g) was placed over the
dry mass of Fe-chito to yield grams of Pi per kilogram of the matrix (g/kg). Three bindingelution cycles were performed per sample to give three total runs per elution method. Data
represent the average Pi recovered ± standard deviation.
2.2.4 Determination of Maximum Phosphate Binding Capacity
The PBC of Fe-chito, root, iron-coated roots (Fe-root), and root submerged in
greenhouse wastewater (GHW) were determined using the method described in Section
2.2.3. NaCl was only employed for the initial rinse of binding matrices while CMC was
used for elution. Each binding matrix was studied in triplicate across three binding-elution
cycles to yield nine total runs per binding matrix studied. Data represent the average
recovered Pi (g/kg) ± the standard deviation of nine samples. Fe-root samples were created
by soaking root samples in 50 mM Fe(III)SO4 for 12 hours.
2.2.5 Determination of Apparent Dissociation Constants
The apparent dissociation constants (KD

App)

of Fe-chito and root material were

determined. Triplicate samples of ~0.1 g Fe-chito and root were placed in ultrapure water
and spun at 50 rpm on a magnetic stir plate for the duration of the experiment. Samples
were placed in an equal volume of ultrapure water. A volume of sample was collected
followed by the addition of Pi (4.0M, pH 7.4). Five minutes were allowed for Pi-binding to
occur, and the process repeated. Removed samples were collected and free Pi concentration
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was measured using the ascorbic acid assay. Fractional saturation data were fit to the HillLangmuir isotherm (Equation 1) where θ is the fractional saturation of available binding
sites, L is the free ligand concentration (free Pi – mM), KD App is the apparent dissociation
constant and n is the Hill coefficient.17 The fit data were used to determine the KD App and
Hill coefficients of Fe-chito and roots.
𝜃=𝐾

[𝐿]𝑛

𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 +[𝐿]

𝑛

Equation 1

2.2.6 Enhanced Precipitation of Calcium-Phosphate with Carboxymethyl
Cellulose
A 10 mg/L Pi solution was created and divided in half. To one-half of the solution,
solid CMC was dissolved to form a 0.1 % w/v solution. The other remained untreated as Pionly. Constant volumes of increasing [CaCl2] were added to individual samples leading to
final CaCl2 concentrations ranging from 0-10 mM. NaOH was used to induce precipitation
of Pi as calcium-phosphate. A VWR® Microcentrifuge was used to pellet the calciumphosphate precipitates. Pi concentrations after precipitation were measured by Malachite
green assay. The data presented are the average Pi concentrations ± sample standard
deviation of three samples at each calcium concentration point.
2.2.7 On-Site Testing of Roots for Phosphate Remediation
In 2018 a filter designed for Pi remediation was installed near Lion’s Head Ontario.
Samples were collected before and after filtration and dissolved Pi content was measured
using the malachite green assay. The data encompassed 23 days from June 11th to July 5th,
2018. Data for June 27th and 28th were removed due to a loss of power in the pumping
system. The site consisted of an agricultural wastewater stream contaminated with cattle
manure where water intake is continuously pumped for use as cattle drinking water (Fig.
2.5A).
The filter consisted of a 63’ aluminum frame containing three sections placed inside
a cement culvert. Pre-filtration water was pumped into the culvert filling the outer section
where water flowed radially inwards through the filter. The outer filter chamber was filled
with lime rock chips, the middle chamber with roots and the inner chamber was empty. A
constant volume of water was maintained by coupling the influent rate to a water level
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meter. The effluent rate was set to 3.78 L/min. Pre- and post-filtration samples were
collected by ISCO autosamplers every 24 hours. Sample treatment included filtering by
0.45 µm syringe filter to remove suspended solids followed by MG assay for Pi
determination.
2.2.8 Desorption of Phosphate from Roots after On-Site Remediation
Roots (~28.39 g) were collected from the filter. This sample was rinsed in ultrapure
water and placed in CMC overnight. The Pi content of this solution was determined by a
malachite green assay and used to determine the total mass of Pi bound per kilogram of
roots in the sample. The proportion of total Pi recovered by roots was determined from this
lab-scale recovery measurement.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Desorption of Phosphate using Carboxymethyl Cellulose
Two columns containing approximately equal masses of Fe-chito were prepared
and Pi binding tested. Desorption was carried out using either 1 M NaCl or 0.1 % CMC.
The total mass of recovered Pi (g) was placed over the dry mass of Fe-chito (kg) to yield
Pi recovered in g/kg of the matrix. NaCl recovered 8.5 ± 0.2 g/kg and CMC recovered 8.2
± 1.5 g/kg (Fig. 2.1A). This indicates that CMC and NaCl are equally effective at the
removal of Pi from Fe-chito.
To confirm that CMC does not interfere with the malachite green assay used for Pi
determination the assay was performed with and without CMC. Absorbance was read at
618 nm. Slopes were 0.0206 and 0.0203 for the no CMC and CMC controls, respectively
(Fig. 2.1B). This indicates that CMC does not interfere with the MG assay and that Pi
content can be determined using this method in combination with CMC elution.
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Figure 2.1. (A) Pi eluted from Fe-chito matrix using either 1 M NaCl or 0.1 % CMC.
Two samples of Fe-chito binding matrix were placed in 100 mL BioRad columns.
These samples were soaked in excess 1.0 M NaCl for 30 min after which 10-column
volumes of MQ water were used to rinse the binding matrices. Both samples were
soaked for 30 min in 80 mL of 1 M Pi, pH 7.0. This was followed by the addition of
10-column volumes of ultrapure water to rinse unbound Pi from the system. Elution
was conducted using 100 mL of either 1 M NaCl (magenta bar) or 0.1 % CMC (green
bar). Samples were soaked for 30 min followed by elution. Eluted solutions containing
Pi were collected in 200 mL volumetric flasks. During elution, a further 100 mL of
NaCl or CMC was added and collected with the elution. A sample of each was
collected for later Pi concentration determination. Each sample was subjected to a
total of three binding-elution cycles leading to three total samples per elution method.
Pi determination was conducted using the malachite green assay. The data presented
represent the total mass of Pi eluted (g) collected per kg of Fe-chito matrix ± the
standard deviation of the three collected samples. (B) Malachite green assay with and
without CMC. Standard sets from 2-10 µM were prepared with (black diamonds) and
without (red circles) CMC present. Absorbance was read at 618 nm. Data represent
the mean absorbance at each standard concentration ± the standard deviation of
three samples.
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Many ion exchangers such as neutral salts can be used to desorb bound Pi.18
Alternatively, extremes of pH can be utilized to remove bound ions. In general, distilled
water at high or low pH was less effective than the other two methods while concentrated
acid or base resulted in the degradation of the binding matrix and loss of retention capacity.
Neutral salts were effective at removal of bound Pi without harming the PSM.19 Chloride
salts are generally inexpensive, but the chloride ions are toxic to plants20,21 and damage the
machinery used in Pi processing. Other anions such as sulfate can be used to the same
effect.22 The ideal desorption agent should be effective at Pi removal but also biocompatible
and inexpensive.
When exposed to low Pi soil conditions plant roots can secrete organic acids that
exchange with metal-Pi salt complexes increasing soluble Pi.23,24 With this in mind, we
tested CMC a polymeric anion composed of carboxylic acid salts bound to a cellulose
backbone. The carboxylate groups ionize in water producing negative charges that induce
exchange with root-bound Pi resulting in elution. CMC has numerous advantages over
NaCl. They are equally effective but unlike chloride the CMC anion is non-toxic.25
Therefore, direct reapplication of Pi-CMC as fertilizer may be possible. Last, CMC is
relatively inexpensive reducing the costs of scaled-up recovery efforts.
2.3.2 Determination of Maximum Phosphate Binding Capacity
The prohibitive cost and low functional lifespan of Fe-chito in field tests lead to the
search for a new matrix. Fe-chito showed a PBC of 8.2 ± 1.5 g/kg (Fig. 2.2). The PBC of
root was 55.2 ± 15.2 g/kg. This represents an approximately 6.7-fold increase in binding
capacity over Fe-chito. Fe-roots show an approximately 7.5-fold increase over Fe-chito
with a PBC of 61.7 ± 17.2 g/kg (Fig. 2.2). This indicates that on a given mass of root there
are more Pi binding than on an equivalent mass of Fe-chito. Therefore, a filter containing
roots will capture more Pi than a filter containing an equal mass of Fe-chito. The slight
increase in average PBC of Fe-root compared to untreated roots indicates a trend towards
higher PBC upon cationization. However, during cationization unmodified roots were
used. The chemical modification of roots with anionic groups such as organic acids could
be used to achieve higher iron chelation which would presumably increase the observed
PBC.
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Figure 2.2 PBC of Pi by Fe-chito, root, Fe-root, and root in greenhouse wastewater.
Three samples each of untreated tomato root (root) and iron-treated tomato root (Feroot) were placed in 100 mL BioRad columns. Approximately 3 g of dry sample was
placed in each column. Initial treatment in 1 M NaCl was used to remove and
previously bound Pi. 10-column volumes of MQ water were used to rinse excess NaCl.
Samples were soaked in 100 mL of 1 M Pi, pH 7.0 for 30 min followed by rinsing with
10-column volumes of MQ water were used to remove excess Pi. Samples were soaked
in 80 mL of 0.1% CMC for 30 min followed by elution. During elution, a further 100
mL of CMC was added. Samples were collected in 200 mL volumetric flasks. The 180
mL volume of collected eluant was increased to 200 mL with MQ water. A sample of
each elution was collected for later Pi determination. Each sample was tested under
three binding-elution cycles yielding a total of nine samples each of root and Fe-root
tested. From each sample, the total mass of Pi (g) eluted per kilogram of root was
determined. Data represent the mean Pi eluted per kilogram of root for nine samples
± the standard deviation.
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The PBC of root and Fe-root show large standard deviations in comparison to Fechito. Roots are natural biopolymers with a wide variety of structures, sizes, and
morphologies.26,27 Lab scale tests with homogenous root density are difficult to create. To
decrease variation roots were pulverized into powder which leads to plugging of columns
and prevention of water flow. Therefore, roots were tested in a raw untreated state.
Numerous types of Pi filtration matrices have been tested on the lab scale. Many
are natural products or industrial waste products with a smaller number of manmade
filtration matrices. Industrial waste products tend to have higher PBCs compared to natural
products.28 Many agricultural waste products have been studied as PSMs. Roots have a
PBC of 55.2 g/kg. Compared to other untreated biopolymers such as giant reed (0.836
g/kg), sugarcane bagasse (1.10 g/kg), date palm fibers (13.33 g/kg), and palm fibers (26.05
g/kg) they are quite effective. However, the PBC is small compared to crab shells which
show a binding capacity of 108.9 g/kg.19 Despite this, they are locally available and a waste
product. Conversion into a PSM creates a value-added product with a respectable PBC.
In general, untreated agricultural by-products showed lower binding capacities than
modified products. Modification of these binding matrices can show drastic increases in
binding capacity. For example, giant reeds increased from 0.836 to 60.95 g/kg.29 Root
increased from 55.2 to 61.7 g/kg after the addition of iron. However, the modification of
giant reeds relied upon chemically modifying reeds to introduce protonated amine groups
and anionic charges to allow metal chelation. Fe-roots were unmodified and only chelated
iron cations using the functional groups naturally found on the root surface. This suggests
that cationization was only slightly effective and could be enhanced by modification of the
root materials with anionic groups to enhance iron retention. Two drawbacks include the
increased cost of matrix preparation and the release of modifying agents into the
environment.30 Therefore, it is worthwhile to test roots in an untreated state while also
exploring modification.
2.3.3 Determination of the Apparent Dissociation Constant
The KD App of Fe-chito and root were determined and compared. Fe-chito and roots
have KD
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App

values of 138.4 mM and 23.1 mM and Hill coefficients of 2.5 and 2.4,

respectively (Fig. 2.3). Hill coefficients can indicate positive cooperativity but on natural
materials better reflect heterogeneity of the binding sites.

Figure 2.3. Fractional saturation of Fe-chito and root with increasing Pi. Y is the
fractional saturation of available binding sites. Three samples each of Fe-chito (blue
circles) and root (red circles) were tested. All samples were added to an equal volume
of MQ water. Five minutes were allowed for binding then a sample was taken followed
by the addition of an equal volume of Pi. Data represent the mean fractional
saturation of three samples each per Fe-chito and roots at each free Pi concentration.
KD App and Hill coefficient values are determined by fitting to Hill equation (Equation
1).
High Pi levels allow the use of methods such as precipitation for Pi remediation.
Agricultural waste streams have low Pi content making adsorption onto filter materials the
most cost-effective method.22 The lower the KD App value of a binding matrix the higher the
fractional saturation of binding sites at a given concentration. The KD App of Fe-chito is
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larger than the KD App of roots. Therefore, roots will experience higher levels of binding site
saturation than Fe-chito in the same waste stream. In combination with the larger number
of available binding sites per kilogram of material, it is expected that more Pi will be
removed from wastewater using roots than Fe-chito.
2.3.4 Enhanced Precipitation of Calcium-Phosphate using Carboxymethyl
Cellulose
Precipitation of calcium-phosphate was studied with and without CMC. The
presence of 0.1 %

w/v

CMC enhanced the precipitation of Pi following the addition of

calcium cations and adjustment to alkaline pH (Fig. 2.4). A Pi-only solution treated with
10 mM calcium resulted in a decrease from 9.6 to 6.3 mg/L soluble Pi. A Pi-CMC solution
treated in the same manner resulted in a decrease from 9.2 to 0.2 mg/L. In Pi-only solution,
33.3% of soluble Pi precipitated. In Pi -CMC solution 97.2 % of soluble Pi precipitated.

Figure 2.4. Precipitation of calcium-phosphate with or without CMC present.
Samples of 10 mg/L Pi were created with CMC (green circles) and without CMC (blue
circles). Three 1 mL aliquots were treated w each CaCl2 concentration with constant
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NaOH for calcium-phosphate precipitate. Precipitates were pelleted, and the solutes
were tested for Pi by the malachite green assay. Data represent the mean ± standard
deviation of three samples at each CaCl2 concentration.
The cost-effectiveness of precipitation for Pi removal depends on Pi concentration.
Recovery at high Pi concentrations is more cost-effective. Struvite is widely used but
calcium, iron, and manganese precipitates present other options.31-34 In agricultural
wastewater Pi is dilute, and input takes place over a large area. Low concentration inputs
are better served by low-cost PSMs.22 Coupling Pi removal to recovery increases the
financial viability of an operation.12 Selectrodialysis coupled to calcium-phosphate
crystallization has been studied as one means to enhance cost-effective recovery.35
Regeneration of the root binding capacity generates a high concentration Pi solution. This
serves to preconcentrate Pi, and the application of conventional calcium-phosphate
recovery may be financially viable. The enhanced recovery of calcium-phosphate in the
presence of CMC offers a means to reduce reagent costs and increase revenue through the
sale of recovered Pi.
2.3.5 Desorption of Phosphate from Roots after On-Site Remediation
In general, lab-scale batch studies overestimate Pi binding capacity and studies
testing the binding matrices in real conditions are rare.36 Lab-scale batch tests were
performed using GHW spiked with 1 M Pi to imitate real conditions. The PBC decreased
from 55.2 ± 15.2 g/kg to 39.7 ± 14.7 g/kg (Fig. 2.2) in the presence of GHW contaminants.
The presence of counter anions such as nitrate and sulfate lead to competition for binding
sites and a decrease in the PBC. The decrease is small enough that roots were employed to
test Pi removal in an agricultural waste stream contaminated with cattle manure.
A filter designed for the site near Lion’s Head, Ontario was installed (Fig. 2.5A)
and water samples were collected pre- and post-filtration. Over a 23-day test period, the
average Pi levels pre- and post-filtration were 319.6 µg/L and 93.1 µg/L, respectively. The
mean removal was 226.5 µg/L Pi per day (Fig. 2.5B). This corresponds to an average of
1.2 g of Pi removed per day for a total of 28.4 g of Pi removed over the 23-day test cycle.
The total amount of Pi entering the system was estimated to be ~40 g. Therefore, the filter
recovered 71 % of Pi entering the system.
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Figure 2.5A. 63’ Filter unit placed inside cement culvert. Sample fills concrete well
where a pre-filtration sample is taken. Water flows inward through lime rock chips
and root material. The inner chamber contains a pump where water is removed, and
a post-filtration sample is taken. The flow rate is set at 3.78 L/min.
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Figure 2.5B. Pi concentrations pre- and post-filtration from June 11th to July 5th, 2018.
Pre (red) and post (green) filtration samples were collected every 24 hours by ISCO
autosampler. Samples were collected on-site and analyzed in a lab. Pi determination
was carried out by Malachite green assay after filtering samples through a 0.45 µM
filter to remove suspended solids. Testing of a sample was conducted by Malachite
green assay. Data represent the mean Pi concentration ± the standard deviation of a
single sample measured in triplicate.
There are a small number of studies testing the removal efficiency of natural Pi
filtration matrices in real conditions. In general, manmade filtration matrices frequently
achieve high removal efficiencies of greater than 90 % but suffer from low maximum PBCs
while natural mineral matrices have wide variation in PBC due to calcium content.28 Field
studies of peat ranged from 77 to 96 % removal.37 The removal efficiency of roots is high
but could be improved, two methods to do so include the modification of roots to increase
Pi retention30 and optimizing filter design which greatly impacts Pi removal efficiency.38
To determine the total proportion of Pi retained on the root material a sample was collected
from the filter at the end of the testing period. This sample was soaked in CMC and the Pi
content was determined using the malachite green assay. The recovery of root-bound Pi
shows an average of 0.49 ± 0.01 g/kg Pi bound to roots. The filter contained ~30.4 kg of
root material. Therefore, 14.9 g of Pi was bound to roots or 52% of the total Pi captured.
The remaining 13.5 g Pi can be attributed to the outer chamber containing limestone chips.
A longer test time is required to determine the point at which full saturation occurs. At this
point, influent and effluent samples will have equal Pi content. The PBC can be regenerated
by CMC and retested. The focus will be on the number of regeneration cycles before
binding capacity is diminished and the lifespan of roots when submerged in water.
2.4 Conclusion
This project details the use of tomato plant roots as a natural filtration material for
the remediation of Pi from an agricultural wastewater stream. The Pi binding studies show
that roots have a high PBC and low KD App making them ideal for use in the remediation of
Pi. On-site testing confirms effective remediation capability in an agricultural wastewater
stream. The use of CMC for the elution of Pi from binding matrices was demonstrated. This
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includes the recovery of Pi recovered at an on-site agricultural wastewater stream. CMC
and NaCl are equal in effectiveness at the elution of bound Pi. CMC enhances the recovery
of Pi by precipitation as calcium-phosphate. Future work objectives include the
characterization and role that root chemical structure plays in Pi-root binding and CMC
elution. Other objectives include the testing of alternative plant species roots for Pi
remediation and alternative means of root modification to enhance Pi remediation
capabilities. Last, further field testing of roots and alternative binding matrices will be
studied.
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CHAPTER 3
COVALENTLY FUNCTIONALIZED SAWDUST FOR THE REMEDIATION OF
PHOSPHATE FROM AGRICULTURAL WASTEWATER
3.1 Introduction
The growing global population will continue to require ever-increasing quantities
of food. As a result, ever-increasing crop yields are essential to maintain adequate global
food supplies. Since the agricultural revolution, fertilizers rich in the macronutrients
nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorous have been applied to fields to increase yields.1
Phosphorous tends to be the limiting nutrient for crop growth.2 Historically organic
phosphorous was supplied in the form of manures and organic waste. Modern fertilizers
employ Pi sourced from rock phosphate.1 Application of Pi-rich fertilizers leads to the
leaching and runoff of Pi into waterways. Accumulation of Pi leads to a form of premature
lake aging called eutrophication.3 As in fields, Pi is the limiting nutrient in algal and aquatic
plant growth.4 Eutrophication through Pi accumulation leads to rapid and excessive growth
of algae and results in algal bloom formation.5 These blooms can be toxic and result in
increased mass fish kills. This is not only environmentally damaging, but it also hurts the
tourism and fishing industries that many coastal communities rely on. Even non-toxic
blooms can damage aquatic systems by leading to rapid fluctuations in pH and dissolved
oxygen.5
The easiest way to address this problem is to treat the water near the source to
remove the Pi. Recovery of Pi is also appealing due to the decrease in the availability of
rock phosphate, and the expected increases in price will threaten food security globally.6-8
Several different technologies have been employed, with the formation of sparingly soluble
struvite (magnesium ammonium phosphate) being a leading approach.9, 10 However this
method requires the addition of substantial amounts of additional chemicals and further
processing. Alternatives include adsorption processes using amorphous adsorbents (from
which the phosphate is difficult to recover),11-15 anionic exchange resins (which face cost
challenges),16,

17

, and complex metallic nanotubes, nanoparticles, or supramolecular

complexes (which also face cost challenges in preparation at scale).18-25 Alternative
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methods, using commonly available agricultural or food production waste products might
prove more economically feasible at the industrial scale.
Several biopolymer systems have been employed, including cellulose,26,

27

sawdust,28, and, previously from our lab, chitosan.29 Chitosan is produced industrially by
the deacetylation of chitin a natural biopolymer sourced from shellfish. It is effective at P i
remediation, but it suffers from two distinct disadvantages; a relatively short lifespan when
exposed to waterborne microorganisms and increasing price over the preceding five years.
Alternatively, cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on Earth and easily obtainable at
a low cost in a wide variety of forms. The use of polysaccharides including chitin and
chitosan have long been investigated for their use in the filtration of heavy metals from
wastewater.30 Both modified and unmodified cellulosic materials have been utilized to
remediate Pi from wastewater.12, 26
Wood pellets and sawdust are excellent, readily available, inexpensive forms of
cellulose and are formed as waste products (or created from waste products in the case of
wood pellets) in lumber processing. However, cellulose itself does not bind P i to any
appreciable extent. Iron cellulose composites have shown some promise for Pi-removal,
but the non-covalently bound iron tends to be readily removed upon repeated washing,
limiting the recyclability of the material.12 To overcome this limitation we envisioned
changing the surface functionalization of the sawdust to incorporate iron-binding moieties.
Iron has exceptional selectivity and affinity for Pi11 and binding the iron tightly to the
particles using iron-specific ligands would allow for recycling through anion exchange. In
our preferred iteration, the iron-functionalized sawdust particles would be treated with the
wastewater to Pi saturation, and then washed with an inexpensive and non-toxic anionic
polymer such as carboxymethyl cellulose, or an inexpensive non-toxic salt, such as sodium
acetate, to exchange the ligands and regenerate the sawdust with limited loss in PBC. This
will allow for the preparation of recyclable resins.
Previous work had identified carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) as a potential coating
to enhance the Pi-remediation capabilities of woodchips by improving iron-binding
capacity over native cellulose.31 Building on this result, we sought to covalently
immobilize CMC, pre-functionalized with iron-binding ligands, on sawdust.
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Our initial ligand of choice for this surface modification was deferasirox. It has
been used as a drug to chelate iron in the blood of patients with chronic iron overload and
has an extremely high and selective binding affinity to iron.32, 33 In solution it forms a dimer
around a single iron (III) atom, but on the solid phase this would not be possible, so it
would provide three open coordination sites for a Pi atom. The binding affinity of
deferasirox for iron is exceptional at logβ = 36.9 at pH> 6.0,34 and is, to the best of our
knowledge, the best Fe (III) binder known. Deferasirox has the added benefit of having a
straightforward and inexpensive synthesis.34 However, we were concerned that the affinity
might be too high, making the Fe (III) too electron-rich. This would lower the affinity for
Pi, so several other ligands were also of interest including amino acids, and
ethylenediamine. These ligands have nitrogen and oxygen atoms capable of chelating iron
and could potentially act co-operatively with the hydroxyl functionalities naturally present
on the sawdust surface. These simple reserve ligands were chosen to both minimize the
cost of manufacture while maintaining sufficient iron-binding capability to be functional.
The results of this study, and the nature of the high affinity, highly recyclable resins
prepared are reported here.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 General Experimental Procedure
Solvents were purchased from Caledon Labs (Caledon, Ontario), Millipore Sigma
(Oakville, Ontario), or VWR Canada (Mississauga, Ontario). Sawdust (McFeeters, 78L,
softwood: pine, average diameter 1 cm) was obtained from TSC Stores (London, Canada).
Other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, AK Scientific, Oakwood Chemicals,
Alfa Aesar, or Acros Chemicals and were used without further purification unless
otherwise noted. All heated reactions were conducted using oil baths on IKA RET Basic
stir plates equipped with P1000 temperature probes. Thin-layer chromatography was
performed using EMD aluminum-backed silica 60 F254-coated plates and visualized using
either UV-light (254 nm), KMnO4, vanillin, Hanessian’s stain, or Dragendorff’s stain.
Standard work-up procedure for all reactions undergoing an aqueous wash involved back
extraction of every aqueous phase, drying of the combined organic phases with anhydrous
magnesium sulfate, filtration either using vacuum and a sintered-glass frit or through a
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glass-wool plug using gravity, and concentration under reduced pressure on a rotary
evaporator (Buchi or Synthware). 1H NMR spectra were obtained at 300 MHz or 500 MHz
on Bruker instruments with analysis being carried out using TopSpin, NMR chemical shifts
(δ) are reported in ppm and are calibrated against residual solvent signals of CHCl3 (δ
7.26), DMSO-d5 (δ 2.50), acetone-d5 (δ 2.05), or methanol-d3 (δ 3.31).
3.2.2 Synthesis of the Conjugatable Deferasirox
2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-benzo[e][1,3]oxazin-4-one (1): Salicylic acid (20 g,
0.145 mol), salicylamide (16.54 g, 0.121 mol) and pyridine (1.28 mL, 0.016 mol) were
dissolved in 50 mL of xylene, and the mixture was heated to reflux for 15 minutes. SOCl2
(19.22 mL, 0.265 mol) was then added slowly over 4 hours while at reflux with vigorous
stirring, followed by another 20 hours of stirring. Xylene was removed by concentrating
under reduced pressure resulting in an acidic residue. This was resuspended in ethanol
(50mL) and acetic acid (1.2mL). This mixture was heated to reflux and then cooled to
room temperature. Following filtration and washing with cold ethanol, the resulting
precipitate was dried to yield 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-benzo[e][1,3]oxazin-4-one
(24.85g, 86% yield). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, [D6] DMSO) 7.09 (d, J=7.99 Hz, 2 H), 7.587.67 (m, 2H), 7.78-7.81 (m, 1H), 7.92-7.98 (m, 1H), 8.07 (dd, J=1.59 Hz, 1H), 8.21 (dd,
J=1.68 Hz, 1H). Spectroscopic data is consistent with the literature.34
4-(3,5-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-1,2,4-triazolidin-1-yl)benzoic acid (Deferasirox): 4hydrazino benzoic acid (9.54 g, 63 mmol) and Et3N (8.74 mL, 63 mmol) were added to
EtOH (271 mL). The solution was heated to reflux for 15 minutes until fully homogenous.
To this hot clear solution was added 1, and the reaction was heated to reflux for an
additional 2 hours. After cooling to room temperature, water was added (30 mL) until
precipitation was observed. The mixture was then concentrated to 50% total volume (to
about 150 mL) under reduced pressure and 6M HCl (300 mL) was added. The resulting
precipitate was isolated and dried to yield crude deferasirox. This was further purified by
suspending in boiling isopropanol (10 mL per 1 g of crude) and alternatively sonicating
and boiling the material to maximize dissolution. A hot filtration removed (undissolved)
unreacted 4-hydrazinobenzoic acid to provide a solution of pure deferasirox which was
concentrated under reduced pressure. (17.66 g, 75.5% yield). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, [D6]
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DMSO) 6.85 (d, J=8.16 Hz, 1H), 6.96-7.03 (m, 3H), 7.35-7.42 (m, 2H), 7.55 (d, J=7.44
Hz, 3H), 7.98 (d, J=8.47 Hz, 2H), 8.04 (d, J=7.57 Hz, 1H), 10.05 (s, OH), 10.80 (s, OH),
13.21 ( broad s. OH). Spectroscopic data is consistent with the literature.34
N-(2-aminoethyl)-4-(3,5-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-1,2,4-triazolidin-1-yl)benzamide:
Deferasirox (0.50 g, 1.34 mmol) was added to 10 mL of dioxane under nitrogen, then
cooled to 0oC. DIPEA was then added (1.34 mmol) followed by N,N'Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) (1.47 mmol), and the reaction mixture was stirred for 5
minutes. Ethylenediamine (8.04 mmol) was then quickly added in one portion, and the
mixture was warmed to room temperature followed by stirring for an additional 2 hours.
The product precipitated from the reaction mixture and stuck to the flask as a brown solid.
The reaction mixture was filtered, and the precipitate was washed with dioxane then ether
to obtain the product (42% yield). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δppm: 3.16 (t, 2H, J = 5.73
Hz), 3.66 (t, 2H, J = 5.76 Hz), 6.62-6.73 (m, 2H), 6.76-6.81 (m, 2H), 6.91 (t, 2H, J = 8.3
Hz), 7.28-7.35 (m, 2H), 7.75-7.82 (m, 4H). Spectral data is consistent with the literature.35
3.2.3 Preparation of the Sawdust and conjugation to the organic ligands
Synthesis of CMC-chelation derivatives: Standard 1-ethyl-3-(3’(dimethylamino)propyl) carbodiimide (EDC) coupling procedures were used in the
coupling of amino acids to CMC. CMC (1 equiv.) was suspended in DMF and cooled to
0 ºC in an ice bath. To this EDC (1.1 equiv.) was added followed by 5 minutes of stirring
at 0 ºC. A mixture of the amine (1.1 equiv.) with DIPEA (2.5 equiv.) in DMF was then
added. The mixture was warmed to room temperature and stirred for 18h, followed by
filtration to collect CMC which was washed with DMF and dried.
Sawdust Epoxidation: Sawdust was thoroughly washed with water and dried
overnight at 50 ºC. In a beaker, 1 g of sawdust was suspended in 12 mL of dioxane. To this
10 mL of epichlorohydrin was added, followed by 6 mL of 5M NaOH. The mixture was
stirred gently for 5 hours at 60 ºC then left stirring overnight at room temperature. The
product was washed with dioxane and 0.1M NaHCO3, then dried under reduced pressure.
General Sawdust functionalization procedure with CMC: A mixture of the
functionalized CMC (0.6g), DIPEA (2mL), and epoxide functionalized sawdust in DMF
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(100mL) was heated for 6 hrs at 60 ºC followed by stirring for 18 hours at room
temperature. Afterward, the functionalized sawdust was collected by filtration, rinsed
extensively with water, and dried.
General

Direct

Sawdust

functionalization

procedure:

Epichlorohydrin

functionalized sawdust was suspended in dimethylformamide (DMF). To this, a mixture
of the chelator (6 mmol chelator/g sawdust) with DIPEA (0.5-1 equiv.) was added and the
mixture stirred gently for 24 hours. Dioxane was initially used as a solvent however due to
the poor solubility of the deferasirox substituent, was replaced with DMF. The EDA
chelator was also tested in dioxane as well as in water with 0.75M NaOH as the base. The
use of water/NaOH offers a greener and cheaper alternative for functionalization. Note: the
chelator is used in large excess and did not completely react with the sawdust. For example,
an analysis of the amount of excess deferasirox-EDA ligand recovered following coupling
showed that only about 0.11 mmol per gram sawdust reacted and the rest was recovered.
This equates to 2% of the chelator added reacting with the sawdust. In contrast, EDA in
water/NaOH couples with 60% efficiency as measured by 1H NMR by comparing the
reaction mixture before coupling (D2O as solvent) with the reaction mixture after coupling
using the residual water peak as an internal quantitative standard (see SI for details, Fig.
F14 and F15) indicating a much higher ligand loading of 3.6 mmol/g of sawdust.
3.2.4 Iron Functionalization of Synthetically Modified Cellulose Biopolymers
Modified cellulose polymers with bound ligands (~5 g) were subjected to 50 mM
iron (III) sulfate baths (250 mL) overnight at a constant 100 rpm spin on a magnetic stir
plate. Filtration, extensive washing with water, and drying in vacuo provided the ironfunctionalized resins.
3.2.5 Phosphate Binding Assays
After iron functionalization, samples were thoroughly rinsed with 1 M NaCl to
remove any bound Pi. Approximately five grams of sample material was placed in 100 mL
BioRad columns with glass wool as filters. The columns were rinsed with 600 mL of MilliQ water and soaked in 100 mL of 1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 for 30 minutes. The
columns were then rinsed with 600 mL of Milli-Q water to remove any unbound Pi. Elution
of the bound Pi was conducted using a 0.1% w/v CMC solution, pH = 7.4.36 Samples were
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soaked in 80 mL of the CMC solution for 30 minutes. During elution, a further 100 mL of
the CMC solutions were passed through the column and combined with the initial elution
solution. The combined elution samples were collected in 200 mL volumetric flasks. The
180 mL volume of the effluent was increased to a constant 200 mL for all samples. One
milliliter of this solution was collected for later Pi concentration determination. Each
sample was exposed to three sequential binding-elution cycles. Samples demonstrating
high PBC were tested for Pi retention in the presence of interfering anions. A 1 M Pi, pH =
7.4 solution, was made containing 10 mM Na2SO4, 10 mM NaNO3 or 10 mM of both
Na2SO4 and NaNO3.
Determination of total bound Pi was accomplished by measuring the Pi
concentration of eluted samples in comparison to the dry weight of the binding matrix using
the malachite green assay mentioned below. There was no significant difference in binding
capacity from one cycle to the next. Note, all solutions were prepared in Milli-Q ultrapure
water. All reported concentrations are provided with the standard error of the mean.
3.2.6 Modified Malachite Green Assay for Phosphate
To 700 μL of the aqueous analyte, 130 μL of reagent A (1 mM malachite green
hydrochloride, 1% polyvinyl alcohol, 0.6 M H2SO4) and 70 μL of reagent B (50 mM
ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate, 3 M H2SO4) was added. The absorbance at 630 nm
was recorded and compared with a standard curve. The curve was linear between 2 and 10
μM of Pi.
3.2.7 Determination of Apparent Dissociation Constants by analysis using the
Hill-Langmuir Equation
Determination of the KD

App)

values for EDA-H2O and EDA-dioxane was

conducted by suspending ~0.4 g of binding resin in 4 mL of water. Initial conditions were
determined by removing 100 µL of the supernatant, which was then immediately replaced
with 100 µL 2 M Pi, pH = 7.4. The solution was incubated for 300 seconds, and 100 μL of
the sample was withdrawn and replaced with 100 μL of fresh 2 M Pi solution. Each of the
collected samples was used to determine the free Pi concentration after each addition.
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Free Pi concentration was measured by the ascorbic acid–molybdate assay for Pi shown
below. In combination with known total Pi concentrations, the bound Pi was determined.
From this data, the maximum bound Pi was determined for each sample. Data were
converted into fractional saturations and fit to the Hill-Langmuir Equation (Eq. 1) where θ
is the fractional saturation of available binding sites, L is the free Pi concentration and n is
the Hill coefficient.37-39
𝜃=𝐾

[𝐿]𝑛

𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 +[𝐿]

𝑛

Equation 1

3.2.8 Ascorbic Acid – Molybdate Assay for Phosphate
Working reagent, made from 2 parts water and 1 part each of reagents A (2% (w/v)
ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate), B (10% (w/v) ascorbic acid), and C (3M H2SO4), was
prepared immediately before sample testing. Then, to 100 µL of the aqueous analyte, 100
µL of the working reagent was added. Samples were incubated at 37 °C for 60 minutes to
allow reaction and color development. The absorbance at 820 nm was recorded and
compared with a standard curve. The curve was linear from 10 to 150 µM of P i. Note, all
solutions were prepared in Milli-Q ultrapure water.
3.2.9 Measurement of Bound Iron Content in the Sawdust Matrix
Sample Preparation for Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectroscopy: Portions of the solid matrix were obtained from each resin sample, and
each was independently treated with Pi, regenerated with 0.1% (w/v) carboxymethyl
cellulose solution, and retreated with Pi for a total of 6 regeneration cycles.
Approximately 20 mg portions from each cycle, including the initial matrix before
treatment with Pi, were collected. This sawdust sample was suspended in 3 mL of conc.
H2SO4, heated to 70 oC and shaken for 4 days. The resulting slurry was then diluted using
7mL of dH2O and filtered through 0.2 μm syringe filters. These were then further diluted
approximately 40-fold in distilled water and analyzed. Inductively Coupled Plasma
Optical Emission Spectrophotometry (ICP-OES) was conducted using an Agilent
Technologies Model #G8460AA, 720 Series, instrument. Liquid samples are introduced
into the axial plasma of the instrument via an Agilent OneNeb series 2 inert concentric
type nebulizer combined with a cyclonic spray chamber. The instrument was calibrated
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against standard mixtures containing either a high or low concentration of standard
metals and against the National Research Council of Canada externally certified sample.
Iron is measured in triplicate at 259.94 nm, and phosphorous in triplicate at 185.88 nm.
Results are the average of the three trials. In the cased of the EDA sample, four separate
batches of resin (from two different synthetic batches) were subjected to the same
process, except 7 wash/elution cycles were conducted. Following the seventh elution, the
sawdust was resuspended in the iron (III) sulfate bath and the seven wash/elution cycles
were repeated to show the recyclability and reproducibility of the synthesis and the ironbinding and phosphate binding behavior.
Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy: Samples were run on a Varian 55B
atomic absorption spectrometer. Acetylene gas was used as the fuel with air support
along with a slit width of 0.2 nm. The lamp was set to a wavelength of 248.3 nm. Three
samples, 1.5ml obtained from each Pi elution cycle of tested sawdust (which has a total
volume of 200 mL) and results are the average obtained from the three trials.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Synthesis of phosphate-binding sawdust
CMC functionalization and immobilization were accomplished using EDC
coupling followed by mixing with epoxide-functionalized sawdust in the presence of a base
(Scheme 3.1). EDC couplings between an amine and a carboxylic acid are relatively water
insensitive and can be carried out effectively in water as solvent.40 However, the
insolubility of the product made characterization challenging, especially as the CMC
products formed thick hydrogels at high concentrations. Lyophilization decreased the
water content significantly, but the material is still highly hygroscopic. As the removal of
the water and further purification proved difficult, DMF was used as the solvent of choice
to avoid these hydrogels. The second step involved the reaction of the functionalized CMC
with the epoxide functionalized sawdust, again DMF was used to prevent hydrogel
formation and for ease of purification although CMC has limited solubility in DMF.
Nevertheless, we obtained four CMC-sawdust constructs with 4-amino butyric acid (BA),
(S)-2,4-diamino butyric acid (DBA), and glycine (Gly). The resulting complexes were
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characterized by Pi affinity. The low efficacy and technical complications led us to abandon
this approach and turn to direct functionalization of the sawdust.
Regardless of the cellulose source, all materials were treated identically. The wood
was suspended in a mixture of dioxane and aqueous sodium hydroxide, to which was added
epichlorohydrin, and the mixture stirred at 60 ºC with either mechanical or magnetic
stirring. Following washing of the wood to remove excess reagents, the wood was
resuspended in solvent (generally dioxane), to which were added diisopropylethylamine
and the amine-functionalized ligand. Stirring for an additional 12 hours provided the
ligand-functionalized cellulose. Based on literature and chemical precedent, the bulk of the
substitution should occur on the C-6 hydroxyl, but functionalization at C-2 and C-3 is, of
course, possible (Scheme 3.2).
The selected ligands, ethylenediamine, (EDA), BA, DBA, and Gly, were
commercially available. Deferasirox was made according to published protocols on >20 g
scale and is readily available from very inexpensive starting materials (Scheme 3.3).34 The
benzoic acid moiety plays no role in the iron conjugation, and we used this functionality
as a handle to add an amine functionality to allow for cellulose conjugation.

Scheme 3.1. General route for the preparation of ligand-functionalized sawdust using
CMC.34 CMC has various carboxymethyl groups on the free hydroxyls, and this
representation is for illustration purposes only and does not imply that
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functionalization is occurring on the same monomeric unit or at the indicated
positions.

Scheme 3.2. General route for the preparation of ligand-functionalized sawdust using
epichlorohydrin.
Conjugation between the epichlorohydrin-activated cellulose and the ligands was
accomplished in either dioxane or 0.75 M NaOH. The epichlorohydrin-derived oxirane is
reactive towards nucleophiles, and we were concerned about competitive reactions
between the solvent and the ligand. Consequently, as it was installed in the presence of a
strong base, and although amines can outcompete hydroxide nucleophiles, we tested both
water and dioxane as solvents in the case of EDA. The PBC of both products was similar
indicating that solvolysis of the epoxides was not competitive with the amine nucleophiles.
However, the reactions are not necessarily highly efficient. In the case of the deferasirox,
the lone example where the ligand was easily recoverable following coupling and could be
used to determine functionalization efficiency, only 0.11 mmol of ligand/g of sawdust was
added, representing a 2% yield based on the amount of ligand added to the reaction. This
suggested that either epoxide-loading is inefficient or that ring-opening of the epoxides
occurs during epichlorohydrin addition. However, deferasirox was also found to be the
most challenging material to work with due to solubility challenges, and we suspected that
loading was higher for the other ligands. As the solid-supported products are not soluble,
and as the cellulose signals dominate the characterization techniques (i.e. FT-IR), few
analytical techniques could be used to determine the success of functionalization. We have
obtained the FT-IR spectra of all samples for other researchers to allow for reproducibility
(Supporting Information), and the clear differences in Pi-binding between different
formulations, and the batch-to-batch reproducibility of the results gives us confidence in
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the reproducibility of the methodology. However, we needed another way to quantify the
success of the chemistry.

Scheme 3.3. Synthesis of Deferasirox and functionalization with an amine handle.
3.3.2 Determination of maximum phosphate binding
Maximum PBC was measured by saturating the solid support, and then eluting and
quantifying the bound Pi. Samples were saturated with Pi using a 1 M Pi solution. Elution
was carried out using 0.1% (w/v) CMC solution.36 The Pi content was then quantified using
the malachite green-assay.41 Pi-binding capacity is expressed as grams of Pi per kilogram
of the matrix (g/kg). Fe-chito matrix was used as the standard Pi-removal matrix against
which we compared the various cellulose derivatives prepared here. We first examined the
binding capacity of carboxymethyl-cellulose functionalized materials (Fig. 3.1).

In

previous studies CMC was physisorbed onto sawdust, followed by iron functionalization
to remediate Pi.31 Here, we adsorbed CMC, covalently functionalized with one of three
different Fe3+-ligands: DF, Gly or DBA, as well as unfunctionalized CMC, onto the surface
of the sawdust, added the iron (III) and then measured the PBC. Unmodified sawdust,
which had still been incubated with the iron, bound very little Pi (0.30 ± 0.05 g/kg). The
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maximum binding capacity was obtained with DBA (28.5 ± 3.3 g/kg), with DF (14.2 ± 4.6
g/kg) and Gly (14.0 ± 2.0 g/kg) yielding binding capacities like those obtained by CMC
alone (11.2 ± 1.2 g/kg). However, all these CMC derivatives samples were more efficient
Pi binders than the Fe-chito system (8.2±0.5 g/kg) (Fig. 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Quantification of the phosphate-binding capacity of CMC-Sawdust
Derivatives. Samples are chitosan flakes functionalized with iron (Fe-chito),
untreated sawdust (SD), sawdust functionalized with only CMC (SD-CMC), sawdust
conjugated to CMC functionalized with an iron-chelating ligand deferasirox (SDCMC-DF), glycine (SD-CMC-Gly) or (S)-2,4-diamino butyric acid (SD-CMC-DBA).
Presented data provides the total mass of Pi (g) collected was placed over the total
mass of binding matrix (kg) to yield grams of Pi eluted per kilogram of the matrix.
Data represent the mean ± standard error of the mean of an individual sample over
three binding-elution cycles.
In the next stage of these studies, BA, DBA, and Gly were directly functionalized
onto the sawdust surface to avoid the complications inherent in CMC-sawdust synthesis
and handling. The direct modification of sawdust improved the Pi-binding, with SD-BA,
SD-DBA, and SD-Gly yielding binding capacities of 17.9 ± 3.9 g/kg, 26.7 ± 2.5 g/kg, and
23.5 ± 2.7 g/kg respectively (Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Maximum Binding Capacity of iron chelators directly attached to
sawdust. (n=3) Samples are iron chitosan flakes (Fe-Chito), sawdust without ligands
(SD), sawdust functionalized with 4-amino butyric acid (SD-BA), sawdust
functionalized with (S)-2,4-diamino butyric acid (SD-DBA), and sawdust
functionalized with glycine (SD-Gly). Presented data provides the total mass of Pi (g)
collected was placed over the total mass of binding matrix (kg) to yield grams of Pi
eluted per kilogram of the matrix. Data represent the mean ± standard error of the
mean of an individual sample over three binding-elution cycles. There is no systematic
error between different binding/elution cycles.
The final ligand examined was EDA. Two different solvents were investigated for
EDA functionalization of sawdust: aqueous NaOH (0.6 M) and diisopropylethylamine
(DIPEA) in dioxane, with the aqueous solvent being preferable from both green chemistry
and economic perspective. The EDA ligands showed the best Pi-binding of all samples
tested, with 35.1 ± 2.1 g/kg and 39.9 ± 2.7 g/kg, for dioxane and water as solvents,
respectively (Fig. 3.3). The presence of counter anions results in competitive binding and
reduces the total Pi bound. The presence of 10 mM sulfate, 10 mM nitrate, or 10 mM of
both sulfate and nitrate co-incubated with the SD-EDA-H2O reduced bound Pi to 30.7 ±
1.7, 36.1 ± 2.6, and 27.4 ± 1.5 g/kg, respectively. SD-EDA-dioxane binding capacity was
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reduced to 25.2 ± 2.1, 26.4 ± 2.7, and 19.1 ± 1.3 g/kg in the presence of 10 mM sulfate,
nitrate, or sulfate and nitrate, respectively (Table 3.1).
The EDA ligands, which displayed the highest PBC, were further characterized for
the estimation of their apparent KD App values or the [Pi] that results in 50% saturation of
the ligand (Fig. 3.4). The KD App values for both SD-EDA-dioxane and SD-EDA-H2O
treatments were calculated to be 226.8 mM.

Figure 3.3. Maximum binding capacity of Fe-chito compared with both EDAconjugation methods. Samples are iron functionalized chitosan flakes (Fe-Chito),
sawdust without added ligands (but still incubated with the iron salt) (SD), sawdust
functionalized with EDA in dioxane (SD-EDA-Dioxane), and sawdust functionalized
with EDA in water (SD-EDA-H2O). Final functionalization occurred by bathing solid
matrix samples in 50 mM Fe (III)SO4. Presented data provides the total mass of Pi (g)
collected was placed over the total mass of binding matrix (kg) to yield grams of Pi
eluted per kilogram of the matrix. Data represent the mean ± standard error of the
mean of an individual sample over three binding-elution cycles. There is no systematic
error between different binding/elution cycles.
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Figure 3.4. Saturation binding curve of sawdust functionalized with EDA in water
(SD-EDA-H2O), red dots. Pi was titrated into suspended resin every five minutes;
aliquots were withdrawn after this five-minute incubation period for measurement
using the ascorbic acid–molybdate assay. The curve fit is for SD-EDA-H2O (blue
circles, blue line) using a Hill-Langmuir expression. Data is highly consistent with the
Hill-Langmuir model (Eq. 1) with an R2 of 0.996.
3.3.3 Recyclability of the resins
Several sawdust derivatives (SD-EDA-H2O, SD-GLY, SD-DBA, SD-BA) were
tested for their recyclability in terms of iron retention. The sawdust was subjected to six
consecutive binding-elution cycles and approximately 20 mg of the sawdust was removed
after each cycle and evaluated for IC using ICP-OES. A small decrease is observed after
the first two cycles after which the iron-bound remains largely constant. SD-EDA-H2O
exhibited the highest iron-binding over 6 washes with an average of 15.65 g Fe/kg sawdust,
followed by 10.37, 13.68, and 7.55 for SD-GLY, SD-BA, and SD-DBA respectively (Fig.
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3.5A). For comparison, the treated, but unfunctionalized sawdust control retained only 0.44
± 0.04 g Fe/kg sawdust after the first cycle. Functionalization is required to retain IC.
However, we wanted to demonstrate the reproducibility of the synthesis, and the ability to
fully regenerate the resin in the presence of fresh iron. It is possible that the reason for the
reduced IC was because the ligand was being washed out of the sawdust as it might not
have been covalently immobilized. Consequently, we repeated the exercise in triplicate
with SD-EDA-H2O obtained from two separate synthetic batches. After 7 wash/elution
cycles, the sawdust was regenerated using the iron sulfate bath and was re-subjected to an
additional 7 wash/elution cycles (Fig. 5B). Power curves were fit to the data and the
equations are similar, curiously, they suggest that the iron is lost more slowly in the
regenerated sample though this is not a statistically significant difference.
These values could also be used to contextualize the Pi binding results. Again, it
was not possible to quantify the loading of the ligands. However, we can roughly estimate
the effective ligand concentration by assuming one iron atom/ligand moiety (the other
coordination sites would be occupied by sawdust hydroxyl groups). It is possible that in
some cases two ligands bind the iron atom, but in other cases, a ligand functionality might
not bind an iron atom so there is some error in this estimation. From this assumption, we
can calculate the maximum ligand loading and the theoretical maximum PBC. Comparing
these values to the experimental results indicate that the sawdust resins bind between 37
and 93% of their theoretical maximum amount of Pi /cycle (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. Amount of IC (g Fe/kg sawdust) measured using ICP, average from the
first three elutions to be consistent with Figures 1-3. Sawdust was taken from
consecutive trials of P binding and elution.
Sample

Average Maximum Fe

SD-EDA-

SD-

SD-BA

SD-

H2 O

GLY

23.81

13.46

18.80

11.28

25.62

18.10

34.71

23.85

DBA

content (g Fe/kg sawdust)
Effective ligand loading
(g/kg)
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SD

0.44

Theoretical Maximum

60.52

34.22

47.79

28.66

66%

69%

37%

93%

Phosphate Capacity (g/kg
sawdust)
Binding as a % of
Maximum

Figure 3.5. A) IC (g Fe/kg Sawdust) measured using ICP over six consecutive elution
cycles of four different functionalized sawdust. The iron chelator is attached to the
sawdust via the epichlorohydrin linker; B) Reproducibility of the resin behavior,
and regeneration of the resin with fresh iron. Three samples of EDA-functionalized
sawdust (from two separate synthetic batches) were treated 7 times using our Pi
wash/elution cycles. Following the seventh elution, the sawdust was re-exposed to
FeCl3 and then the wash elution cycles were repeated. The data presented is the
average of the three samples with error bars representing the standard error of the
mean. The power-law equations of the trendlines are determined where x = 1+ the
number of elution cycles.
To support this contention, the eluted solvent (200 mL), from each of the cycles
was also tested for IC using atomic absorption spectroscopy. Little to no iron leeching was
detected in SD-EDA-H2O, SD-GLY, and SD-DBA samples. The distilled water used in
the experiment contained 0.4 μg of iron per 200 mL. Very small amounts of iron were
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detected in the elutions from BA functionalized sawdust during cycle 3. To contextualize
these values, elutions were carried out on 5 g samples of the sawdust that would contain
approximately 50 mg of iron, indicating that leaching/extensive washing cycle decreased
IC by only 0.002% per cycle for EDA-H2O. These are recyclable resins.
Table 3.2. The IC (μg/200 mL) in the phosphate recovery elutions from 6
consecutive cycles of resin regeneration (5g of resin per experiment, 200 ml of
elution solution used to regenerate the resin in each cycle) of several of the
functionalized sawdust resins. IC was tested for using atomic absorption
spectroscopy.
Cycle number SD-EDA-H2O SD-GLY SD-BA D SD-BA
1

0.08

2.1

1.6

0.6

2

0.7

1.2

2.4

0.7

3

0.6

2.0

4.2

0.5

4

0.4

0.7

0.31

0.4

5

0.4

1.1

1.1

0.5

6

0.5

0.6

0.9

0.4

dH2O

0.4

Table 3.3. Pi Binding Capacity of EDA-H2O and EDA-Dioxane in the presence of
sulfate and nitrate. Binding assays were conducted with 1M Pi containing 10 mM
sulfate, 10 mM nitrate, or 10 mM of both sulfate and nitrate. Data represent the
mean binding capacity (g Pi/kg resin) ± the standard error of one sample over three
binding-elution cycles.
Pi-only

Pi and sulfate

Pi and nitrate

Pi, sulfate, and
nitrate

SD-EDA-H2O

39.9±2.7

30.7±1.7

36.1±2.6

27.4±1.5

SD-EDA-

35.1±2.1

25.2±2.1

26.4±2.7

19.1±1.3

Dioxane
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3.4 Discussion
The primary challenge in this work is attaining the required balance between the
strength of iron chelation, and Pi affinity while also ensuring that the resultant material can
be made inexpensively and in a sustainable manner. Any chemically modified material
needs to be highly recyclable to make the capital cost worth the effort. Recycling requires
two processes to be highly efficient: the Pi must be relatively easy to strip from the solid
support, and the iron must not be removed from the support during this process. The
number of cycles over which the material remains effective is expected to be directly
proportional to the affinity of the bound ligands for the iron. However, fac ligands are
preferred to minimize steric hindrance- Pi acts as a monodentate ligand42 and often forms
complexes with multiple iron centers in the solid-state.43 An excellent ligand would likely
involve significant charge transfer to the Fe3+ center. This would bind it tightly.
Unfortunately, this would also decrease Pi affinity. We need to identify ligands that bind
the iron well, but not so well as they decrease its affinity for Pi.
The removal of Pi from binding resins was accomplished using ion exchange.
Neutral salts and pH gradients have been used to remove bound Pi.15, 44 Low concentration
acid and base solutions result in poor removal efficiency whereas high concentrations are
effective but result in a degradation of the binding resin.45, 46 Neutral salts such as NaCl
and KCl are effective and relatively inexpensive.15 However, the chloride anions are toxic
to crops making the reuse of recovered Pi difficult.47, 48 Alternatively, high concentrations
of other anions such as sulfate, acetate, and nitrate can be used but these are generally more
expensive or pose their own environmental hazards.49 The ideal recovery agent will be
equally or more effective than NaCl but nontoxic to crops. Low concentration CMC can
be used to the same effect. Our previous work showed that CMC and NaCl were equally
effective at the removal of Pi from Fe-chito.36 However, CMC is nontoxic and used in a
variety of industries including food and medical production.50 Abundant carboxylic acid
groups mimic the Pi starvation response in plants used to solubilize soil-bound Pi.51, 52
Lastly, CMC is inexpensive. Therefore, for this study, elutions were conducted using CMC.
Our first approach involved covalently immobilizing ligands to CMC (Scheme
3.1), and then using this to coat the sawdust particles. CMC has many carboxylate groups
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on its surface that we believed would assist in iron complexation and would improve PBC
over cellulose (the sawdust surface). CMC alone is capable of complexing with iron, and
this complex then shows an affinity for phosphorous as seen in our results, Fig. 3.1, and
Table 3.2; however, affinity is only moderate. Consequently, we sought to incorporate
ligands with much higher iron-binding.
Many methods have been used to modified organic biopolymers for the removal of
Pi (Table 3.4). However, these methods can be subdivided into those relying on the
impregnation of metals onto the binding resin and those relying on the introduction of
higher-value amine groups to increase ion-exchange potential with Pi.53 The best results
were obtained by Karachalios using an ionic liquid coating a wood surface, however, this
work was never published.54 We sought a more tunable, and controlled approach using
easily accessible materials and avoiding the use of other metals or simple physical
encapsulation.
Table 3.4. Treatment methods and maximum binding capacities of other woodbased products for Pi adsorption.
Resin Type

Treatment Method

Max Pi

Reference

Binding
wood particles

Fe(II)Cl2 / CMC-coating +

2.05/17.38

Fe(II)Cl2
milled pine

Poly-allylamine

bark

hydrochloride (PAA-HCl)

Eberhardt and Min
(2008)

12.65

Tsabalala et. al.
(2004)

+ epichlorodydrin
La(NO3)3 ‧ 6H2O (0.01M)

33.35

Shin et. al. (2005)

milled

PAA-HCl+

26.03/44.65

Karthikeyan et al.

wood/bark

epichlorodydrin

yellow pine

PAA-HCl or 3 chloro-2-

wood/bark

hydroxypropyl

juniper bark
fiber
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(2004)
22.83/36.65

Karthikeyan et al.
(2004)

trimethylammonium
chloride
wood residues

Choline chloride

205.63

Karachalios (2012)

derivative + urea +
imidazole

Deferasirox is an extremely strong iron-binding ligand used in medical iron
chelation therapy and was selected to maximize recyclability, although we were concerned
that it might decrease Pi affinity. The synthesis of this seemingly complex structure is very
simple, and it can be rapidly accessed from very inexpensive industrial chemicals in two
steps (three including the addition of the ethylene diamine handle, see Scheme 3.3).
Although the PBC was moderately higher than for our previous Fe-chito substrate, the
difference was disappointing considering the design considerations. We tentatively
hypothesized that this limited improvement was due to overly strong iron chelation and
low ligand loading. Evaluating functional groups commonly involved in iron chelation,
and balancing this with synthetic complexity, we identified simple amines (for reactivity
with the epoxide) that also contained carboxylic acid, amine, and hydroxyl-rich groups as
promising chelators. The cellulosic support provides additional hydroxyl functionalities,
as does the ring-opened epichlorohydrin-derived linker (Scheme 3.1). This led us to select
DBA, a key building block in the Trant lab,55 BA, GLY, and EDA as ligand candidates
providing an amino acid, a carboxylic acid, and an amine functionality, respectively. Their
smaller size and better solubility would also result in higher loading onto the
epichlorohydrin-functionalized sawdust. For consistency, we also aimed to functionalize
CMC with these substrates.
Covalent functionalization of CMC to sawdust resulted in a binding capacity of
11.2 g/kg (Fig. 3.1). Previous work relied on the supramolecular interaction of CMC and
wood fiber to yield a product with an adsorption capacity of 17.38 g/kg (Table 3.4).56
Covalently linking the CMC appears to reduce binding capacity. However, incorporating
DBA produces SD-CMC-DBA that yields a binding capacity of 28.5 g/kg (Fig. 3.1). Our
previously studied matrix, Fe-chito flakes was an amine-rich biopolymer that chelated
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cations such as iron and copper. These cations retained Pi.29 The increased binding capacity
of SD-CMC-DBA can be attributed to the presence of additional amine groups enhancing
iron chelation and therefore PBC.
However, functionalization of the CMC was difficult as it is only effectively soluble
in water, and it forms a thick hydrogel even at low concentrations. Lyophilization was not
completely effective in dehydrating the material, complicating processing. This was
complicated as the free hydroxyl functionality on the CMC was conjugated to the epoxide
functionalities on the functionalized sawdust using base and DMF as solvent. Residual
water would inhibit coupling, and the poor solubility of the CMC made this an inefficient
approach. The degree of functionalization on sawdust is likely very low as neither sawdust
nor CMC readily dissolve in any of the solvents. The use of water introduces a competing
nucleophile that would react more quickly with the epoxide than CMC, also resulting in a
very low degree of functionalization. Due to these problems, we abandoned the approach.
The added carboxylic acids of the CMC are not that beneficial and do not appear to justify
the technical challenges of processing the material.
We then turned to direct functionalization of epichlorohydrin-activated sawdust,
coupling DBA, BA, Gly, and EDA directly to the sawdust surface. Of these, the 1:1
combination of DBA:BA showed the best PBC at 26.7 ± 2.5 g/kg (Fig. 3.2). This is a 3.3fold increase over Fe-chito. SD-DF again provided a lower-than-expected degree of Pi
binding. This is potentially due to the extremely high affinity of DF to iron; however, the
most effective Pi recovery was achieved using SD-EDA, 39.9 ± 2.7 g/kg or 35.1 ± 2.1 g/kg,
depending on the solvent used in immobilization (Fig. 3.3). This is an ~4.5-fold
improvement in PBC over our previously employed Fe-chito binding matrix. EDA
coupling to sawdust by epichlorohydrin results in the addition of amines capable of iron
chelation. This is like methods that used the polymer, poly-allylamine, in place of EDA.
Milled pine bark alone bound Pi with an efficiency of 12.65 g/kg (Table 3.4).57 Another
study functionalized wood and wood-bark separately using poly-allylamine. They found
that the functionalized bark bound 44.65 g/kg of Pi while the functionalized wood bound
only 26.03 g/kg (Table 3.4).58 Our SD-EDA is quite competitive with these methods and
is far simpler to prepare (polyallylamine is an expensive polymer used primarily in
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biomedicine). Another method of functionalization reported in a thesis using a cholinebased ionic liquid showed a binding capacity of 205.63 g/kg (Table 3.4).54 In our case, the
use of alternative synthetic approaches may provide higher ligand-loading and
consequently higher binding capacities. Another approach would be to alter the cation used
from iron to lanthanum59 or zirconium60 which have been used to create highly efficient
PSMs. However, the inexpensive nature and biocompatibility of iron make a lower
efficiency acceptable.
The binding capacities of our systems represent idealized maximums. Application
of these resins in real filters will result in exposure to other anions that will compete for
available binding sites. To examine this challenge, the EDA resins were tested for PBC in
the presence of competitive anions (Table 3.3). SD-EDA-dioxane experiences a reduction
in Pi -binding capacity of 28.0 % and 24.7 % when exposed to sulfate and nitrate,
respectively. SD-EDA-H2O experiences a 23.0 % reduction when exposed to sulfate but
only a 9.5 % reduction to Pi -binding in the presence of nitrate. The presence of both sulfate
and nitrate reduces the binding capacity of SD-EDA-dioxane by 45.6% the while SD-EDAH2O only experiences a 31.3 % reduction in efficiency. Therefore, given the higher PBC,
higher tolerance to nitrate interference, and as water is far cheaper than dioxane and
requires a simpler experimental set-up, and as dioxane is toxic and an environmental
pollutant,61 the aqueous synthesis of SD-EDA shows significant promise for onsite
applications and is being pursued in our laboratories.
The KD App of SD-EDA-H2O was determined by fitting the fractional saturation data
to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm.37-39 The Hill-Langmuir isotherm assumes the formation of
an adsorbate monolayer on the surface of the binding resin. The KD App of SD-EDA-H2O
was 226.8 mM with a Hill coefficient of 2.46 (Fig. 3.4). Nonlinear fitting showed a
correlation coefficient, (R2) of 0.996 suggesting the Hill-Langmuir isotherm adequately
models the experimental results. Therefore, as Pi binds, the number of free binding sites
decreases. When saturated no further binding will occur and the resin needs to be
regenerated or replaced to remove further Pi from the water stream. The determination of
the KD App also allows an alternative means to measure maximum PBC. In general, the SDEDA binding capacities found during batch studies agreed with those found by increasing
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Pi concentration. SD-EDA-H2O was found to have a maximum Pi binding capacity of 39.9
g/kg. Here the maximum was calculated to be 38.9 g/kg with an average of 17.1 mg P i
bound to 0.44g of resin. The SD-EDA-dioxane used in this same study massed 0.38 g and
bound an average of 32.4 g/kg. Hill coefficients indicate cooperativity in binding. A Hill
coefficient of 5.8 indicates positive cooperativity however in this case it is likely due to
heterogeneity in available anion binding sites. This is supported by the results of the
binding assays in the presence of equimolar sulfate or nitrate. Despite being present in
equal amounts the reduction in Pi binding capacity was different. The KD

App

is the

concentration at which 50% of available binding sites are saturated with Pi. Previous work
determined the KD App value for Fe-chito to be 138.4 mM with a Hill coefficient of 2.45. A
higher KD App indicates that SD-EDA will experience lower fractional saturation of Pi
binding sites than Fe-chito at a given Pi concentration. However, the maximum binding
capacity per kilogram of SD-EDA is still 4.5-fold larger. In addition, the cost of SD-EDA
preparation is a fraction of the cost required to produce Fe-chito. Therefore, SD-EDA has
the potential for field-scale use as a Pi remediation matrix.
Strong binding and high Pi loading are useless without reusability. The samples
were examined over six consecutive cycles for Pi retention and iron loss. ICP
measurements of the IC on the sawdust show a slight decrease over the first two cycles but
for the remaining cycles, the amount of iron remains consistent (Fig. 3.5). The initial iron
loading for each sample can also give us some insight into minimum ligand
functionalization. With no ligand, the sawdust binds 0.5 g Fe/kg of ligand. The amount of
iron present in the sawdust can consequently be used to estimate the amount of ligand
(Table 3.1). The highest loading observed is 34.7 g/kg of SD-BA, with SD-Gly only
loading at 18.1 g/kg. This also allows for a calculation of the maximum PBC of each
formulation. The SD-EDA has the highest possible capacity at 60.5 g/kg while SD-DBA
has the lowest at 28.7 g/kg. Curiously, when we compare these values with the
experimental Pi binding results (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3), we can observe that the SD-DBA binds
near its maximum capacity, while SD-EDA is working at only 66% efficiency potentially
because it is a poorer ligand for iron. This suggests that improving the reaction conditions
to load DBA would likely significantly improve the efficacy of the resin, but this would
come at a significantly greater cost.62 In general, the Pi binding assays agree well with the
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ICP measured values for IC further supporting the supposition that these materials retain
their iron and can effectively collect Pi.
Additionally, measuring the iron concentration of the elutions show little to no iron
leaching from the sawdust during elution. This is promising regarding the recyclability of
the material: these ligands provide acceptable retention of the iron. However, IC does fall
over multiple cycles as it co-elutes with the Pi. To address this limitation, we wanted to
ensure that we could regenerate the resin and that the decrease in the IC was not due to
damage to the resin itself involving loss of the ligands. To explore this question, we
resynthesized SD-EDA and compared the IC in the different batches over 14 cycles with
the IC regenerated after cycle 7 (Fig. 3.5B). This study demonstrates that there is very little
variance in the IC, and by extension the ligand content, in the different batches of the SDEDA, and that when resin that has undergone 7 cycles of collecting and eluting P i is
regenerated in an iron sulfate bath, it completely recovers its iron-binding potential. The
curves of the original and regenerated resins are quite similar, except that a small, but
systematically more iron was present in the regenerated sawdust than in the original batch.
Regardless, the ligand is not being lost (without the ligand, only 0.44 ± 0.04 g Fe/kg binds)
during the process. Together these data suggest that the synthesis is highly robust and
reproducible and is strong evidence that the ligands are not removed from the resin during
mixing with solutions or elution of the Pi. However, the lifespan of the SD-EDA-H2O
biopolymer in wastewater needs to be determined: 14 cycles is not enough to explore this
question: Fe-chito suffers from breakdown over a couple of months. If SD-EDA-H2O
survives better in the field, then this will further increase the cost efficiency of this material.
A limitation of using sawdust for this derivation process is the breakdown of some sawdust
into microparticles during agitation of the reaction mixtures, making the implementation
of these materials for large-scale filtration difficult. Alternative synthetic methods that are
gentler on the sawdust but yielding the same results need to be explored.
Cellulosic and other polysaccharides have long been promising candidates for the
remediation of undesirable elements from wastewater, as they are inexpensive waste
products themselves, and are readily available from the agricultural and forestry
industries.63-65 Recycling adds value to these waste products, but for Pi -binding the
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cellulose needs to be modified. As iron-Pi complexes are particularly stable, the
modification of the surface of solid cellulosic materials with iron-binding ligands appears
to be a particularly promising approach, and further studies examining its deployment in
the field are currently under way.
3.5 Conclusion
Several ligands were immobilized on sawdust, either directly using epichlorohydrin
linkers, or indirectly using carboxymethylcellulose. The latter materials were challenging
to work with and the limited processability restricts their future commercial application.
High iron binding is required to maintain recyclability of the resin, but overly strong ironbinding can potentially limit Pi affinity. Although all tested systems outperformed our
previous best candidate, Fe-chitosan (8.2 ± 1.5 g/kg), the exceptionally potent iron-binding
ligand Deferasirox proved to be a largely ineffective system for Pi remediation (14.2 ± 12.1
g/kg). Ethylene diamine/Fe (III)-functionalized sawdust, synthesized in three steps under
entirely aqueous conditions, proved to be a highly effective and recyclable Pi-binding
ligand (39.9 ± 8.1 g/kg), 4.5-fold more active than the far more expensive chitosan-Fe.
These sawdust-functionalized materials show good promise as next-generation recyclable
Pi -recovering ligands and further field tests are underway in our laboratory.
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CHAPTER 4
IRON-CARBOXYMETHYL SAWDUST FOR THE REMOVAL OF INORGANIC
PHOSPHATE FROM WATER
4.1 Introduction
An ever-increasing food supply is required to maintain food security for an evergrowing human population. Synthetic fertilizers rich in the macronutrients phosphorous,
nitrate, and potassium are used worldwide to increase crop yields.1, 2 The leaching of these
nutrients into aquatic ecosystems results in the premature aging of lakes in a process called
eutrophication.3 Nitrate and Pi are implicated in the formation of HABs.4-7 HABs have
many negative effects on aquatic environments and surrounding coastal communities
which rely upon healthy lakes.6
Many strategies have been used to mitigate Pi loading from urban, industrial, and
agricultural activities. Chemical precipitation and crystallization are effective methods to
reduce Pi effluent concentrations. Two examples of highly effective, value-added methods
are Pi crystallization as struvite

8-10

and hydroxyapatite.10, 11 However, precipitation and

crystallization require relatively high influent concentrations of Pi and the continuous
addition of new chemicals. Over time, reduced Pi concentrations lead to reduced
effectiveness and higher costs. In addition, agricultural drainage is a non-point source that
leaches nutrients from farms, fields, and greenhouses7 with a wide geographic distribution.
The lack of a centralized collection and treatment center makes large-scale application of
these methods difficult. An alternative method that remains effective at low concentrations
is adsorption on PSMs. This allows the continuous filtration of water without the
continuous addition of new chemical reagents.
Many types of PSMs have been studied for their ability to remove Pi from water.
These include natural products, industrial by-products, and agricultural by-products.12 The
valorization of by-products from the agricultural sector is an excellent way to convert
inexpensive materials to value-added products and reduce waste. However, agricultural byproducts have limited intrinsic PBC and require chemical modification to enhance Pi
retention.13 For example, giant reeds14, plant roots15 and, wheat16 have been studied. In
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addition, sawdust has been extensively studied for its potential capacity to adsorb Pi.17-20
Another class of materials used to remove Pi in lab-scale studies includes metal crosslinked
hydrogels. These materials are based on derivatives of natural polymers including alginate,
chitosan, and CMC.21-25 However, these materials have not been studied extensively in the
field due to difficulties in industrial-scale manufacturing.
A previous study used sawdust coated in CMC with chelated iron to remove Pi from
water.20 The CMC was noncovalently adsorbed onto the surface of the sawdust. Another
study covalently bound CMC to the sawdust surface.17 These approaches involve
modification of the sawdust surface to allow cationization and subsequently confer PBC.
However, the underlying sawdust scaffold does not bind Pi reducing the effective PBC.
CMC is a cellulose derivative where hydroxyl groups have been converted to CM
functional groups. This is accomplished through a Williamson etherification of cellulose
alkoxides with monochloroacetic acid (MCA). A variety of lignocellulosic precursors can
be used including sawdust.26-31 Sawdust is a composite of cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin. The conversion of sawdust to CMC removes the hemicellulose and lignin
components to leave a pure, powdered cellulose derivative. The objective of this study was
to balance the efficacy of hydrogels with the low cost of sawdust-based materials. Direct
carboxymethylation of CMSD produces materials with higher PBC than their CMC-coated
counterparts at a lower cost than pure CMC.
The direct functionalization of the sawdust surface led to increased performance
compared to previous materials. This manuscript reports the optimized reaction conditions
used to synthesize CMSD, characterization of the material by ATR-FTIR and powder
XRD, the stability of Fe-CMSD in media of different pH and ionic strength, the PBC with
and without various counter anions, the ability of Fe-CMSD to be reused, the estimated KD
App, and

the removal of Pi from field water in a lab-scale variable flow rate system.

4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Materials
Ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate (ACS reagent, 81.0 – 83.0 %), L-ascorbic acid
(reagent grade), sodium nitrate (≥ 99.0 %), iron chloride anhydrous (reagent grade, 97 %),
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sodium chloride (≥ 99.0 %), sodium sulfate (≥ 99.0 %), monochloroacetic acid (≥ 99.0 %),
potassium phosphate mono and dibasic (≥ 99.0 %), potassium thiocyanate (99.0 %) and
polyvinyl alcohol (Mw 89,000 – 98,000) were sourced from Sigma Aldrich Canada.
Aqueous solutions were made in Milli-Q ultrapure water. Stock solutions of HCl and
sulfuric acid were purchased from ACP Chemicals Inc. Canada.
4.2.3 Analytical Methods
Quantification of Pi by the Phosphomolybdate-Ascorbic Acid Method. The
working reagent was prepared before sample testing. It contained two parts water, one part
ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate (2.5 % w/v), one part ascorbic acid (10 % w/v), and
one part sulfuric acid (3 M). Working reagent (350 µL) was added to the sample or standard
(350 µL) and incubated at 37 °C for one hour. The blue-colored solution was added to 96well plates (Cell Treat Scientific Products) in 200 µL triplicates and the absorbance was
read at 820 nm on a Spectra Max Plus 384 plate reader (Molecular Devices). The standard
concentrations ranged from 10 to 150 µM.32
Quantification of Pi by the Phosphomolybdate-Malachite Green Method. Reagent
one (130 µL of 1 mM malachite green, 1.0 % polyvinyl alcohol, 0.6 M sulfuric acid) was
added to 700 µL of sample or standard. The sample was vortexed and 70 µL of reagent two
(50 mM ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate, 3 M sulfuric acid) was added. The colored
solution was added to 96-well plates in 200 µL triplicates. The absorbance was read at 630
nm. The standard concentrations ranged from 0 to 10 µM.33
Quantification of Iron by the Thiocyanate Method. Potassium thiocyanate (10 mM)
was dissolved in sulfuric acid (3 M). Thiocyanate (350 µL) was added to the sample or
standard (350 µL). Five minutes were allowed for color development. The samples were
added to 96-well plates in 200 µL triplicates and the absorbance was read at 490 nm. The
standard concentrations ranged from 0.0 to 2.0 mM.34
4.2.4 General Synthesis of Fe-CMSD
The general synthesis of CMSD is carried out by the alkalization of sawdust in
NaOH. The alkali sawdust is rinsed with fresh NaOH, dried by vacuum filtration, and
added to MCA to form CMSD (Scheme 4.1). The CMSD product is functionalized with
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iron in FeCl3 (25 mM) for 24-hours after which the FeCl3 solution is replaced. This is
repeated for a total of three 24-hour functionalization cycles. The functionalized Fe-CMSD
is rinsed with distilled water for 24-hours and dried at 40 °C overnight.

Scheme 4.1. General reaction scheme for CMSD from cellulose. Cellulose is alkalized
in sawdust to produce alkoxide groups. Cellulose alkoxide groups react with MCA to
produce CMSD. R groups can be -CH2COOH or -H depending on the degree of
reaction completion.
4.2.5 Optimization of Reaction Conditions for CMSD Synthesis
The reaction conditions studied were time, temperature, and reactant concentration.
These variables were optimized individually for both

the alkalization and

carboxymethylation reactions. The mass of sawdust and volume of solvent was held
constant at ~1.0 g and 40 mL, respectively. Bulk syntheses used 25.0 g of sawdust in one
liter of solvent.
For reaction optimization, a single reaction condition was varied (time,
temperature, or reactant concentration) while the others were held constant. The range of
reaction temperatures varied from 20 °C to 65 °C, reaction times varied from 0 to 240
minutes, and reactant concentrations varied from 0 % to 20 % NaOH or MCA. The base
set of reaction conditions used were 120 min reaction time, 20 °C, and 10 % reactant
concentration (NaOH or MCA). To determine the effectiveness of each reaction the PBC
and IC of the Fe-CMSD products were measured. Higher PBC and IC values indicated
more effective reactions. The PBC was determined by adding ~0.1 g of Fe-CMSD to 10
mM Pi (10 mL) for 72-hours. The remaining free Pi was quantified using the ascorbic acid
method. The total Pi less the free Pi represents the total Pi bound. The total bound Pi (mg)
was placed over the mass of Fe-CMSD (g) to yield the PBC (mg/g). IC was determined by
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adding ~0.1 g of Fe-CMSD to 3 M sulfuric acid (10 mL) for 72-hours. The iron in the
solution was measured by the thiocyanate method. The total mass of iron (mg) was placed
over the mass of Fe-CMSD (g) to yield the IC (mg/g).
4.2.6 Attenuated Total Reflectance - Fourier Transform Infrared Analysis of
Fe-CMSD Synthesis
Samples of untreated sawdust, alkali sawdust, CMSD, and Fe-CMSD were
collected from each stage of Fe-CMSD synthesis. A pre-chilled mortar and pestle was filled
with liquid nitrogen. The samples (~1.0 g) were added to the liquid nitrogen until the
nitrogen boiled off. The frozen samples were crushed into a fine powder. These crushed
samples were analyzed by ATR-FTIR (Bruker Alpha-P, OPUS 7.5.18).
4.2.7 Powder X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Fe-CMSD Synthesis and Phosphate
Binding
The samples of powdered sawdust analyzed by ATR-FTIR were also analyzed by
pXRD. In addition, a sample of Pi saturated Fe-CMSD was prepared and powdered as
above. The samples were analyzed on a Bruker D8 Discovery X-ray diffractometer.
4.2.8 Iron Leaching in Various Media
To study the ability of Fe-CMSD to withstand iron leaching, triplicate samples of
Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) were added to NaCl, HCl, or NaOH ranging in concentration from 0.0
to 0.1 M increasing in concentration logarithmically. Therefore, the pH ranged from 1 to
13. NaCl was used to discriminate between iron leaching induced by pH changes and
increasing ionic strength. These samples were placed on a shaker for 72-hours and the IC
measured using the thiocyanate method.
4.2.9 Determination of the Apparent Dissociation Constant
The KD App of Fe-CMSD was measured using a batch method. Fe-CMSD (~ 0.1 g) was
added to 10 mL of Pi solution with concentrations ranging from 0 to 175 µM. The samples
were placed on a shaker for 72-hours. The total Pi, free Pi, and bound Pi were calculated.
These values were fit to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm (Equation 1) where θ is the fractional
saturation of available binding sites, L is the Pi concentration, and n is the Hill coefficient.35
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𝑛

Equation 1

4.2.10 Determination of Fe-CMSD Phosphate Binding Capacity with and
without Counter Anions
PBC was measured as described above. The effect of counter anions on PBC was
determined by including increasing concentrations of NaCl (chloride), NaNO3 (nitrate),
and Na2SO4 (sulfate). The concentration of counter anions tested includes 0, 1, 5, 10, 25,
and 50 mM. The concentration of Pi was held constant at 10 mM.
4.2.11 The Regeneration of Fe-CMSD Phosphate Binding Capacity by
Phosphate Desorption and Subsequent Re-functionalization with Iron
Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mM Pi. The solution was placed on a shaker
for 24-hours. A sample was collected for later analysis. To desorb bound Pi, a dilute
solution of 0.1 % CMC (10 mL) was added.15 The samples were placed on a shaker for 24hours. The CMC solution was discarded and the Fe-CMSD reused. This process was
repeated for a total of six binding-elution cycles. Further studies removed all chelated iron
from Fe-CMSD using a 3 M sulfuric acid bath. This iron-free CMSD was subjected to a
second round of iron functionalization to form refreshed Fe-CMSD. The PBC and IC were
determined as described above.
4.2.12 The Treatment of Field Water Using a Variable Flow Rate System
Fe-CMSD (1.00 g) was packed into a 10.00 mL BioRad Econo Column. This
filtration system was attached to a variable flow rate pump. The system was tested with
flow rates of 5.00, 2.50, 1.67, and 1.25 mL/min. This corresponds to retention times of
2.00, 4.00, 6.00, and 8.00 minutes, respectively. Fifteen effluent samples (50 mL) were
collected in volumetric flasks. Samples were analyzed for Pi concentration by the malachite
green method. Field water was collected from a current test site. To eliminate the
interference caused by bacterial proliferation in the sample the water was filtered through
a 0.45 µm syringe filter and autoclaved. The water was stored at 4 °C. The initial Pi
concentration was 589.3 ± 19.37 µg/L.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Synthesis of CMSD and Optimization of Reaction Conditions
The IC and PBC of untreated sawdust and untreated sawdust soaked in FeCl3 were
taken as control measurements. The IC and PBC of untreated sawdust were 0.009 ± 0.088
mg/g and 1.71 ± 0.87 mg/g. The IC and PBC of iron-sawdust were 2.80 ± 0.28 mg/g and
4.72 ± 0.12 mg/g (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. A summary of the optimized reaction conditions for CM-SD synthesis and
the corresponding PBC and IC. PBC and IC represent the average ± standard
deviation (n = 3).
Reaction

Optimized

PBC (mg/g)

IC (mg/g)

Untreated sawdust

1.71 ± 0.87

0.009 ± 0.088

Iron-Sawdust

4.72 ± 0.12

2.80 ± 0.28

120 min

9.62 ± 0.60

6.29 ± 0.05

50 °C

10.7 ± 0.7

7.54 ± 1.37

15 % NaOH

9.40 ± 0.29

5.91 ± 0.35

120 min

12.1 ± 0.9

8.44 ± 2.27

50 °C

15.9 ± 0.9

7.88 ± 0.18

15 % MCA

14.8 ± 0.78

7.13 ± 0.24

16.1 ± 0.9

10.3 ± 0.6

Reaction
Conditions

Alkalization

Carboxymethylation

Optimized Reaction
Conditions

CMSD is synthesized in a two step-reaction. First, sawdust is alkalized in NaOH.
Second, the cellulose alkoxide groups react with MCA to produce CMSD (Scheme 4.1).
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These two reactions were optimized using three sets of reaction conditions: temperature,
time, and reactant concentration (NaOH or MCA). Reaction conditions were varied
individually while the others remained constant at 20 °C, 120 min, and 10 % reactant
concentration. To determine the efficacy of each reaction condition, the PBC and IC of
each rection product were determined.
The optimal reaction conditions for alkalization were 120 min (PBC = 9.62 ± 0.06
mg/g), 50 °C (PBC = 10.7 ± 0.7 mg/g), and NaOH concentration of 15.0 % (PBC = 9.40 ±
0.29 mg/g). The optimal reaction conditions for the carboxymethylation reaction were 120
min (PBC = 12.1 ± 0.9 mg/g), 50 °C (PBC = 15.9 ± 0.9 mg/g), and MCA concentration of
15.0 % (PBC = 14.8 ± 0.8 mg/g) (Fig. 4.1 A-F). The PBC value of CMSD synthesized
using optimal reaction conditions was 16.1 ± 0.9 mg/g (Table 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Optimization of the reaction conditions for CMSD production.
Alkalization temperature (A), time (B), and NaOH concentration (C) were optimized
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using a series of reactions. Carboxymethylation temperature (D), time (E), and MCA
concentration were optimized using a series of reactions. Data represent the average
PBC (blue triangles) or IC (black squares) ± standard deviation (n = 3).
4.3.2 Attenuated Total Reflectance - Fourier Transform Infrared Analysis of
Fe-CMSD Synthesis
Samples of sawdust were collected from each stage of the reaction. Alkalization
leads to drastic changes in the ATR-FTIR spectrum. The broad bands from 2800 to 3500
cm-1 indicative of CH and OH stretches are reduced in alkali sawdust (red line). This is
due to deprotonation of these groups in alkali media. These bands subsequently return
after protonation in MCA. The appearance of a peak at 1593 cm-1 (outlined red box) in
CMSD (blue line) indicates the addition of the CM functional group (Fig. 4.2). This
agrees with previous research that attached CMC to sawdust noncovalently and
optimized the production of CMC powder from SD.20, 29

Figure 4.2. ATR-FTIR of untreated sawdust (black line), alkali sawdust (red line),
CMSD (blue line), and Fe-CMSD (purple line). Samples were ground into a fine
powder using a mortar and pestle with liquid nitrogen. ATR-FTIR spectra were
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collected. Data represent the relative absorbance of each sample. The red box
highlights the absorbance peak at 1593 cm-1 indicative of CM functional groups.
4.3.3 Powder X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Fe-CMSD Synthesis and Phosphate
Binding
Samples of untreated SD, alkali SD, CMSD, Fe-CMSD, and Fe-CMSD saturated
with Pi were analyzed by pXRD. Untreated SD, CMSD, Fe-CMSD, and Fe-CMSD with Pi
show broad peaks centered at 16° and 22°. Alkali SD shows intense peaks at 32° and 38°
with less intense peaks appearing at 17, 21, 29, 34, 36, 40, and 44° (Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.3. X-ray diffractogram of (A) untreated SD, (B) alkali SD, (C) CMSD, (D)
Fe-CMSD, and (E) Fe-CMSD saturated with Pi.
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4.3.4 Iron Content of Fe-CMSD and Iron Leaching in Various Media
The total IC of Fe-CMSD was determined by adding ~0.1 g to 3 M H2SO4 followed
by quantification using the thiocyanate method. To study the resistance of Fe-CMSD to
leaching induced by either pH or ionic strength it was added to NaCl, HCl, and NaOH. The
concentration ranged from 1.0 x 10-7 M to 1.0 x 10-1 M in increments that increased by 10fold. These concentrations cover the pH range from 1 to 13. The leaching of iron in NaCl
solutions allows discrimination between leaching induced by pH or ionic strength.
The initial IC was 10.3 ± 0.6 mg/g (Table 4.1). The detection limit for leached iron
was 0.00575 mg/g. In NaCl, iron leached was below the detection limit at all concentrations
except 0.1 M NaCl. The iron leached at 0.1 M represented 0.78 ± 0.21 % of the total IC
(Fig. 4.4). In HCl, detectable iron leaching occurred at 0.001 M with 1.91 ± 0.86 % iron
leaching. This increased drastically to 33.90 ± 1.72 % leaching at 0.1 M HCl. In NaOH,
iron leaching also became detectable at 0.001 M. The amount of iron leached increased
from 1.21 ± 0.51 % at 0.001 M to 8.32 ± 1.34 % at 0.1 M NaOH (Fig. 4.4).

Figure 4.4. Iron Leaching from Fe-CMSD in Various Media. Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) was
added to NaCl (black dots), NaOH (blue triangles), and HCl (purple squares)
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increasing in concentration from 1.0 x 10-7 M to 1.0 x 10-1 M (10 mL). The samples
were placed on a shaker for three days and the IC of the media was tested by the
thiocyanate method. Data represent the average fraction of iron leached ± standard
deviation (n = 3).
4.3.5 The Apparent Dissociation Constant of Fe-CMSD
Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) was added to increasing concentrations of Pi (0 – 175 µM). The
data were fit to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm (Equation 1). The estimated KD App and Hill
coefficients were 59.44 µM and 2.63, respectively. The regression coefficient was 0.9619
(Fig. 4.5).

Figure 4.5. The KD App of Pi on Fe-CMSD. Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of
Pi solution increasing in concentration from 0 to 175 µM. The samples were placed on
a shaker for 72-hours after which samples were collected and analyzed for free and
bound Pi. The fractional saturation represents the fraction of occupied Pi binding
sites. Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3). KD App = 59.44 µM, R2 = 0.9619.
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4.3.6 PBC and The Effect of Counter Anions on PBC
To study the effects of counter anions on PBC Fe-CMSD was placed in 10 mM Pi
containing increasing concentrations of chloride, nitrate, or sulfate ranging in concentration
from 1 to 50 mM. In general, there was a reduction in PBC with increasing counter anion
concentration. The initial PBC was 16.1 ± 0.9 mg/g. At 1 mM chloride and nitrate led to
14.9 % and 16.1 % reductions in PBC. The PBCs were 13.7 ± 0.1 mg/g and 13.5 ± 0.4
mg/g, respectively. The PBC decreased further at 5 mM but then remained stable up to 50
mM counter anion concentration. The final PBCs were 11.5 ± 1.3 mg/g (chloride) and 10.5
± 0.9 mg/g (nitrate). These represent reductions of 28.6 % and 34.8 %, respectively. The
introduction of sulfate had an immediate negative impact on PBC. The PBC decreased to
5.6 ± 1.5 mg/g at 1 mM sulfate. This represents a 65.3 % reduction in PBC. Further
increases in sulfate concentration did not significantly reduce PBC (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.6. The PBC of Fe-CMSD in the presence of the counter anions (0 to 50 mM).
Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mM Pi containing the counter anions chloride
(black circles), nitrate (red triangles), or sulfate (purple squares). After 72-hours the
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free phosphate concentration was determined to calculate the PBC. Error bars
represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
4.3.7 The Regeneration of Fe-CMSD Phosphate Binding Capacity by Phosphate
Desorption and Subsequent Re-functionalization with Iron
The capacity of Fe-CMSD to be reused was investigated. Fe-CMSD was saturated
with Pi and the PBC determined. A dilute solution of CMC (0.1 %) was used to desorb the
bound Pi and regenerate PBC. This was repeated for six binding-desorption cycles. The
PBC in the first cycle was 15.9 ± 0.8 mg/g. The second cycle retained 80.7 % of its initial
PBC at 12.9 ± 0.3 mg/g. This was followed by small reductions to 75.5 % of the initial
PBC (12.0 ± 0.2 mg/g) after the fourth cycle. The last PBC recorded was 10.4 ± 0.3 mg/g
after the sixth cycle (Fig. 4.7).
To further study the capacity of Fe-CMSD to be reused it was treated with 3 M
H2SO4. This desorbed all chelated iron. The iron-free CMSD was re-functionalized with
iron and the PBC and IC were determined. The PBCs of fresh and refreshed Fe-CMSD
were 16.6 ± 2.5 mg/g and 15.2 ± 3.9 mg/g. The IC of each Fe-CMSD type was 10.3 ± 1.4
mg/g and 10.4 ± 0.5 mg/g. These values represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
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Figure 4.7. The PBC of Fe-CMSD over six binding-elution cycles. Fe-CMSD (~0.1 g)
was placed in 10 mL of 10 mM Pi and placed on a shaker. After twenty-four hours a
sample was collected for later analysis. The Fe-CMSD was placed in 10 mL of 0.1 %
CMC solution to desorb bound Pi. This process was repeated for a total of six cycles.
Data represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
4.3.8 The Treatment of Field Water Using a Variable Flow Rate System
To test the efficiency of Fe-CMSD at removing water in field conditions a variable
flow rate filtration system was used in combination with water samples collected from a
current field test site. Retention times in the filter were 2, 4, 6, and 8 minutes. The initial
Pi concentration was 589.3 ± 19.4 µg/L.
In general, removal efficiencies were high. All retention times reached undetectable levels
of effluent Pi by the sixth fraction. Longer retention times resulted in more rapid increases
in removal efficiency. Retention times of six and eight minutes led to 90.8 % and 96.6 %
removal efficiencies in the second fraction. A retention time of four minutes led to removal
efficiencies of more than 89.0 % in the first five fractions. A retention time of two minutes
showed lower initial efficiency with only 37.9 % of Pi removed in the first fraction which
increased to 89.9 % in the fifth fraction (Fig. 4.8). The cumulative removal percentages
were 88.5 % (2 min), 98.3 % (4 min), 99.4 % (6 min), and 99.8 % (8 min).
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Figure 4.8. The removal of Pi from field water using Fe-CMSD in a variable flow rate
filtration system. Fe-CMSD (1.00 g) was added to a 10 mL BioRad Econo-Column.
Field water with an initial Pi concentration of 589.3 ± µg/L was pumped through the
system at constant flow rates of 5.00 mL/min, 2.50 mL/min, 1.66 mL/min, and 1.25
mL/min which correspond to retention times of 2 (black circles), 4 (blue triangles), 6
(red diamonds), and 8 (purple squares) minutes. Fractions of effluent (50 mL) were
collected in volumetric flasks and tested for Pi by the malachite green method. Data
represent the percent of Pi removed for each discrete effluent fraction ± standard
deviation (n=3).
4.4 Discussion
The valorization of agricultural by-products leads to the enhanced environmental
performance of the agriculture and agri-food sector. Sawdust is an inexpensive waste
material and conversion to a value-added product is desirable. Currently, sawdust is
converted to CMC powder which is sold in numerous grades. It is produced by the
Williamson etherification of cellulose and introduces CM functional groups. The CM
functional groups tightly chelate multivalent metal cations such as iron and aluminum.36
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The chelation of metal cations confers PBC to lignocellulosic materials. Previous work
coated sawdust in CMC to convert sawdust to Pi sorbing materials.17, 20 In addition, CMC
crosslinked hydrogels have been created from numerous metals including aluminum21,
copper37, and iron.25
Reaction optimizations focused on enhancing the PBC of the Fe-CMSD products.
It was hypothesized that higher PBC could be achieved by maximizing the degree of
substitution (DS) on the sawdust surface while minimizing the solubilization of
functionalized cellulose fibers. Solubilization occurs when the DS is high and cellulose
chains begin to break down reducing their molecular weight. This leads to the desorption
of modified cellulose fibers from the SD surface and ultimately reduces the PBC.
Therefore, the optimized reaction conditions reported maximize the DS but do not allow
for cellulose chain solubilization.
Alkalization reactions performed with 0 % or 5 % NaOH produced materials with
almost no PBC. This is attributed to poor alkoxide group formation and subsequently poor
carboxymethylation of cellulose hydroxide groups. PBC increased with increasing
alkalization temperature up to 50 °C while further increases reduced PBC. PBC rapidly
increased from 0 to 30 min alkalization time, reached a maximum at 120 min, and
decreased at longer reaction times (Fig. 4.1 A, B, C). All alkalization reaction
optimizations show PBC increasing and then decreasing with enhanced reaction
conditions. This is attributed to the breakdown and solubilization of the cellulose chains
which are no longer available to react with MCA and form CMSD. In addition, high
reactant concentrations are associated with a side reaction forming sodium glycolate.29, 38
This trend holds for the carboxymethylation reaction with MCA (Fig. 4.1 D, E, F).
The PBC increases and then decreases with enhanced reaction conditions. This is attributed
partially to the formation of sodium glycolate from excess NaOH and MCA. However,
enhanced carboxymethylation leads to a higher DS and enhanced cellulose solubility. If
the carboxymethylation reaction is too successful the CMSD will dissolve and form an
aqueous CMC.29, 31, 38 The optimized reaction conditions for alkalization were 120 min, 50
°C, and 15.0 % NaOH. The optimized reaction conditions for carboxymethylation were
120 min, 50 °C, and 15.0 % MCA (Table 4.1). These optimized conditions are milder than
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those reported for the optimized production of CMC powder.29, 31, 38 This indicates that the
optimized reaction conditions for CMSD production allow for the formation of CM groups
on the sawdust surface without dissolution of the carboxymethylated cellulose chains. In
general, reaction times were the most critical parameter to enhancing PBC. This agrees
with previous work on CMC production.28, 29, 31 Shorter reaction times prevent complete
functionalization reducing the PBC while longer reaction times allow for the breakdown
of the cellulose chains and solubilization.
Untreated SD, alkali SD, CMSD, and Fe-CMSD were examined by ATR-FTIR.
The appearance of an absorption band at 1593 cm-1 in the CMSD spectrum indicates the
addition of the CM functional group (Fig. 4.2).20, 29, 31 After iron chelation the intensity of
this absorption band drops sharply because iron-binding reduces carboxylate group
stretching.20 Analysis by pXRD shows broad peaks at 16° and 22° in all forms of SD except
alkali SD which shows many sharp peaks (Fig. 4.3). The broad peaks at 16° and 22°
indicate amorphous structures characteristic of cellulose.39, 40 The disappearance of these
peaks in alkali SD is attributed to deprotonation of the backbone hydroxyl groups leading
to repulsion between cellulose chains. The appearance of many sharp peaks indicates the
formation of highly crystalline structures. However, these peaks subsequently disappear
and are replaced with the characteristic broad peaks at 16° and 22°. This indicates that
alkalization disrupts the amorphous structure of cellulose through electrostatic repulsion
by alkoxide groups. However, subsequent protonation or functionalization of these groups
with MCA does not permanently disrupt the cellulose structure. Compared to untreated
SD, CMSD and Fe-CMSD show a reduction in peak intensities. This indicates some
degradation of the cellulose chains.39, 40 Interestingly, the saturation of Fe-CMSD with Pi
leads to increased peak intensities at 16° and 22°. This suggests that Pi binding decreases
the amorphous structure of cellulose and confers a more crystalline structure (Fig. 4.3).
The leaching of iron from Fe-CMSD was studied in NaCl, HCl, and NaOH ranging
in concentration from 1.0 x 10-7 to 1.0 x 10-1 M (Fig. 4.4). The concentration of NaCl had
an extremely small impact on iron leaching. At 100 mM NaCl, only 0.78 % of the IC was
leached. This indicates that high ionic strength will not lead to the leaching of iron from
Fe-CMSD. A trait that is necessary as agricultural drainage has high ionic strength.
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The concentration of HCl and NaOH had a large impact on iron leaching. As the pH
decreased from 3 to 2 there was a large increase in iron leaching (Fig. 4.4). This is attributed
to the reduction of ferric to ferrous iron which is very soluble in water.41, 42 In addition, the
pKa of the carboxylic acid groups is ~3.3 leading to complete protonation of the acid
groups at pH 2.43 The combination of enhanced iron solubility and loss of negative surface
charges leads to the leaching observed at low pH values. The leaching in NaOH results
from iron hydroxide formation and deprotonation of unreacted cellulose hydroxyl groups.
At high pH, the unreacted OH groups on cellulose deprotonate leading to repulsion
between the cellulose chains. This causes sawdust swelling and allows the insoluble ferric
hydroxide to leach from the material. Agricultural drainage has a pH range from ~ 6.5 to
8.5.44 Fe-CMSD shows less than 1 % iron leaching in the pH range 5 to 9. In the range of
3 to 12, there is less than 5 % leaching (Fig. 4.4). The range of pH at which Fe-CMSD is
stable is compatible with the pH range found in agricultural drainage. These results suggest
that Fe-CMSD should remain highly stable in agricultural drainage.
The PBC of Fe-CMSD was 16.1 mg/g. This is a 9.5-fold improvement over
untreated sawdust (PBC = 1.71 mg/g) and a 3.5-fold improvement over sawdust soaked in
iron chloride (PBC = 4.72 mg/g) (Table 4.1). In comparison to other PSMs, Fe-CMSD
compares quite well. Previous studies coated sawdust in CMC either through adsorption20
or covalently17 which had PBCs of 4.2 mg/g and 11.2 mg/g, respectively. The previously
reported materials attached CMC to the sawdust surface. This confers PBC, but the
underlying sawdust scaffold is unable to sorb Pi. The improvement in PBC is attributed to
the direct carboxymethylation of the sawdust scaffold.
CMC-based hydrogels exploit the CM group to chelate metal cations. This
stabilizes the nanoporous structure and confers PBC.45 A recently reported aluminumCMC hydrogel had a PBC of 5.6 mg/g. This was increased to 90.5 mg/g upon the
incorporation of alginate.21 An iron-CMC hydrogel bound 19.1 mg/g in the dehydrated
state or 91.4 mg/g in the hydrated state.25 Hydrogel materials have the advantage of
massively increased surface area due to their interior nanoporous network but are more
expensive than their sawdust counterparts. Fe-CMSD is a compromise between material
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efficiency and cost. The PBC is higher than CMC-coated materials and less expensive to
produce than CMC-based hydrogels.
Compared to other PSMs made from different materials or alternative synthetic
routes Fe-CMSD competes well. Pine bark coated in poly allylamine through an
epichlorohydrin linker had a PBC of 12.65 mg/g.46 Further enhancements improved this
capacity to 44.65 mg/g.47 Juniper bark fibers treated with lanthanum nitrate had a PBC of
33.35 mg/g18 while orange peel waste treated with zirconium yielded a material with a PBC
of 40.26 mg/g.48 These materials have enhanced PBC compared to Fe-CMSD but they rely
on either expensive metal cations such as lanthanum and zirconium or use organic solvents
to achieve reaction completion. Fe-CMSD has some advantages. It uses the inexpensive
metal cation iron, can be produced in a two-step aqueous green synthesis requiring only
two reagents, and can readily be re-functionalized and reused.
The affinity of adsorbents to their adsorbate is important because materials with higher
affinity will remove higher fractions of available Pi at lower concentrations. The adsorption
of Pi to the surface of Fe-CMSD fits well to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm (R2 = 0.9863)
suggesting the formation of a Pi monolayer across the surface. The KD

App

and Hill

coefficient were 59.44 µM and 2.63, respectively (Fig. 4.5). A positive Hill coefficient can
indicate cooperativity among binding sites but here it indicates a plurality in the type of
binding sites available. The KD App is the concentration of Pi at which binding sites are 50
% saturated. A smaller KD App value indicates a propensity towards higher percentage Pi
removal at lower Pi concentrations. The KD
aluminum-CMC hydrogel (KD

App

App

of Fe-CMSD is similar to those of

= 50.1 µM)21, iron-CMC hydrogel (KD

App

= 24.81

µM)25, and CMC coated sawdust (KD App = 12.85 µM).20 The larger KD App of Fe-CMSD
indicates it could be more effective at higher Pi concentrations. Therefore, Fe-CMSD may
perform best as the initial PSM in a multistage filtration system. A combination of low and
high-affinity materials to remove Pi can enhance filtration efficiency. Inexpensive, lowaffinity materials such as Fe-CMSD can remove Pi at higher initial concentrations
preserving the more expensive, high-affinity sites for low concentration removal.
The selectivity of PSMs towards Pi is important because highly selective materials
will experience higher efficiency. Fe-CMSD was added to Pi with increasing counter anion
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concentrations ranging from 0 to 50 mM. The counter anions tested include chloride,
nitrate, and sulfate. At 50 mM counter anion concentration, the PBCs were reduced by 28.6
% (with chloride), 34.8 % (nitrate), and 65.3 % (sulfate) (Fig. 4.6). These results align with
studies on other Pi adsorbents. Aluminum-CMC hydrogel showed a 36 % reduction in PBC
in the presence of sulfate while chloride had a negligible effect.21 A zirconium-lanthanum
impregnated cellulose adsorbent showed similar reductions to Fe-CMSD in the presence
of chloride, nitrate, and sulfate and a stronger response to carbonate.49
The capacity of PSMs to be reused allows for a reduction in the costs associated
with their application. The ability to desorb Pi and regenerate PBC was tested over six
binding-desorption cycles. In general, Fe-CMSD performed well. At the end of the fourth
cycle, 75.5 % of the initial PBC was retained. This was reduced to 10.4 ± 0.330 mg/g (65.4
% of initial PBC) at the end of the sixth cycle (Fig. 4.7). The reason for the reduction in
PBC could be attributed to either iron leakage or the breaking of ether bonds linking the
CM groups to cellulose. If the reductions were due to the latter, Fe-CMSD would likely
not be useful on a large scale. However, it was demonstrated that iron leaching not CM
group loss was responsible. Fe-CMSD samples were treated with 3 M H2SO4 to desorb all
chelated iron. These iron-free CMSD samples were re-functionalized with iron and the
PBC and IC tested and compared to fresh Fe-CMSD. The PBC of fresh and refreshed FeCMSD were 16.6 ± 2.5 mg/g and 15.2 ± 3.9 mg/g. The IC of each Fe-CMSD type was 10.3
± 1.4 mg/g and 10.4 ± 0.5 mg/g. This indicates that the CM groups remain attached to the
sawdust surface and can bind new iron cations. Therefore, occasionally refreshing FeCMSD with new iron may extend its useful lifespan making it a cost-effective PSM.
The objective of this research was to produce a low-cost, high-capacity adsorbent
to remove Pi from agricultural drainage. To test the efficacy of Fe-CMSD at treating field
water, a sample of field water was collected from a local test site in Amherstburg, Ontario,
Canada. Fe-CMSD was placed in a chromatography column and field water was pumped
through at flow rates of 5.00, 2.50, 1.66, and 1.25 mL/min. This resulted in retention times
of two, four, six, and eight minutes. The influent Pi concentration was 589.3 µg/L. Fifteen
effluent fractions (50 mL) were collected and tested for Pi content. In general, the removal
efficiency increased overtime at all flow rates. In addition, slower flow rates led to larger
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removal efficiencies in terms of total water volume treated. The cumulative removals were
88.5 % (two min retention time), 98.3 % (four min), 99.4 % (six min), and 99.8 % (eight
min) (Fig. 4.8). After the sixth effluent fraction, Pi was undetectable in the effluent
regardless of retention time. At retention times of two and four minutes, Pi was detectable
in the first five effluent fractions. At retention times of six and eight minutes, P i was only
detected in the first effluent fraction. The removal efficiencies at a retention time of two
minutes increased from 37.8 % to 89.8 % over the first five fractions. The first five fractions
at a retention time of four minutes showed greater than 88 % removal throughout. Slower
flow rates result in faster water infiltration into the pores of Fe-CMSD. Therefore, the
higher initial removal efficiencies seen at slower flow rates are a result of increased FeCMSD surface area in contact with solution earlier in the filtration process. The higher
efficiency seen in fractions one to five at a retention time of four minutes indicates the
formation of a stable stagnant layer earlier in the filtration process.50
4.5 Conclusion
Iron-carboxymethyl sawdust can be prepared from a two-step reaction, alkalization
in sodium hydroxide, and carboxymethylation in monochloroacetic acid. Ironcarboxymethyl sawdust is resistant to degradation in the conditions found in field water,
binds large quantities of inorganic phosphate with an affinity in the µM range. Counter
anions produce slight reductions in the phosphate-binding capacity. It can retain up to 75
% of its initial phosphate binding capacity after four binding elution cycles and 65 % after
six cycles. Lab-scale studies in a variable flow rate system using agricultural drainage show
cumulative removal rates of 88.8 % to 99.8 % depending on flow rate. Iron-carboxymethyl
sawdust is a promising candidate for future field-scale studies.
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CHAPTER 5
THE REMOVAL OF INORGANIC PHOSPHATE FROM WATER USING
CARBOXYMETHYLCELLULOSE – IRON HYDROGEL BEADS
5.1 Introduction
A burgeoning global population will require an ever-increasing supply of food. Pi
is a critical nutrient for crop growth and is applied to fields in the form of synthetic
fertilizers.1, 2 However, the leaching of Pi into aquatic environments leads to the premature
aging of lakes in a process called eutrophication.3 Eutrophication promotes the growth of
HABs. Algal growth is limited by Pi and nitrogen.4-6 HAB formation is dangerous because
it can produce toxins hazardous to human and aquatic life as well as negatively affecting
recreation-related activities and industries. HABs can have devastating consequences for
surrounding communities, such as the bloom that contaminated the water supply of Toledo,
Ohio in 2014.7 The simplest way to reduce the formation of HABs is to remove the
nutrients found in drainage water at or near the source. Many methods exist to remove Pi
from water. Crystallization of Pi in the form of struvite8-10 and hydroxyapatite11-14 are
common and effective methods for the removal of Pi from water. However, these methods
require the input of chemicals at high concentrations to achieve effective removal.
Moreover, agricultural drainage is a nonpoint source with wide geographic distribution.
The low Pi-content and lack of centralized water collection make crystallization inefficient
for Pi-removal.
An alternative method, that is more effective at low Pi concentrations is the
filtration of Pi using PSMs.15 Filtration uses insoluble binding matrices with high affinity
and large PBC. These materials can be placed directly into a continuous flow of water and
adsorb Pi, ideally without loss of the initial binding matrix. Many types of PSMs have been
used including natural products such as sand or gravel16, industrial by-products16, and
modified agricultural by-products.16-22 Another group of materials used is synthetically
derived and natural polymer hydrogels. These hydrogels use a polymer crosslinked with
multivalent metal ions. Many incorporate one or more different types of polymers and have
a wide range of applications. Metal crosslinked polysaccharides have applications in the
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creation of nanoscale structures useful for sustained drug delivery23-25. On a larger scale,
many combinations of metals and polysaccharides have been studied for the removal of Pi
from water. Calcium-alginate26, goethite-alginate27, and aluminum-alginate/CMC28
hydrogels have been used for the removal of environmental contaminants such as Pi in labscale studies.
Previous work has shown that CMC coatings on sawdust can chelate iron and imbue
PBC on materials with otherwise no or limited affinity for Pi.20, 29 The cellulosic sawdust
forms the scaffold of the binding resin but the hydroxyl groups along the backbone have
limited ability to chelate iron and thus confer the ability to bind Pi. The CM groups on
CMC have pKa values of ~3.3 leading to complete deprotonation at neutral pH.30 These
negative charges can tightly chelate multivalent metals and confer the ability to sorb P i.31
However, the sawdust scaffold is part of the dry weight of the material and reduces the
PBC.
Our goal was to increase the PBC of our previously reported iron-CMC coated
sawdust by removing the nonbinding sawdust scaffold.20 As an alternative, we used the
cellulose backbone of CMC to form the scaffold and iron to crosslink the CM groups.
Incubation of CMC with FeCl3 forms a stable CMC-Fe composite with increased PBC
compared to the previously reported CMC-coated sawdust resins. The material is produced
by dropping viscous CMC into FeCl3. The iron crosslinks the CM groups between CMC
chains leading to a stable polymeric bead. The beads are nanoporous hydrogels with a high
internal surface area.32 This optimizes the ratio of CM groups to weight by removing noncarboxymethylated cellulose from the scaffold. Here, we report the required reaction times
to functionalize the CMC bead with FeCl3, the stability of the beads in various media, the
PBC under various conditions, the ability of CMC-Fe to be reused, the estimated KD App,
the removal of Pi from water in a continuous flow filter, and the removal of Pi in agricultural
drainage water using a batch method.
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5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1 Materials
KH2PO4, K2HPO4, FeCl3, CMC (medium viscosity), KSCN, NaCl, NaNO3,
Na2SO4, ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate, malachite green dye, polyvinyl alcohol, and
ascorbic acid were sourced from Sigma Aldrich Canada. Lab-made Pi solution contains
equimolar amounts of KH2PO4 and K2HPO4 at pH 7.4 and the stated concentration.
5.2.2 Quantification of Ferrous Iron Using Iron-Thiocyanate
FeCl3 (10 mM) was used to prepare Fe3+ standards of 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.2,
and 1.5 mM. Thiocyanate was prepared from KSCN (10 mM) in 3 M H2SO4. Standard or
sample (350 µL) was added to KSCN reagent (350 µL). Five minutes was allowed for color
development, the samples were transferred to 96-well plates (Cell Treat Scientific
Products) in 200 µL triplicates and the absorbance was read at 490 nm on a Spectra Max
Plus 384 (Molecular Devices) plate reader.
5.2.3 Quantification of Inorganic Phosphate by the PhosphomolybdateMalachite Green Method.
Our modified phosphomolybdate-malachite green method33 mixed 130 µL of
reagent one (1 mM malachite green, 1% w/v polyvinyl alcohol, 0.6 M H2SO4) with 700 µL
of standard or sample. Samples are vortexed and 70 µL of reagent two (50 mM ammonium
molybdate tetrahydrate, 3M H2SO4) was added. The samples were vortexed and 200 µL
plated in triplicate on sterile 96 well plates. Sample absorbance was read at 630 nm. The
standard Pi concentrations used were 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and, 10 µM.
5.2.4 Quantification of Inorganic Phosphate by the Phosphomolybdate-ascorbic
acid method
The working reagent is prepared immediately before use. The working reagent
contains two parts water, one part ammonium molybdate (2.5 % w/v), one part ascorbic acid
(10%

w/v),

and one part 3M H2SO4. Equal volumes of working reagent and sample are

mixed then incubated for one hour at 37 °C. Samples are plated in 200 µL triplicates in a
96-well plate and absorbance read at 820 nm. The standard concentration range was 10 150 µM.
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5.2.5 Synthesis and Preparation of CMC-Fe Hydrogel Beads
In a typical synthesis, CMC is extruded into a FeCl3 (25 mM) bath at a flow rate of
1 mL/min using a syringe pump. The beads are cured for 90 min in the iron bath. FeCl 3
solution is removed by vacuum filtration and stored for reuse. To remove unbound FeCl3,
the beads are placed in ultrapure water. This bath is periodically changed three times over
24 hours. CMC-Fe beads are dehydrated in a crystallizing dish in a vacuum oven at 40 °C
for 24 hours.
5.2.6 Iron Permeation of CMC Beads
The permeation of ferric iron into CMC beads was studied using a Lecia
Stereoscope. Three concentrations of CMC (1.0, 1.5 and, 3.0 %) and four concentrations
of FeCl3 (0, 1, 10 and, 25 mM) were studied. FeCl3 (4 mL) was added to wells followed
by one drop of CMC. Images were acquired every five minutes for a total of 235 minutes.
Image analysis was conducted in ImageJ by analyzing the opacity of the beads. The
observed rate constant (kobs) for the reactions at 25 mM FeCl3 was calculated from equation
one where k is the first-order rate constant. The kobs value was used to determine the halflife using equation two where t1/2 is the reaction half-life.34, 35
𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘[𝐹𝑒]
𝑡1⁄ =
2

0.693
𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠

Equation 1
Equation 2

5.2.7 Gel content, Degree of Swelling, Iron Content, and Porosity of CMC-Fe
Hydrogel
Gel content (GC) was calculated by taking a known mass of wet beads, dehydrating
at 40 °C for 24 hours, and using equation three where M2 is the dehydrated mass and M1
is the wet mass.
𝑀2

𝐺𝐶 (%) = 𝑀1 𝑥100%

Equation 3

The degree of swelling (DOS) of the beads was measured by taking dehydrated
CMC-Fe beads and submerging them in ultrapure water for 24 hours. The swollen CMC-
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Fe beads were separated from water using vacuum filtration and massed. The DOS was
calculated by equation four where; M3 is the swollen mass and M2 is the dehydrated mass.
𝐷𝑂𝑆(%) =

𝑀3−𝑀2
𝑀2

𝑥100%

Equation 4

The IC of CMC-Fe beads was determined by dissolving ~ 0.1 g of dehydrated
CMC-Fe in 40 mL of 3 M H2SO4. The iron concentration was measured using the
thiocyanate method. The IC was calculated using equation five where the total mass of iron
(mg) in solution was divided by the dry mass (g) of CMC-Fe.
𝑚𝑔

𝐼𝐶 (

𝑔

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑛

) = 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑀𝐶−𝐹𝑒

Equation 5

The porosity of hydrated and dehydrated CMC-Fe was determined using equation
six where V1 is the initial volume of the CMC-Fe beads and V2 is the volume of water
displaced by a V1 volume of beads. A known volume of beads was placed in a known
volume of water.
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −

𝑉2−𝑉1
𝑉1

Equation 6

5.2.8 Sensitivity of CMC-Fe to Various Media
The sensitivity of CMC-Fe to various aqueous environments was studied. NaCl,
HCl, and NaOH ranging from 0 – 0.5 M were used to study the stability of the CMC-Fe
beads in solutions of increasing ionic strength or pH extremes. CMC-Fe (0.5 g) was added
to 10 ml of the above solutions. Iron leaching was monitored as a proxy for bead stability.
Samples were collected after 72 hours and tested for iron by the thiocyanate method.
5.2.9 PBC of CMC-Fe, The Effect of Counter Ions on PBC, and The Relationship
Between DS and PBC
CMC-Fe was synthesized using either 1.5 % or 3.0 % CMC. The PBC of the
dehydrated beads was determined using a batch method. Dehydrated beads (~0.1 g) were
added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi solution. The beads were placed on a shaker. After 72 hours
the Pi concentration was measured using the ascorbic acid method. The initial and final P i
concentrations were used to determine Pi bound and the binding capacity in mg/g of dry
weight CMC-Fe. To study the effect of counter anions on the PBC the salts NaCl (chloride),
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NaNO3 (nitrate), and Na2SO4 (sulfate) were added in increasing concentrations ranging
from 0 – 100 mM to the original 10 mM Pi solution. After 72 hours the PBC was
determined. To study the effect of DS on PBC, hydrated CMC-Fe beads were added to 10
mM Pi. After 72 hours the Pi concentration was determined. The hydrated beads were dried
at 40 °C. The PBC was determined by taking the total mass of Pi (mg) over the mass of dry
beads (g).
5.2.10 Regeneration of PBC and Reuse of CMC-Fe
CMC-Fe (~0.1 g) was added to Pi (10 mM, 10 mL) and placed on a shaker for 24hours. After 24-hours samples were collected for analysis. The CMC-Fe and Pi were
separated by vacuum filtration and the CMC-Fe was rinsed with 100 mL ultrapure water.
CMC-Fe was added to NaCl (10 mL, 10% w/v) for 24-hours to desorb Pi and regenerate
the PBC. The CMC-Fe was rinsed with 100 mL ultrapure water and the above process was
repeated for a total of six binding-regeneration cycles.
5.2.11Determination of the Apparent Dissociation Constant
The KD App was determined by adding ~0.1 g of dehydrated CMC-Fe to 6 mL of Pi
solution ranging from 0 – 80 µM. After 72 hours, samples were collected and tested for
free Pi. The total, free and bound Pi concentrations were used to fit the Hill-Langmuir
Isotherm (equation six) where θ is the fractional saturation of binding sites, [L] is the P i
concentration and n is the Hill coefficient.35
(6) 𝜃 = K

[𝐿]𝑛
𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 +[𝐿]

𝑛

5.2.12 Continuous Removal of Pi from Water
A lab-scale gravity-fed filtration system was built to continuously filter water
through a bed of CMC-Fe beads. The filter chamber was a 2 L beaker filled with 200 mL
of hydrated 1.5 % CMC-Fe beads. The influent Pi concentration was ~1 mg/L. The filter
was gradually filled up to 1800 mL at which point the inflow and outflow rates were
equalized at 25 mL/min. The effluent was collected in 100 mL aliquots. These aliquots
were tested for Pi by the malachite green method. Two types of the filter were tested. An
unmixed and a mixed filter. In the unmixed filter, there was no mixing of the CMC-Fe. In
the mixed filter, CMC-Fe beads were stirred using a magnetic stir rod at 100 rpm.
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5.2.13 Removal of Pi from Agricultural Drainage
Agricultural drainage was collected from a current test site, a creek in Essex
County, Ontario. To 25 mL of water, ~0.2 g of dehydrated CMC-Fe was added. The
samples were placed on a shaker for 24 hours. The initial iron and P i concentrations were
measured immediately after samples were returned to the lab. After 24 hours, the treated
iron and Pi concentrations were measured.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Analysis of Iron Permeation and CMC Crosslinking in CMC-Fe Beads
The permeation of iron into CMC beads was studied over time using a collection
of time-lapse images. The increase in bead opacity was used to monitor IC. Three
concentrations of CMC (1.0, 1.5, and 3.0 %) were studied with four concentrations of FeCl3
(0, 1, 10, and 25 mM). The 1.0 % CMC beads failed to polymerize regardless of iron
concentration. In addition, 1 mM FeCl3 failed to produce stable CMC-Fe beads regardless
of CMC concentration.
CMC concentrations of 1.5 % and 3.0 % led to the formation of stable CMC-Fe
beads in combination with FeCl3 concentrations of 10 and 25 mM (Fig. 5.1A). In general,
the time required to achieve a maximum increase in opacity was achieved more quickly at
25 mM than 10 mM FeCl3. The 3.0 % CMC-Fe beads showed a 93.9 % increase in opacity
whereas the 1.5 % beads showed a 71.5 % increase in opacity (Fig. 5.1B). The maximum
fractional increase in bead opacity is the same regardless of the FeCl 3 concentration. The
kobs values for CMC functionalization with 25 mM FeCl3 were 0.060 (1.5 % CMC) and
0.050 (3.0 % CMC). The t1/2 were 11.6 min and 13.9 min, respectively.
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Figure 5.1A. Time Lapse Images of iron permeation of CMC beads at t = 0, 15, 30
and 90 minutes. (A) 1.5 % CMC in 10 mM FeCl3. (B) 1.5 % CMC in 25 mM FeCl3.
(C) 3.0 % CMC in 10 mM FeCl3. (D) 3.0 % CMC in 25 mM FeCl3.

Figure 5.1B. The fractional increase in CMC bead opacity during the permeation of
the nascent CMC bead by 25 mM FeCl3. CMC concentrations of 1.5 % (black circles)
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and 3.0 % (blue triangles) were analyzed. Error bars represent the standard deviation
amongst the pixels analyzed.
5.3.2 Analysis of CMC-Fe GC, DOS, IC, and Porosity
The GC, DOS, and IC of CMC-Fe beads can be seen in Table 5.1. There is a slight
increase in GC from 3.12 ± 0.09 % to 4.84 ± 0.07 % of total initial wet mass when
increasing the CMC concentration from 1.5 % to 3.0 %. The DOS indicates the percentage
increase in bead mass after rehydration. The DS of 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe beads are
55.01 ± 2.12 % and 49.15 ± 0.68 %. The IC of 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe beads is 14.15 ±
0.09 and 17.83 ± 0.08 mg of iron per gram of CMC-Fe. The porosity of 3.0 % CMC-Fe
beads was studied in the hydrated and dehydrated state. The porosity of hydrated beads is
0.716 ± 0.009. The porosity of the dehydrated beads is 0.382 ± 0.032.
Table 5.1. GC, DOS, and IC of CMC-Fe beads synthesized from either 1.5 % or 3.0
% CMC. Values represent the average and standard deviation (n = 3).
Characteristic

1.5 % CMC

3.0 % CMC

GC (%)

3.12 ± 0.09

4.84 ± 0.06

DOS (%)

55.01 ± 2.12

49.15 ± 0.68

IC (mg/g)

14.15 ± 0.09

17.83 ± 0.08

5.3.3 Stability of CMC-Fe Beads in NaCl, HCl and NaOH
To study the stability of CMC-Fe beads in solutions of various pH and ionic
strength 3.0 % beads were used. IC was measured at 0 and 72 hours. The total iron leached
in each type of media is shown in Figure 5.2. In general, CMC-Fe beads are stable in NaCl
solution with little change in iron leaching from 0 – 0.5 M NaCl. The fraction of iron
leached is 15.0 % of the total IC. The iron leached in water was 2.63 ± 0.03 mg/g. The iron
leached in 0.5 M NaCl was 2.75 ± 0.19 mg/g. CMC-Fe beads are relatively stable in 0.1 M
HCl with iron leaching of 4.31 ± 0.27 mg/g. However, at 0.5 M HCl, the iron leaching is
17.97 ± 1.43 mg/g which represents 100 % of the IC found in the initial CMC-Fe bead.
The iron leaching in NaOH increases rapidly up to 14.18 ± 0.97 mg/g at 0.25 M with no
further increase at 0.5 M. This represents 79.5 % of the total IC of the CMC-Fe bead.
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Figure 5.2. Iron leaching from CMC-Fe (mg/g) with increasing concentrations of
NaCl (black circle), HCl (blue triangle), and NaOH (purple square) from 0 – 0.5 M.
Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3).
5.3.4 PBC of CMC-Fe, The Effect of Counter Anions on PBC, The Relationship
between DS and PBC
The PBC of dehydrated CMC-Fe synthesized from 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC was
studied using a 10 mM Pi solution. The PBCs of dehydrated 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe are
13.91 ± 0.14 mg/g and 19.11 ± 0.51 mg/g. Hydrated CMC-Fe was studied by synthesizing,
rinsing, and binding Pi without drying CMC-Fe. The PBC of hydrated CMC-Fe beads was
74.0 ± 3.1 and 91.4 ± 4.5 mg/g for 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2. The PBC of Dehydrated and Hydrated CMC-Fe. CMC-Fe beads (~0.1 g)
were added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi and the system was equilibrated for 72 hours. The
Pi in solution was measured before and after treatment. The total bound P i (mg) was
placed over the CMC-Fe mass (g) to produce the PBC ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Type of CMC-Fe
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Dehydrated PBC (mg/g)

Hydrated PBC (mg/g)

1.5 % CMC-Fe

13.9 ± 0.1

74.0 ± 3.1

3.0 % CMC-Fe

19.1 ± 0.5

91.4 ± 4.5

The effect of counter anions on PBC was studied by preparing 10 mM Pi containing
one of three counter anions: chloride, nitrate, or sulfate with concentrations of 0, 1, 5, 10,
25, 50, or 100 mM. Only 3.0 % CMC-Fe was studied. The PBC at 0 mM counter anion
concentrations was 18.54 ± 0.73 mg/g. In general, at low counter anion concentrations, the
PBC increased. At higher counter anion concentrations there was a decrease in PBC. At
100 mM chloride the PBC increased to 24.75 ± 0.52 mg/g. A maximum PBC of 24.92 ±
1.59 mg/g was reached at 5 mM nitrate. Further increases in nitrate concentration led to a
reduction in PBC. A maximum PBC of 30.82 ± 0.37 mg/g was reached at 50 mM sulfate
with a reduction to 26.85 ± 0.18 mg/g at 100 mM (Fig. 5.3).

Figure 5.3. The PBC (mg/g) of CMC-Fe beads in the presence of the counter anions
chloride, nitrate, and sulfate. 3.0 % CMC-Fe (~0.1 g) was placed in 10 mL of 10 mM
Pi with one counter anion ranging in concentration from 0 – 100 mM. After 72 hours
the Pi concentration was tested, and the total bound Pi (mg) divided by the dry mass
of CMC (g). Error bars represent standard deviation (n = 3).
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5.3.5 Regeneration of PBC and Reuse of CMC-Fe
A series of six binding-desorption cycles were carried out to test the capacity of
CMC-Fe to retain its initial PBC. The initial PBCs of CMC-Fe were 13.83 ± 1.89 mg/g
(1.5 % CMC-Fe) and 21.38 ± 0.10 mg/g (3.0 % CMC-Fe) (Fig. 5.4). After the third
regeneration cycle, 1.5 % CMC-Fe retained 79.8 % of the initial PBC while 3.0 % CMCFe retained 89.0 % of the initial PBC. After the third cycle, a large drop in PBC occurred
for both hydrogels. 1.5 % CMC-Fe was reduced to no PBC after the sixth cycle while 3.0
% CMC-Fe retained 48.9 % of the initial PBC.

Figure 5.4. The Pi bound over six binding-desorption cycles on 1.5 % CMC-Fe (black
circles) and 3.0 % CMC-Fe (blue triangles). Pi (10 mM) was bound for 24-hours
followed by desorption NaCl (10 %) for 24-hours in. The Pi removed from the solution
was measured as the difference between initial and final Pi concentrations. Error bars
represent the standard deviation (n = 3).
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5.3.6 The Apparent Dissociation Constant of CMC-Fe
The KD App values were determined by fitting to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm.35 The
KD

App

values are 33.99 (1.5 % CMC-Fe) and 24.81 (3.0 % CMC-Fe) µM. The Hill

coefficients are 3.5 and 2.5 (Fig. 5.5).

Figure 5.5. The KD App of 1.5 % (black circles) and 3.0 % (blue triangles) CMC-Fe
Beads to Pi. CMC-Fe (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of Pi solution ranging from 0 – 80
µM. Free Pi concentration was measured after 72 hours. The free and total Pi
concentrations were used to determine bound Pi. Error bars represent standard
deviation (n = 3). The regression coefficients were 0.9469 and 0.8770 for 1.5 and 3.0
% CMC-Fe.
5.3.7 Continuous Removal of Pi from Water
1.5 % CMC-Fe (200 mL) was placed in a 2 L beaker. Pi solution (0.975 mg/L) was
fed into the bottom of the beaker by gravity flow. After a total volume of 1800 mL was
reached the influent and effluent flow rates were equalized at 25 mL/min. The effluent was
collected from the top of the beaker in 100 mL effluent aliquots. These aliquots were tested
for Pi to quantify the removal of Pi from water. Two types of the filter were studied an
unmixed filter, which had no bead mixing, and a mixed filter, which was stirred at a
constant rate of 100 rpm. In the unmixed filter, the average effluent concentration was
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0.512 mg/L. On average 52.5 % of the Pi was removed. The filter became increasingly
effective over time with an increase from 3.6 % to 36.4 % Pi removal in the first and second
effluent fractions. The last effluent fraction had 68.2 % of Pi removed. The mixed filter
showed consistently higher removal with an average of 91.3 % Pi removal (Fig. 5.6).

Figure 5.6. The [Pi] (mg/L) of effluent from an unmixed (black circles) and mixed
(blue triangles) lab-scale filter system containing hydrated 1.5 % CMC-Fe. The
unmixed filter was not mixed. The mixed bed filter was agitated with a magnetic stir
rod at 100 rpm. The total filter volume was 1800 mL. The flow rate was constant at
25 mL/min. Effluent fractions of 100 mL were collected and tested for Pi.
5.3.8 Removal of Pi from Agricultural Drainage
1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe were used to remove Pi from agricultural drainage water
samples. CMC-Fe (~0.2 g) was added to 25 mL of agricultural drainage water. The Pi and
iron concentrations were measured immediately before adding CMC-Fe. The initial Pi
concentration was 0.40 ± 0.01 mg/L. After 24 hours, the Pi concentrations had been reduced
to 0.11 ± 0.02 mg/L and 0.17 ± 0.01 mg/L for 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe samples. The
average dosage of CMC-Fe (g) per milliliter of water was 0.011 g/mL (1.5 % CMC-Fe)
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and 0.007 g/mL (3.0 % CMC-Fe). After adjusting for the variation in dosage, the actual Pibound per gram of CMC-Fe was 26.7 ± 0.6 µg/g and 32.8 ± 1.3 µg/g, respectively (Table
5.3). The initial iron concentration was 5.21 ± 0.15 mg/L. The iron concentrations of the
treated samples were 8.56 ± 0.49 mg/L (1.5 %, CMC-Fe) and 5.88 ± 0.29 mg/L (3.0 %,
CMC-Fe). After adjusting for the added masses, the iron leached from each sample was
11.98 ± 1.80 mg/g and 3.57 ± 1.63 mg/g for the 1.5 % and 3.0 % samples, respectively
(Table 5.3).
Table 5.3. The Pi bound (µg/g) and iron leached (mg/g) to 1.5 % and 3.0 % CMC-Fe
after 24-hour treatment of agricultural drainage samples. CMC-Fe (~0.2 g) was
added to 25 mL agricultural drainage. Samples were tested at time 0 and 24 hr. P i
bound represents the average ± standard deviation (n = 3). Iron leached represents
the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Type of CMC-Fe

Bound Pi (µg/g)

Iron Leached (mg/g)

1.5 % CMC-Fe

26.7 ± 0.6

11.98 ± 1.80

3.0 % CMC-Fe

32.8 ± 1.3

3.57 ± 1.63

5.4 Discussion
The progression of hydrogel crosslinking with multivalent metal cations is typically
monitored visually.28 To ensure reaction completion, curing times above 24 hours are
commonly used. This offers a reasonable degree of certainty that hydrogel
functionalization is complete. However, manufacturing large quantities for an onsite
application requires a balance between the degree of crosslinking and reaction time to
optimize production capacity. In addition, variations in batch-to-batch curing times can
lead to variations in the PBC and affinity towards Pi. Therefore, we sought to optimize the
method of CMC-Fe production such that the maximum degree of functionalization was
achieved in the minimum amount of time. By standardizing the curing time, the Pi binding
characteristics of CMC-Fe batches are reproducible. The t1/2 of CMC-Fe derivatization are
11.56 min (1.5 % CMC) and 13.91 min (3.0 %, CMC). A curing time of 90 mins allows
for the passage of ~6-8 half-lives thus ensuring complete functionalization.
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The GC of the hydrogel beads increased with increasing CMC concentration.
Moreover, an increase in GC is inversely related to the DOS and rehydration experienced
by CMC-Fe beads.32 This behavior is due to an increase in the number of CM and hydroxyl
groups present within the bead interior. As the GC increases the degree of crosslinking
between CMC chains increases. In addition, hydroxyl groups on the backbone form
hydrogen bonds. Both interactions exclude solvent and prevent rehydration thus reducing
the DOS. These interactions and their effect on the DOS control the stability and PBC in
various media. Doubling the CMC concentration does not lead to a doubling in the IC and
PBC. This suggests that the increased CM-group content within the CMC does not lead to
an equivalent increase in bound iron. This suggests that rather than binding more iron these
CM groups are forming more interactions with individual iron cations. This should lead to
tighter iron-binding and reduced iron leaching. The iron leaching from CMC-Fe beads in
agricultural drainage supports this hypothesis. 1.5 % CMC-Fe beads leached 11.98 mg/g
while 3.0 % CMC-Fe leached only 3.57 mg/g.
Our application for CMC-Fe is as a passive PSM in agricultural drainage. The
abundance of iron cations enables electrostatic interactions with Pi leading to adsorption
and retention.36 The stability of these beads in various media is of critical importance to
their intended application. Agricultural drainage contains many types of ions that vary in
absolute and relative concentration. These ions can disrupt the electrostatic interactions
responsible for the CMC-Fe structure.37 To test the stability of beads in ionic solutions
NaCl, HCl, and NaOH were used. Iron leaching was monitored as a proxy for bead
stability. The increase in iron leaching at 0.5 M NaCl represented only 1.2 % of the total
initial IC. This agrees with previous observations which suggest that monovalent anions
have limited ability to disrupt the electrostatic interactions in hydrogels.38 This is a positive
indication that CMC-Fe applied to sites contaminated with many types of ions at neutral
pH may be resistant to degradation by the dissolution of the gel complex.
The ability of CMC-Fe to resist degradation in neutral media is not shared in acidic
or basic media. In HCl, 100 % iron leaching is achieved while in NaOH 79.5 % leaching
occurs. The effect of acidic and basic media on iron leaching is similar but the phenomena
underlying this behavior are quite different. In acidic media, the iron in CMC-Fe is leached
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from the bead but the CMC forms a hard, insoluble pellet. In NaOH, the beads experience
a massive increase in the DOS and eventually complete dissolution of the gel. These
phenomena are caused by the solubility of iron and the protonation of the CM groups in
acidic and basic media. The pKa of the CM groups in CMC is ~3.3.30 As pH decreases,
CM groups become protonated leading to a loss of the negative charge. In addition, ferric
iron is more soluble in acidic media.

39, 40

This results in dissociation of the bound iron

cations. However, the protonated CM groups form hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl
groups in CMC.36 The CMC pellet takes on the characteristics of unmodified cellulose
where tight packing of the backbone chains coupled with abundant hydrogen bond
formation creates an insoluble material.41
The increase in iron leaching in basic media is not due to the solubilization of iron.
Generally, at neutral and basic pH insoluble complexes of iron hydroxide form.42 However,
the CM and hydroxyl groups in CMC become deprotonated. In addition, the hydroxide
anions permeate the CMC-Fe porous network. The abundance of negative charges along
the CMC backbone coupled to increased anionic strength of the solution results in
increased electrostatic repulsion between the CMC chains.25 This results in drastic bead
swelling and resuspension of iron hydroxide precipitates in a viscous CMC solution. The
stability of CMC-Fe at different pH values and ionic strengths determines the type of water
the material can be used to treat. A hydrogel intended to remove Pi that is sensitive to ionic
strength will have no field applications. Generally, agricultural effluent is non-point and
adjustment of pH can be difficult or impossible to achieve. The Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations defines the pH range of normal irrigation water from
6.4 to 8.5.43 These results suggest that CMC-Fe should be stable at the range of pH found
in agricultural drainage. Future work is needed to determine the longevity of this material
in field conditions.
In these studies, an increase in initial CMC concentration yielded increases in the
GC, IC, and PBC but a decrease in the DOS. There is a 55.1 % increase in GC but only a
39.6 % increase in PBC. This suggests that the increased availability of CM groups does
not yield an equivalent increase in the PBC. Indeed, there is only a 26.0 % increase in IC
from 1.5 % to 3.0 % CMC-Fe. Interestingly, the DOS is higher in the 1.5 % than 3.0 %
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CMC-Fe beads. This is due to a reduction in the degree of crosslinking between the CMC
chains in 1.5 % CMC-Fe. Previous work shows that as GC increases the degree of
crosslinking increases resulting in reduced pore sizes.32 The reduction in pore size causes
a reduction in the DOS and rehydration. This reduces the exposure of interior binding sites
to Pi leading to a smaller increase in PBC relative to the increase in GC. Therefore, the
PBC of CMC-Fe is related to the DOS experienced by the beads. The more swelling beads
experience the higher the apparent PBC as interior binding sites become exposed to Pi.
This observation assists in explaining the PBC in the presence of counter anions.
The PBC of dehydrated 3.0 % CMC-Fe beads was studied with increasing concentrations
of chloride, nitrate, or sulfate. In general, there was an increase in the apparent PBC with
increasing counter anion concentration except at high concentrations. The molybdate blue
method of Pi quantification is tolerant to chloride, nitrate, and sulfate.44 The results are
counterintuitive. Counter anions were expected to compete with Pi for iron interactions
resulting in a reduction in PBC. Chloride and nitrate are monovalent anions while sulfate
is a divalent anion. Previous studies suggest that monovalent ions, such as chloride lead to
minor reductions in PBC in aluminum-alginate/CMC hydrogels while sulfate causes a 36
% reduction.28 Chloride is more effective than nitrate at permeating and swelling Ca/Cu
crosslinked hydrogel biocomposites.38 In addition, divalent anions such as sulfate are
known to prevent the aggregation of CMC in solution.45 In this study, the use of iron (III)
sulfate instead of iron (III) chloride during CMC-Fe synthesis fails to produce a stable
hydrogel. This is attributed to the prevention of CMC aggregation by sulfate anions.
In this experiment, increasing concentrations of counter anion led to enhanced
swelling of CMC-Fe beads. Sulfate had the largest effect while chloride and nitrate only
slightly enhanced swelling. The maximum PBC was found with 50 mM sulfate followed
by a decrease at 100 mM. This suggests that without counter anions there are interior Pi
binding sites not exposed to solvent after rehydration. Counter anions enhance solvent
penetration of the bead exposing these interior binding sites. Therefore, counter anions
have a positive and negative effect on PBC. At low concentrations, they enhance swelling
exposing interior Pi binding sites leading to increase Pi binding. At high concentrations,
they outcompete Pi for these binding sites leading to a reduction in Pi binding. To study
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this hypothesis, CMC-Fe was synthesized and never dehydrated. The beads were
functionalized and cleaned without drying and the PBC was determined. The interior
binding sites should be fully accessible to solvent meaning that the PBC is the maximum
number of Pi anions able to adsorb onto the hydrogel. The PBC of these gels was 74.0 mg/g
(1.5 % CMC-Fe) and 91.4 mg/g (3.0 % CMC-Fe) (Table 5.2). There is an approximately
5-fold increase in the PBC compared to dehydrated CMC-Fe. This a significant
improvement. It suggests the dehydration of CMC-Fe leads to a collapse in the interior
porous network of the gel which cannot be reopened even in media of high ionic strength.
For onsite application, it suggests that the amount of Pi removed by CMC-Fe can be
increased by using hydrated gels.
Compared to natural PSMs such as apatite, gravel, and sand CMC-Fe performs
quite well. Apatite minerals are characterized by high calcium content and have been used
in field-scale studies to remove Pi. However, apatite has a low PBC (4.2 mg/g) and is only
able to reduce Pi concentrations to ~2 mg/L.16 Gravel and sand-based media are routinely
used to remove Pi in artificial wetlands. The efficiencies of these materials are highly
dependent on the aluminum, iron, and calcium content. Coarse gravels had average
removal efficiencies of 22 % while others removed only 2-5 %. However, fine gravel was
able to achieve 89 % removal.16 CMC-Fe performs quite well compared to these natural
materials. In addition, one avenue of future research could be the amendment of sands or
gravels with CMC-Fe to increase IC and removal efficiency.
The goal of this project was to achieve increased PBC in CMC-Fe by reducing the
proportion of the sorbent scaffold that was not active in Pi binding. The reported PBC of
CMC adsorbed or covalently bound to sawdust were 4.2 and 11.2 mg/g.20, 29 Hydrated
CMC-Fe shows an approximately 8-fold increase in the PBC by reducing the proportion
of nonbinding dry weight. In comparison to other Pi adsorbing hydrogels pure CMC-Fe
competes quite well. Aluminum-CMC beads have a maximum PBC of 5.6 mg/g.28 The
introduction of alginate to form an aluminum-alginate/CMC gel produces a theoretical
maximum PBC of 90.5 mg/g.28 A goethite-alginate complex had a maximum binding
capacity of 37.3 mg/g.27
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The PBC of CMC-Fe is ~2.5-fold higher than the reported PBC of a goethitealginate hydrogel.27 Goethite is a naturally occurring iron-hydroxide mineral. This suggests
that the difference in PBC is due to the nature of the polysaccharide backbone and not the
metal crosslinker. Alginate readily forms repeating structures with divalent cations such as
calcium while trivalent cations such as aluminum and iron lead to irregularities in structure.
In addition, the structural regularity of alginate hydrogels increases with cation radius.46
However, in CMC hydrogels divalent cations have poor ability to crosslink the CM groups
while trivalent cations such as aluminum and iron readily crosslink the CMC chains.45 The
increased PBC of CMC-Fe compared to goethite-alginate may be due to the increased
interactions between iron and CMC relative to alginate. CMC-Fe is significantly more
effective than aluminum-CMC but equal in effectiveness to aluminum-alginate/CMC.28
The increase in PBC from aluminum-CMC to CMC-Fe may be due to the reduced
solubility of iron hydroxides and iron phosphates (Ksp of and 4.0 x 10-38 and 1.33 x 10-22)
compared to aluminum hydroxides and phosphates (Ksp of 3.0 x 10-34 and 6.3 x 10-19).
However, the introduction of alginate leads to a comparable increase in PBC suggesting
that the aluminum-alginate interaction is favorable to Pi binding.28 This might be
attributable to the reduced radius of the aluminum cation allowing for the formation of
more regular structures within the alginate beads.
The ability to remove bound Pi and reuse the binding materials drastically increases
their cost-effectiveness. The ability of CMC-Fe to retain PBC after binding-desorption
cycles was studied using Pi binding cycles followed by desorption of bound Pi in NaCl. The
PBC was determined over six consecutive binding-elution cycles. In general, both 1.5 %
and 3.0 % CMC-Fe performed well up to the third cycle by retaining up to 79.8 % (1.5 %
CMC-Fe) and 89.0 % (3.0 % CMC-Fe) of their initial PBCs. From the fourth to sixth
cycles, 1.5 % CMC-Fe dropped from 53.0 % to 0.0 % while 3.0 % CMC-Fe dropped from
53.6 % to 49.0 %. Therefore, given the higher initial PBC and higher PBC retained over
each cycle the 3.0 % CMC-Fe beads will be a better candidate for future field studies.
The KD App values were determined by fitting to the Hill-Langmuir isotherm. The
KD

App

of CMC-Fe are 33.99 (1.5 % CMC) and 24.81 µM (3.0 % CMC). The hill

coefficients are 3.5 and 2.5 (Fig. 5.5). KD App is a measure of the affinity of the binding
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sites for Pi. A lower value indicates higher affinity. The Hill coefficients can indicate the
degree of cooperativity between binding sites or a plurality in the type of binding sites
available. The slight reduction in the affinity of 1.5 % beads compared to 3.0 % beads may
be the result of the increased IC in 3.0 % CMC-Fe. There is a 26.0 % increase in the IC of
CMC-Fe beads when increasing the CMC concentration from 1.5 % to 3.0 %. The
reduction in KD App between the two materials is ~ 27.0 %. The similarity in these values
suggests that the improved affinity is correlated to the IC of the beads. The increased Hill
coefficient in 1.5 % CMC-Fe likely indicates an increase in the number of available CMCFe conformations able to bind Pi. The reduced degree of crosslinking results in fewer
electrostatic interactions in 1.5 % CMC-Fe structure compared to 3.0 % CMC-Fe. This
allows for increased intermolecular motion between CMC chains leading to an increase in
the number of CMC-Fe conformations available to bind Pi.
Comparing the affinity of CMC-Fe to the previously characterized CMC coated
sawdust adsorbents there is a slight decrease in affinity compared to sawdust with adsorbed
CMC (KD App = 12.85 µM).29 The slight reduction in affinity is undesirable but the large
increase in PBC combined with a relatively low KD

App

indicates CMC-Fe has great

potential for application in the treatment of agricultural drainage. Compared to other
hydrogels, there is a slight decrease in affinity compared to goethite-alginate gel (5.26
µM)27 and a slight increase in affinity compared to aluminum-alginate/CMC gel (50.1
µM)28. The combination of higher PBC and reduced affinity compared to goethite-alginate
gels suggests that CMC-Fe may perform better as a material placed in an earlier stage of
filtration. CMC-Fe should slightly outperform aluminum-alginate/CMC due to the slightly
higher affinity and similar PBC.
Batch removal of Pi by adsorption does not accurately reflect the conditions
experienced by PSMs in real filters. In batch systems, there is a limited supply of Pi which
can bind to the beads. However, in a real filter, there is a continuous supply of new P i
entering the system. This leads to the formation of a stagnant phase of solvent at the
solvent-bead interface with differential concentration and flow rate compared to the mobile
phase.47 The interaction of the Pi in the stagnant phase with the bead and the diffusion of
Pi from the mobile to stagnant phase controls Pi sorption. To mimic Pi sorption in a real
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filter, a lab-scale gravity-fed filtration system was designed with a total volume of 1.8 L.
Influent Pi solution was fed to the bottom and effluent removed from the top of the beaker
at a constant flow rate of 25 mL/min. Aliquots of 100 mL effluent were collected and tested
for Pi. Two types of the filter were studied, an unmixed filter where the Pi influent passed
through an immobile bed of hydrated CMC-Fe beads and a mixed filter where the filter
contents were mixed with a magnetic stir bar at 100 rpm. The unmixed filter represents a
passive flow filtration system where a continuous flow of low concentration effluent is
provided. It represents sites with poor accessibility and limited ability to install active
pumping systems. The mixed filter system represents an active filtration system where the
mixing of influent water and CMC-Fe leads to enhanced and more rapid removal. Active
systems can be installed at locations with easier accessibility and higher P i concentrations
to yield enhanced removal. For example, the treatment of stormwater or manure holding
ponds.
In general, the mixed filter was significantly more effective than the unmixed filter.
The average Pi removal was 91.3 % which was achieved and maintained by the second
effluent fraction. This can be attributed to the increased mixing of the water which
increases the diffusion of Pi into the stagnant phase surrounding CMC-Fe and subsequently
increases absorption. However, the unmixed filter became increasingly effective over time
with an increase in removal from 3.64 % in the first effluent fraction to 68.2 % removal in
the final fraction. In the stagnant phase, Pi sorbs onto the surface of the material leading to
a decrease in the concentration of the stagnant phase relative to the mobile phase. Diffusion
occurs to ensure equilibrium between the two phases. However, the adsorption of P i is a
dynamic process controlled by the affinity of the Pi for CMC-Fe. This relationship is
defined by the Hill-Langmuir isotherm.35 The diffusion of Pi into the stagnant phase leads
to increased saturation of the available binding sites. This leads to an increase in Pi binding
and continued diffusion of Pi into the stagnant phase. Therefore, the filter appears to
become increasingly effective with each effluent fraction.
These lab-scale filters represent an approximation of the continuous flow
experienced in real filters. However, there will be variations in temperature, influent pH,
and the proportion of Pi to other ionic solutes. To get a snapshot of the effectiveness of
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CMC-Fe in agricultural drainage, real samples were collected from a future test site. CMCFe was added at an approximate solid to liquid ratio of 1.0 %. The amount of P i and iron
was monitored before and after a 24-hour batch treatment. The resultant removal was
converted to the amount of Pi bound per gram (dry weight) of each bead type. There was
an increase in the Pi bound from 26.7 µg/g (1.5 % CMC-Fe) to 32.8 µg/g (3.0 % CMC-Fe)
with increasing CMC concentration This is due to the increased affinity of the 3.0 % beads
towards Pi. In addition, there was a reduction in iron leaching from the beads with an
increase in CMC concentration from 11.98 mg/g (1.5 % CMC) to 3.57 mg/g (3.0 % CMCFe) (Table 5.3). This is due to the increased ratio of CM groups to iron likely leading to a
higher affinity and lower losses. The comparison of different materials in real water is
difficult due to differences in analyte levels, ionic composition, ionic strength, and pH of
the water. Variations in these parameters can change the apparent effectiveness of
adsorbents. Here, an average dosage of 1.1 %

w/v

(1.5 % CMC-Fe) and 0.7 %

w/v

(3.0 %

CMC-Fe) led to reductions of 72.5 % and 57.5 %. This suggests that 3.0 % CMC-Fe is
more effective than 1.5 % CMC-Fe. In addition, the reduction in iron leaching is ideal from
an environmental standpoint. Therefore, for onsite application 3.0 %, CMC-Fe is a better
candidate.
5.5 Conclusion
Carboxymethyl cellulose-iron hydrogels can be prepared in a single-step reaction
from inexpensive reagents. Carboxymethyl cellulose-iron hydrogels have large phosphatebinding capacities and affinity in the µM range. The binding is largely unaffected by
common anions encountered in agricultural drainage. The carboxymethyl cellulose-iron
hydrogel shows great potential for the large-scale removal of low levels of phosphate from
agricultural drainage.
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CHAPTER 6
THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A PROTOTYPE MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM FOR THE INDUSTRIAL SCALE SYNTHESIS OF CMC-FE AND OTHER
HYDROGELS
6.1 Purpose
The field-scale application of PSMs requires manufacturing capacity able to meet
the demands of large-scale filtration systems. This chapter details the design process and
construction of a prototype manufacturing system able to economically produce CMC-Fe
hydrogel on an industrial scale. The Bruce Peninsula Biosphere Association provided
funding and workspace in Lions Head, Ontario to build and test the system. This chapter
details the challenges encountered during system design including both failed and
successful solutions. CMC-Fe hydrogel (~600 kg) was successfully synthesized in October
2020 and installed at two sites in different filtration systems. The total Pi binding and
advantages and disadvantages of each filtration system are discussed.
6.2 Materials & Equipment
CMC powder (600 kg, food-grade) was purchased from Awell Ingredients Co. Ltd.
(Anhui, China). Anhydrous iron chloride powder was purchased from Sigma Aldrich
Canada. Six rain barrels (200 L) were purchased from a local supplier in Lions Head,
Ontario. Buckets (20 L) were purchased from Home Depot Canada. Water was supplied as
local tape water in Lions Head, Ontario. All other tools and equipment are interchangeable
with similar products.
6.3 Prototype System Design and Function
The prototype system functions in distinct steps.
First, CMC is dissolved in water. A volumetric scoop was used to quickly and accurately
measure the correct amount of CMC (480 g) required to achieve a 3.0 % w/v
concentration. This is conducted in ~12 x 20 L buckets containing 16 L of water. The
CMC solution is dissolved using an electric drill and paint stirrer. Stirring for ~1 min
every 5 mins results in complete dissolution over ~30 mins.
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Second, the dissolved CMC buckets are added to a 200 L barrel used as a CMC reservoir.
This reservoir is continuously mixed by an impeller sump pump that maintains CMC in a
dissolved state.
Third, CMC solution is taken from the reservoir and added to a showerhead bucket
overhanging the iron chloride baths. The solution slowly drains into the iron chloride bath
forming strands of CMC-Fe hydrogel. A total of three 20 L buckets can be added to each
iron chloride bath per manufacturing round. These strands require ~90 mins to cure and
form fully functionalized CMC-Fe. After functionalized CMC-Fe is removed, the iron
chloride is added to replace the iron lost in the last batch.
Fourth, the functionalized CMC-Fe is removed from the iron chloride bath and placed on
a raised drying bed to remove excess water. The hydrated CMC-Fe is placed in 1.5 m
long drainage pipe socks (6” diameter). These geotextiles are the final product loaded
into filtration systems.
6.4 Challenges Associated with System Operation and Solutions
6.4.1 Achieving Rapid, Complete, and Sustained CMC Dissolution in Water
The dissolution of CMC in water produces a highly viscous solution. Lab-scale
dissolution of a 3.0 % w/v CMC solution requires ~24-hours per 2 L beaker on a magnetic
stir plate. A faster method of CMC dissolution was required. Kinetic energy was provided
by an electric drill and paint stirrer. A single bucket requires ~30 mins to completely
dissolve but the system is scalable, and many batches can be prepared simultaneously.
However, CMC cannot be maintained in solution indefinitely. If allowed to settle the CMC
will aggregate and form insoluble cellulose gums. The solution to this challenge was the
establishment of a larger CMC reservoir. A rain barrel (200 L) was continuously filled with
freshly prepared CMC solution. To maintain the CMC solution a large impeller sump pump
was used to continuously mix the CMC reservoir and prevent cellulose aggregation.
6.4.2 Pumping the CMC Solution into Iron Chloride Solution
The formation of CMC-Fe requires dripping CMC into a FeCl3 solution. The
challenges associated with this process are the high viscosity of the solution. Large
industrial-scale peristaltic pumps were designed into the permanent manufacturing system
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but were not available for the prototype. Therefore, garden pumps (580 gph) were trialed
unsuccessfully. Attempting to pump CMC solution through ¼” irrigation drip lines and
heads was unsuccessful due to the small tube diameter. Changing lines to 2” silicon tube
increases the pumping speed slightly but was too slow for industrial-scale manufacturing
speed.
An effective solution was the elimination of CMC pumping and replacement with
a showerhead-style dripping system. Buckets (20 L) were turned into showerheads by
drilling ~100 holes in the bottom (3/8” drill head). These buckets were suspended above
the iron chloride baths and repeatedly filled with CMC solution that dripped into the FeCl3
baths. The CMC-Fe was allowed to cure for ~90 minutes.1 The batch style synthesis of
CMC-Fe using six showerhead and iron chloride baths was able to successfully synthesize
~600 kg of CMC-Fe (hydrated) in three days of operation time.
6.4.3 Separation of Synthesized CMC-Fe from FeCl3 and Reuse of Maintenance of
FeCl3 Baths
The separation of CMC-Fe from the FeCl3 baths is critical as it allows for the CMCFe to be dried and the FeCl3 bath to be reused. Initially, separation was achieved using an
aluminum mesh screen, but this led to the recovered FeCl3 failing to synthesize future
batches of CMC-Fe. This is attributed to redox reactions between the aluminum mesh and
iron in the solution. This is corroborated by a laboratory-scale observation that found
CMC-Fe hydrogels will degrade aluminum foil if they are placed on top and allowed to
dry. This problem was solved by replacing the aluminum mesh with a high-density
polyethylene mesh.
Further, the FeCl3 baths must be maintained to be reused. This includes the addition
of FeCl3 to replace lost IC and the adjustment of pH to maintain higher uptake of iron by
CMC. The previously reported IC of 3.0 % CMC-Fe was ~18 mg/g of CMC-Fe.1 There is
enough excess iron in each iron chloride reservoir to produce many times the CMC-Fe that
can be produced in a single batch. Therefore, the easiest approach is to add iron chloride
after each CMC-Fe batch functionalization is completed. This corresponds to 3 x 16 L
buckets of CMC.
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Therefore, the mass of anhydrous FeCl3 that must be added after each bath is
calculated as follows:
(1) 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑀𝐶 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ (𝑔) = 30 𝑥 16 𝐿 𝑥 3

(2) 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑛 (𝑔) = 18

𝑔
= 480 𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑀𝐶 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐿

𝑚𝑔
1
𝑥 480 𝑔 𝑥
𝑔
1000

= 8.64 𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
(3) 𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑛 = 8.64 𝑔 ÷ 55.845

𝑔
= 0.1547 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑒
𝑚𝑜𝑙

(4)𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 = 0.1547 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑥 162.204

𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

= ~25.1 𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
The continuous addition of FeCl3 to the iron reservoirs ensures that the
concentration of iron and subsequently the functionalization time is maintained. An
additional problem encountered during industrial-scale synthesis that was not observed in
laboratory-scale synthesis is the formation of iron hydroxide precipitates. The continuous
addition of CMC solution into the FeCl3 reservoir results in a slow increase in solution pH.
This is partially combated upon the addition of anhydrous FeCl3 which forms HCl as the
salt dissolves. However, these slight adjustments towards acidic pH were eventually
overcome by the continuous addition of CMC.
The iron hydroxide precipitates are not able to crosslink the CMC polymer chains
and result in failed CMC-Fe synthesis. HCl was not on hand during the operation of the
prototype manufacturing system to adjust the pH downwards. However, subsequent
laboratory experimentation confirmed that the addition of acetate buffer at pH 4.5 does not
reduce either the IC or PBC of CMC-Fe. In addition, as the buffer capacity is depleted, and
iron hydroxide precipitates begin to form the addition of sufficient HCl acid to adjust the
pH to 4.5 allows the continued use of the iron reservoir.
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6.4.4 Material Dehydration – An Unsolved Problem
The last unsolved problem is an effective method to rapidly dehydrated CMC-Fe.
The dehydrated CMC-Fe is significantly more effective than hydrated CMC-Fe in field
trials. However, a cost-effective system has not yet been designed to dehydrate the
material. It can be dehydrated through air drying but this requires relatively long drying
times and large work areas to lay the material out to dry.
6.4.5 Material Costing
The price of CMC-Fe hydrogel is incredibly inexpensive. The materials were
purchased from China result in a cost of $1.55 USD per kilogram of CMC-Fe. The bulk of
the cost is the CMC powder ($1.52/kg) while the iron chloride costs are minimal
($0.03/kg). In addition, these costs are inflated due to the small scale used in this pilot
study. A fully automated, industrial scale process, working on a tonnage scale, will easily
achieve CMC costs below $0.60 USD/kg reducing the material costs for CMC-Fe by nearly
half.
6.5 Field Trials for the Removal of Pi from Water Using CMC-Fe
CMC-Fe was field trialed in two locations. A tile drainage site in Chatham-Kent,
Ontario was filled with hydrated CMC-Fe (~530 kg) on October 29th, 2020. The CMC-Fe
hydrogel will remain in place for approximately one year. A second site, in Lions Head
Ontario, was filled with ~3.2 kg of dehydrated CMC-Fe. This material was used to filter
tile drainage over a single three-day high flow event. Hydrogel samples were collected
from each site and analyzed for Pi content.
The hydrated hydrogel samples from Chatham-Kent were dried in a vacuum oven
at 40 °C overnight. CMC-Fe (~0.5 g) was placed in 10 mL of H2SO4 (3 M). The samples
were placed on a shaker for three days and analyzed for Pi content by the ascorbic acid
method. The amount of Pi bound to each sample type was 0.0866 ± 0.0133 mg/g to the
hydrated CMC-Fe installed in Chatham-Kent, Ontario and 0.1352 ± 0.0138 mg/g on the
dehydrated CMC-Fe installed in Lions Head, Ontario.
These results indicate there is a large disparity in the effectiveness of the two types
of CMC-Fe studied. However, consideration must also be given to the type of filtration
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system used at each site. The Chatham-Kent site relies on an overflow system during high
flow events potentially allowing drainage to bypass the CMC-Fe hydrogel entirely. The
Lions Head site forces flow through the hydrogel before it can leave the filtration system.
This forces drainage to permeate the hydrogel resulting in exposure of all binding sites.
In addition, the hydrated CMC-Fe broke down into gelatinous sludge while the
dehydrated material maintained its shape and size. This is partially attributed to the
chemical structure of the two materials. During dehydration, the interior porous network
of CMC-Fe collapses resulting in the formation of hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl
groups on the CMC chains.1 This reduces the apparent PBC compared to hydrated hydrogel
in which more binding sites are exposed to solvent through the porous network. However,
this leads to a tradeoff between capacity and material stability. The dehydrated material is
less prone to swelling and ultimately decomposition from particle to sludge to the increased
number of hydrogen bonds in the material interior. The hydrophilic gelatinous sludge
produced from hydrogel decomposition is contained by the hydrophobic nanoporous mesh
bags. The other consideration is the filter design. The open volume Chatham-Kent filter
allowed for hydrogel swelling and expansion due to the open nature of the filtration system.
The Lions Head filter had a fixed volume filled with dehydrated hydrogel. This prevented
hydrogel swelling and decomposition.
6.6 Conclusion
A prototype manufacturing system for CMC-Fe synthesis on an industrial scale was
successfully designed and constructed. Challenges encountered during process design and
solutions are discussed. Field trials of dehydrated and hydrated CMC-Fe suggest that the
dehydrated material is far more effective than its hydrated counterpart. However, the
design of the filtration system likely plays an equally important role in removal efficiency
and material lifespan.
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CHAPTER 7
A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE REMOVAL OF INORGANIC PHOSPHATE
FROM WATER USING BIMETALLIC ALGINATE / CARBOXYMETHYL
CELLULOSE HYDROGEL COMPOSITES
7.1 Introduction
Modern agriculture relies heavily on the use of synthetic fertilizers composed of
the macronutrients’ phosphorus, potassium, and nitrate. Eutrophication is driven by the
accumulation of nutrients such as Pi and nitrate in aquatic ecosystems. This accumulation
leads to the proliferation of photosynthetic plants and organisms including algae and
cyanobacteria.1-4 The proliferation of cyanobacteria, driven by abundant nutrients, leads to
the formation of HABs.5, 6 HABs negatively impact aquatic ecosystems by producing
toxins, depleting oxygen, and blocking sunlight.7 These negative environmental impacts
harm the local aquatic and surrounding terrestrial ecosystems. In addition, they damage
industries such as commercial fishing and recreational activities that require healthy lake
ecosystems.
These negative environmental and economic outcomes incentivize the mitigation
of nutrient loading to aquatic ecosystems. There are many methods used to mitigate
nutrient leaching from the agricultural sector. The conversion of manure into bioenergy
reduces nutrient application to fields.8 Chemical methods of mitigation include
precipitation,9,10 crystallization,11 and adsorption.12 However, agricultural drainage is a
non-point source with wide geographic distribution. This makes centralized collection and
treatment of drainage difficult which limits the application of precipitation and
crystallization.12 The use of PSMs to remove Pi from water is an inexpensive alternative to
remediate Pi.12, 13 The primary advantage of PSMs is that they do not require the continuous
input of chemical reagents to maintain efficiency. This allows for decentralized application
which is ideal for the treatment of agricultural drainage.
Many PSMs have been studied including natural products, such as sand or gravel,
industrial by-products, such as metal slags, and agricultural by products.12 Agricultural by-
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products tend to have limited PBC and require modification to confer sorption capacity.
Modifications focus on the introduction of positive charges, to capture Pi, either through
quaternization or cationization.12 Some agricultural by-products converted to PSMs
through cationization include sawdust,14-17 plant roots,18 orange peels,19 corn husks,20 and
coconut shell fiber.21 The types of cations studied include aluminum,22, 23 calcium,24, 25
copper,26,

27

iron,16,

28, 29

and lanthanum.30,

31

Typically, only the material surface is

modified, and the material interior does not contribute to Pi remediation. Hydrogels are
PSMs that allows utilization of the material interior for Pi capture. They are nanoporous
and allow the solvent to penetrate the material and interact with interior binding sites.
Hydrogels are produced from a wide variety of polymers and metal cations. In this study,
ALG and CMC biopolymers are crosslinked by aluminum, calcium, copper, iron, and
lanthanum cations. This study focuses on the creation of bimetallic hydrogel composites
composed of ALG and CMC that yield enhanced Pi characteristics compared to
monometallic hydrogels.29, 32-36 Many multimetal hydroxide composites have been studied
but comparatively few multimetal hydrogel composites.24, 37-39
This study optimizes the ratio of ALG:CMC and the ratio of metal cations in
bimetallic composites to yield the highest PBCs. Further experiments characterize the
materials through ATR-FTIR and measurement of physical characteristics such as bulk
density, porosity, degree of rehydration, and optimal reaction times. The best performing
bimetallic hydrogel composites were further studied to determine optimal Pi binding site
saturation times, the influence of counter anions on PBC, the binding constants, the
capacity of hydrogels to be reused, and performance in a continuously flowing system.
7.2 Experimental Section
7.2.1 Quantification of Pi by the Ascorbic Acid Method.
Sample or standard (350 µL) was added to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes. Working
reagent (350 µL) was prepared immediately before use and added to the samples. The tubes
were vortexed and placed in an oven at 40 °C for one hour. The samples were plated in 200
µL triplicates on 96-well plates and the absorbance was read at 820 nm (Spectra Max Plus
384 Plate Reader, Molecular Devices). The concentrations of the standard curve ranged
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from 10 to 150 µM. The working reagent contained H2O (ultrapure), ammonium molybdate
(2.5 %), ascorbic acid (10 %) and H2SO4 (3 M) in a ratio of 2:1:1:1 (v/v).
7.2.2 Synthesis of Monometallic Hydrogels with Varied Ratios of ALG:CMC.
Monometallic hydrogels were synthesized from Al3+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, and La3+
using 25 mM solutions of the metal chloride salt. A polymer mixture (100 mL) of
ALG:CMC was added dropwise by a syringe pump at a flow rate of 1.00 mL/min to 500
mL of metal cation solution. The resulting hydrogels were cured overnight, rinsed with
ultrapure water, and dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C overnight. The total polymer
concentration was held constant at 3.0 % w/v and varied in 1.0 % increments. This
produced four ratios of ALG:CMC, 0:3, 1:2, 2:1, and 3:0. These polymer ratios are denoted
as A0C3, A1C2, A2C1, and A3C0, respectively.
7.2.3 Determination of Hydrogel PBC.
The PBC of the dehydrated hydrogel was determined by placing ~0.1 g of hydrogel
into 10 mL of 10 mM Pi with pH values of 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0. All samples were
tested in triplicate. After seven days, samples of Pi were collected and analyzed by the
ascorbic acid method for remaining free Pi. The mass of bound Pi (mg) was determined by
subtracting the free Pi remaining in the solution from the initial Pi present. The mass of
bound Pi (mg) was divided by the dehydrated mass of hydrogel (g) to determine the PBC
(mg/g). The optimized polymer mixtures for each metal cation are A0C3 for Al3+ and Fe3+
and A1C2 for Ca2+, Cu2+, and La3+. It should be noted that Ca2+ was not compatible with
A0C3 and failed to produce a hydrogel. La3+ was compatible with A0C3 polymer but the
stability and PBC showed extreme sensitivity towards alkaline pH.
7.2.4 Synthesis of Bimetallic Hydrogels with Optimized ALG:CMC Ratio.
Bimetallic hydrogels were synthesized using the same method used for
monometallic hydrogels. The total metal concentration was held constant at 25 mM and
varied in 5 mM increments. The pairs of metal cations selected for the study were Al:La,
Ca:Cu, Ca:Fe, and Fe:La combined with A1C2 polymer mixture and Al:Fe paired with
A0C3 polymer. The optimized ratios of each metal pair and polymer mixture are as
follows:

Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3,

Al:La_15:10_A1C2,

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2,

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 . The synthesis of Ca:La_A1C2 polymers
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resulted in a stable product but did not improve the PBC compared to the monometallic
gels. Therefore, Ca:La hydrogels were not studied further.
7.2.5 Metal Permeation and Optimized Functionalization Time.
To study the permeation of metal cations into nascent hydrogel beads a collection of
time-lapse images were collected. A single bead of polymer mixture was added to 5 mL of
metal solution. Each hydrogel was studied in triplicate. Images were collected every five
minutes for 280 minutes. Bead opacity was analyzed by ImageJ and fit to a reaction curve.
The functionalization half-lives (t1/2) were determined from equation one where k is the
rate constant.
t1 =
2

𝑙𝑛2

Equation 1

𝑘

7.2.6 Characterization by ATR-FTIR.
Dehydrated samples of each hydrogel were saturated with Pi, rinsed with ultrapure
water, and dried overnight. Approximately 0.5 g of Pi saturated and unsaturated hydrogel
was pulverized into a fine powder using a mortar and pestle. In addition, pure ALG and
CMC powder were ground and included in the analysis. The powdered samples were
analyzed by ATR-FTIR (Bruker Alpha-P, OPUS 7.5.18).
7.2.7 Determination of Physical Characteristics.
Hydrogel bulk density and porosity were determined from equation two and three.
Density was determined by taking a known mass of hydrogel and measuring the packed
volume in a graduated cylinder. Porosity was determined by taking the packed cylinder
and slowly adding water until the hydrogel was saturated. These experiments were
conducted in triplicate.
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

Equation 2
Equation 3

The degree of rehydration (DR) was studied by adding 2 mL of hydrogel to a 15 mL
falcon tube. The initial mass and volume were recorded. Ultrapure water (10 mL) was
added to the tube. Every twenty-four hours the hydrated volume was recorded. After seven
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days the hydrated mass was recorded. The DRVol and DRMa refer to the fractional increase
in rehydrated volume and mass.
7.2.8 Time Required to Achieve Pi Binding Site Saturation.
Hydrogel (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi. After one hour, a 200 µL
sample was collected. Thereafter, a 200 µL sample was collected every twenty-four hours.
After fourteen days the samples were analyzed, and the total Pi bound to the hydrogels
(mg/g) was determined as described previously. All hydrogels were tested in triplicate.
7.2.9 Determination of the KD App.
Hydrogels (~0.1g ) were placed in 10 mL of Pi solution ranging in concentration
from 0 to 300 µM and allowed to bind Pi for seven days. After seven days the samples were
analyzed by the ascorbic acid method and Pi bound determined. This data was fit to the
Hill-Langmuir isotherm (equation four).40 The saturation of binding sites on bimetallic
hydrogels shows two independent binding sites. KD APP1 and KD App2 and Hill coefficients
(n1 and n2) were calculated for each site. All concentrations were tested in triplicate.
𝜃=𝐾

[𝐿]𝑛1

𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 1

+
+[𝐿]𝑛1

[𝐿]𝑛2
𝐾𝐷 𝐴𝑝𝑝 2 + [𝐿]𝑛2

Equation 4

7.2.10 Influence of Counter Anions on PBC of Hydrogels.
Solutions of 10 mM Pi were prepared with 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, or 100 mM of the
counter anions chloride, nitrate, or sulfate. Hydrogel (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of the
above solution and the samples were allowed to bind Pi for seven days. After seven days
the PBC was determined as described previously. The ascorbic acid method is resistant to
interference by chloride, nitrate, and sulfate at the concentrations used in this experiment.41
7.2.11 Regeneration and Reuse of PBC by Pi Desorption.
The reuse of hydrogels was studied by desorbing captured Pi using a dilute solution
of CMC (0.1 % w/v).18 Hydrogel (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi for seven days.
After seven days, one mL of sample was collected for later analysis. The excess Pi solution
was removed by vacuum filtration and discarded. Hydrogels were rinsed with 100 mL of
ultrapure water and placed in 10 mL of CMC solution (0.1 % w/v) for three days. After
three days the CMC was removed by vacuum filtration and discarded. The hydrogels were
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rinsed with 100 mL ultrapure water and added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi solution. Four
binding-desorption cycles were conducted and the PBC of each successive cycle was
determined. All hydrogels were studied in triplicate.
7.2.12 The Determination of Hydrogel Effectiveness in a Continuous-Flow
Filtration System.
Bio-Rad Econo Columns (10 mL) were filled with 5.00 mL of the dehydrated
hydrogel. A silica wool plug was added to prevent hydrogel movement within the filtration
system. Preparation and rinsing of the hydrogels were conducted by pumping ultrapure
water (200 mL), 10 % NaCl (200 mL), and ultrapure water (200 mL) through the filtration
system before Pi. After hydrogel rinsing Pi solution (~1.7 mg/L, pH 7.0) was pumped
through the system at a constant rate of 5.00 mL/min leading to a retention time of 1 minute.
An initial fraction was collected from the Pi reservoir. Effluent fractions were collected in
50 mL volumetric flasks up to 500 mL of treated solution. Further effluent fractions were
collected in 100 mL aliquots from 500 to 2000 mL of treated solution. Samples (1 mL)
were collected from each effluent fraction for later analysis. The discrete amount of P i
removed from each fraction was calculated from Pi concentrations determined using the
ascorbic acid method.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Optimization of the Polymer Ratio in Monometallic Hydrogel
Composites.
Monometallic hydrogels were synthesized by dripping a varied polymer mixture of
ALG:CMC into a 25 mM metal chloride salt solution. The beads were allowed to cure
overnight, rinsed with ultrapure water (1.0 L), and dehydrated in an oven at 40 ºC
overnight. The dehydrated hydrogels were placed in 10 mM Pi with pH values of 6.0, 6.5,
7.0, 7.5, and 8.0. Pi binding was allowed to occur for seven days after which PBC was
determined (Fig. 7.1). The metal cations studied were aluminum, calcium, copper, iron,
and lanthanum. The optimal polymer mixture for each metal cation was determined as the
polymer mixture producing the highest PBC at pH 7.0. For aluminum and iron, this was
A0C3. The optimal polymer mixture for calcium, copper, and lanthanum was A1C2 (Fig.
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7.1). Ca_A0C3 hydrogel could not be synthesized without the addition of NaOH. Even
after successful synthesis, the hydrogel dissolves in a neutral solution. Therefore,
Ca_A0C3 hydrogel was not studied.
The PBC of Al_A0C3 hydrogel decreased with increasing pH. The maximum PBC
at pH 7.0 was 46.3 ± 2.4 mg/g (Fig. 7.1A). The Fe_A0C3 hydrogel showed a similar
response with a maximum PBC of 40.5 ± 1.0 mg/g at pH 7.0 (Fig. 7.1D). The La_A0C3
hydrogel showed the same response to pH induced variation in PBC but incorporation of
ALG in La_A1C2 resulted in higher PBC. At pH 7.0 the PBC of La_A1C2 was 43.6 ± 0.5
mg/g (Fig. 7.1E). The PBCs of Ca_A1C2 and Cu_A1C2 hydrogels at pH 7.0 were 14.1 ±
1.7 mg/g and 26.4 ± 2.3 mg/g (Fig. 7.1 B&C).

Figure 7.1. The PBC of monometallic hydrogels composed of varying ratios of
ALG:CMC. The metal cations studied are aluminum (A), calcium (B), copper (C),
iron (D), and lanthanum (E). The polymer mixtures studied are A0C3 (black dots),
A1C2 (blue triangles), A2C1 (red squares), and A3C0 (purple diamonds). Data
represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
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7.3.2 Optimization of Metal Cation Ratios in Hydrogel Composites.
Bimetallic hydrogels were synthesized with varying metal cation while maintaining
a constant 25 mM total concentration. PBC was determined at pH values of 6.0, 6.5, 7.0,
7.5, and 8.0 (Fig. 7.2). The PBC of Al:Fe_A0C3 composites was maximized with an Al:Fe
ratio of 20:5. This hydrogel is denoted as Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3. It had a PBC of 48.4 ± 3.3
mg/g at pH 7.0 (Fig. 7.2A). The PBC of Al:La_A1C2 composites was maximized with an
Al:La ratio of 15:10. This hydrogel is denoted as Al:La_15:10_A1C2. It had a PBC of 48.8
± 1.7 mg/g at pH 7.0 (Fig. 7.2B). The PBC of Ca:Cu_A1C2 composites was maximized at
a Ca:Cu ratio of 5:20. This hydrogel is denoted as Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2. It had a maximum
PBC of 19.2 ± 0.2 mg/g (Fig. 7.2C). The PBC of Ca:Fe_A1C2 composites was maximized
at a Ca:Fe ratio of 10:15. This hydrogel is denoted as Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2. It had a PBC of
23.5 ± 1.5 mg/g (Fig. 7.2D). The PBC of Fe:La_A1C2 composites was maximized at a
Fe:La ratio of 5:20. This hydrogel is denoted as Fe:La_5:20_A1C2. It had a maximum PBC
of 44.6 ± 2.9 mg/g at pH 7.0 (Fig. 7.2E). The PBC of Ca:La_A1C2 composites was not
greater than individual La_A1C2 hydrogel (Fig. 7.2F). Therefore, Ca:La_A1C2
composites were not studied further.
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Figure 7.2. Optimization of the metal cation ratio used during the synthesis of
Al:Fe_A0C3 (A), Al:La_A1C2 (B), Ca:Cu_A1C2 (C), Ca:Fe_A1C2 (D), Fe:La_A1C2
(E), and Ca:La_A1C2 (F) hydrogels. The total concentration of metal cations was held
constant at 25 mM and varied in 5 mM increments. These are denoted as metal cation
ratios of 0:25 (black dots), 5:20 (blue triangles), 10:15 (red squares), 15:10 (purple
diamonds), 20:5 (cyan diamonds), and 25:0 (green diamonds). The PBC of each
hydrogel was tested at pH 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0. Data represent the average ±
standard deviation (n = 3).
7.3.3 Optimized Reaction Times for Metal Permeation of Nascent Polymer
Beads with Metal Cations.
The reaction half-lives of bead polymerization were determined by measuring the
fractional increase in bead opacity over 280 mins using a series of time-lapse images.
Images were collected every 5 minutes. The reaction half-lives of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3,
Al:La_15:10_A1C2, Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2, Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2
were calculated to be 34.34 min, 6.77 min, 12.68 min, 22.00 min, and 16.70 min
respectively (Fig. 7.3). A total reaction time of six half-lives ensures reaction completion.42
This corresponds to reaction times of 206.04 min, 40.62 min, 76.08 min, 132.00 min, and
100.20

min

for

Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3,

Al:La_15:10_A1C2,

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 , respectively.
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Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2,

Figure 7.3. The fractional increase in opacity over time as metal cations permeate and
functionalize the nascent beads. The hydrogels studied are Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black
circle), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (red triangle), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (blue square),
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamond), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (purple cross). Data
represent the average fractional increase in opacity ± standard deviation (n = 3).
7.3.4 Determination of Bimetallic Hydrogel Composite Physical
Characteristics.
The physical characteristics studied include bulk density, porosity, and degree of
rehydration. The bulk density of hydrogels is highest in materials containing the divalent
cations

calcium

and

copper

such

as

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (0.908 mg/g) and

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (0.886 mg/g). In addition, composites containing divalent cations
show the lowest porosity of 0.478 and 0.572, respectively. The density of lanthanumcontaining composites combined with iron (0.669 mg/g) and aluminum (0.689 mg/g) are
slightly lower but have slightly higher porosities of 0.683 and 0.603, respectively. The
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 hydrogel has the lowest bulk density (0.494 mg/g) and relatively high
porosity (0.656). The propensity of hydrogels to absorb and swell in water was studied and
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is referred to as the degree of rehydration (DR) expressed as a percentage increase in either
volume (DRVol) or mass (DRMa). The DRMa was low in the Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (0.604),
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2

(0.503),

and

Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

(0.517)

and

higher

in

Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (0.699) and Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (0.761) (Table 7.1).
The DRVol of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3, Al:La_15:10_A1C2, Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2,
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 in ultrapure water over a seven-day period
are displayed in Figure 7.4. The initial hydrogel volume was 2 mL and new measurements
were taken daily for seven days. In general, water absorption and swelling reached a
maximum within two to three days. After this, a slight reduction in volume was observed.
The largest increase was seen in Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composites which increased in
volume to 4.3 ± 1.0 mL followed by Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (4.1 ± 0.4 mL), Al:Fe_20:5_A1C2
(3.9 ± 0.4 mL), Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (3.4 ± 0.2 mL), and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (2.7 ± 0.3 mL)
(Fig. 7.4).
Table 7.1. Bulk Density, Porosity, and Degree of Rehydration Achieved by Hydrogels.
Bulk density (g/mL) was determined by taking a known volume of hydrogel (mL) and
determining the mass (g). Porosity was determined as the fraction of void volume to
total volume. DR was determined by placing a known mass of hydrogel (g) in
ultrapure water for seven days. After seven days, the rehydrated hydrogel mass was
determined. Data represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Type of Hydrogel

Bulk Density

Porosity (fraction)

DRMa

(g/mL)
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3

0.494 ± 0.018

0.656 ± 0.032

0.699 ± 0.868

Al:La_15:10_A1C2

0.689 ± 0.019

0.603 ± 0.055

0.761 ± 0.112

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2

0.908 ± 0.009

0.478 ± 0.019

0.604 ± 0.118

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2

0.886 ± 0.006

0.572 ± 0.082

0.503 ± 0.007

Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

0.669 ± 0.048

0.683 ± 0.027

0.517 ± 0.114
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Figure 7.4. Rehydration of bimetallic composite hydrogels in ultrapure water over a
seven-day period. Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black circle), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (red triangle),
Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (blue square), Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamond), and
Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (purple cross). Data represent the average volume of hydrogel ±
standard deviation (n = 3).
7.3.5 Characterization of Bimetallic Hydrogels by ATR-FTIR.
ALG and CMC powder were ground in a mortar and pestle. Hydrogels were either
saturated with Pi or left untreated and ground in a mortar and pestle. Samples were analyzed
by ATR-FTIR (Fig. 7.5). The ATR-FTIR spectrum of CMC shows characteristic peaks at
1025 cm-1, 1330 cm-1, 1408 cm-1, 1589 cm-1, 2882 cm-1, and a broad peak from 3200-3600
cm-1. These peaks are assigned to C-O-C stretching, C-H stretching, C-C bending, COOstretching, C-H stretching, and O-H stretching.34 The ALG spectrum shows the same peaks
with the exception of the 1330 cm-1 C-H stretch (Fig. 7.5).
Comparison of the hydrogel peak locations with the ALG or CMC peaks show slight shifts
in the position of some peaks. For example, the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 peak at 1338.311 cm-1
is shifted to 1328.033 cm-1 in the CMC spectrum. The 1593.228 cm-1 peak in CMC shifts
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to 1576.782 cm-1 with metal chelation and further shifts to 1558.280 cm-1 upon Pi sorption.
Similar small peak shifts are observed in the spectrum of other hydrogel composites.

Figure 7.5. (A) ATR-FTIR of CMC (black) and ALG (red) powders. (B) ATR-FTIR
of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (red), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (blue),
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (purple) hydrogels without Pi. (C)
ATR-FTIR of hydrogels saturated with Pi.
7.3.6 Time Dependence of Pi Binding to Hydrogels.
To study the time required for hydrogels to reach sorption capacity samples of
hydrogel were placed in Pi solution. The Pi bound was determined over fourteen days. The
PBC of Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogel was 52.84 ± 1.47 mg/g after nine days. This was
followed by Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 at 50.96 ± 2.56 mg/g after four days, Al:La_15:10_A1C2
at 45.37 ± 4.92 mg/g after twelve days, Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 at 24.93 ± 2.25 mg/g after
three days, and Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 at 20.38 ± 7.99 mg/g after two days.
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Figure 7.6. The amount of Pi bound to Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black circle),
Al:La_15:10_A1C2

(red

triangle),

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2

(blue

square),

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamond), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (purple cross) hydrogels
over a fourteen-day period. Hydrogel (~0.1 g) was added to 10 mL of 10 mM Pi. An
initial sample was taken one hour after addition. Thereafter, samples were collected
every twenty-four hours for a total of fourteen days. Data represent the average Pi
bound ± standard deviation (n = 3).
7.3.7 Influence of Competing Anions on the PBC of Hydrogels.
The influence of competing anion concentration on hydrogel PBC was determined
by measuring the PBC in the presence of the counter anions chloride, nitrate, or sulfate.
The Pi concentration was held constant at 10 mM while counter anion concentrations varied
in concentration from 0 to 100 mM. The hydrogels Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 and
Al:La_15:10_A1C2 showed reductions in PBC in the presence of all three counter anions
(Fig. 7.7 AB). The PBC of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 without counter anions was 50.62 ± 0.87
mg/g. This was reduced by 8.2 %, 11.7 % and, 22.4 % to 46.46 ± 5.08 mg/g, 44.71 ± 3.46
mg/g, and 39.26 ± 6.00 mg/g in the presence of 100 mM chloride, nitrate, or sulfate (Fig.
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7.7A). The PBC of Al:La_15:10_A1C2 without counter anions was 44.18 ± 1.29 mg/g.
This was reduced by 12.5 %, 8.9 %, and 18.7 % to 38.66 ± 1.46 mg/g, 40.27 ± 5.59 mg/g,
and 35.91 ± 1.39 mg/g in the presence of 100 mm chloride nitrate, or sulfate (Fig. 7.7B).
The hydrogel Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 is not heavily impacted by chloride or nitrate. The PBC
without counter anions was 20.94 ± 2.59 mg/g. At 100 mM chloride and nitrate this was
increased by 17.1 % and 12.0 % to 24.53 ± 1.74 mg/g and 23.63 ± 1.14 mg/g, respectively.
The presence of 100 mM sulfate had a larger positive impact and increased the PBC by
38.9 % to 29.07 ± 1.23 mg/g (Fig. 7.7C). The hydrogel Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 is impacted
positively by chloride and negatively by nitrate and sulfate. The PBC without counter
anions is 41.80 ± 1.61 mg/g. At 100 mM chloride this increases to 43.48 ± 3.34 mg/g an
increase of 4.0 %. At 100 mM nitrate and sulfate the PBC is reduced by 15.1 % and 35.7
% to 35.48 ± 1.58 mg/g and 26.87 ± 0.98 mg/g, respectively (Fig. 7.7E).

Figure. 7.7. The PBC of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (A), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (B),
Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (C), Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (D), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

(E)

hydrogels in the presence of 0 to 100 mM chloride (black triangles), nitrate (blue
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squares), or sulfate (purple diamonds). Data represent the average ± standard
deviation (n = 3).
7.3.8 Saturation Curves, Dissociation Constants, and the Hill Coefficients.
Hydrogels were placed in increasing concentrations of Pi from 0 to 300 µM to
produce saturation curves. The Pi bound was determined at each concentration and used to
plot the fractional saturation of available binding sites. Saturation curves indicate the
presence of two independent binding sites in each hydrogel (Fig. 7.8). This is attributed to
the saturation of each metal cation. In general, hydrogels containing trivalent cations
showed higher affinities than those containing divalent cations. The KD App1 values of
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3, Al:La_15:10_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogels are 66.51 µM,
90.01 µM, and 50.69 µM. The KD

App1

values for Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 are 130.31 µM and 143.05 µM. The KD App2 and Hill coefficients for
each site (n1 and n2) are recorded below in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.8. Saturation curves of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black circle), Al:La_15:10_A1C2
(red triangle), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (blue square), Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamond),
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and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (purple cross) from 0 to 1 mM Pi at pH 7.0. Data represent
the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
Table 7.2. A summary of the dissociation constants and Hill coefficients for the two
binding sites on each hydrogel.
Hydrogel

KD App1

KD App2

n1

n2

Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3

66.51

102.14

0.89

0.57

Al:La_15:10_A1C2

90.01

132.78

0.99

0.79

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2

130.31

214.70

0.80

1.12

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2

143.05

204.10

0.88

1.11

Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

50.69

191.56

0.90

1.34

7.3.9 The Regeneration of Hydrogel PBC by Pi Desorption and Reuse of
Hydrogels.
Hydrogels (~0.1 g) were placed in Pi solution and allowed to bind Pi for seven days.
The PBC was determined, and the hydrogels were transferred to dilute CMC to desorb
captured Pi. This process was repeated for a total of four cycles. The Al:Fe_20:5_A1C2
composite showed the best performance over many sorption-desorption cycles. The initial
PBC was 47.50 ± 3.29 mg/g which held constant in the second cycle and then decreased
slightly to 34.99 ± 2.39 mg/g by the fourth cycle. The hydrogels composed of A1C2
polymer mixtures showed much poorer performance. The Ca:Cu_520_A1C2 and
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composites had initial PBCs of 22.99 ± 2.92 mg/g and 25.51 ± 0.46
mg/g. These were not drastically reduced by the fourth cycle and the PBCs were 20.01 ±
1.25 mg/g and 24.71 ± 2.17 mg/g. The Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composite initially showed
excellent performance with a PBC of 49.49 ± 6.50 mg/g but this decreased to 27.76 ± 3.33
mg/g by the fourth cycle. The Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite showed poor performance
with an initial PBC of 40.42 ± 6.79 mg/g and a final PBC of 24.27 ± 1.58 mg/g (Fig. 7.9).
In addition, the Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite completely broke down into gelatinous
sludge by the second cycle.
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Figure 7.9. The PBC Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black dots), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (red
triangles), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (blue squares), Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamonds),
and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

(purple cross) hydrogel composites over four binding-

desorption cycles. Hydrogels (~0.1 g) were placed in Pi for seven days followed by
three days of Pi desorption in dilute CMC (0.1 % w/v). The hydrogels were then
reused for four total cycles. Data represent the average ± standard deviation (n = 3).
7.3.10 The Removal of Pi from Water in a Continuous Flow Filtration System.
Hydrogels were packed into a 5 mL column and 2000 mL of Pi solution (1.791 ±
0.0978 mg/L) pumped through the system. The flow rate was 5 mL/min yielding a retention
time of one min. The fraction of Pi removed from each discrete effluent fraction is
displayed in Figure 7.10. The cumulative percentage removal of Pi for each hydrogel was
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (61.8 %), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (50.1 %), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (31.1 %),
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (33.8 %), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (55.3 %).
In general, the Al:Fe_20:5_A1C2 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composites maintain
high removal efficacy throughout the experiment. The Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 composite
shows increasing efficiency throughout the experiment, but the performance is still quite
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poor. The Al:La_15:10_A1C2 and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composites initially show high
removal rates of 63.7 % and 73.8 %, respectively. However, their performance decreases
continuously throughout the experiment for final discrete removal efficiencies of 12.6 %
and 18.0 %.

Figure 7.10. The removal of Pi from water by Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (black circle),
Al:La_15:10_A1C2

(red

triangle),

Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (grey diamond), and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2

(blue

square),

(purple cross) in a

continuous filtration system (5 mL filter volume, flow rate 5 mL/min) with a retention
time of one min and an influent concentration of 1.791 ± 0.0978 mg/g. Data represent
the discrete fractional removal of Pi from effluent fractions compared to influent
concentration ± standard deviation (n = 3).
7.4 Discussion
Monometallic hydrogel composites were synthesized by dripping polymer mixtures
of ALG and CMC into 25 mM metal chloride salt solutions. The total polymer
concentration was held constant at 3.0 % w/v and the ratio was varied in 1.0 % increments.
The metal cations selected for the study were Al3+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, and La3+. They
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function by crosslinking the carboxylic acid groups on the polymer backbone which
stabilizes the hydrogel (Fig. 7.11).

Figure 7.11. The chemical structures of ALG and CMC. The R group on CMC can
be -H or -CH2COOH depending on the degree of substitution achieved during CMC
synthesis.
In general, higher proportions of CMC resulted in higher PBCs. The maximum
PBC for aluminum and iron hydrogels occurred with an A0C3 mixture whereas calcium,
copper, and lanthanum hydrogel PBC was maximized with an A1C2 polymer mixture. The
hydrogel PBCs at pH 7.0 are Al_A0C3 (46.29 ± 2.40 mg/g), La_A1C2 (43.60 ± 0.52 mg/g),
Fe_A0C3 (40.49 ± 1.03 mg/g), Cu_A1C2 (26.42 ± 2.31 mg/g), and Ca_A1C2 (14.09 ±
1.72 mg/g) (Fig. 7.1).
Hydrogels composed of calcium and lanthanum were incompatible with the A0C3.
A strong base was required to stabilize Ca_A0C3. The La_A0C3 hydrogel showed a drastic
decrease in PBC above pH 7.0. In addition, La_A1C2 had a higher PBC than the La_A0C3
hydrogel. Previous research indicates that the structural regularity of ALG hydrogels
increases with cationic radius and smaller cations produce irregular structures.43 The
cationic radii of Al3+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, and La3+ are 57 pm, 100 pm, 73 pm, 64 pm, and
103 pm, respectively. The cations with the larger radii (Ca2+ and La3+) required ALG to
produce stable, repeating hydrogel structures. Cu2+ is a relatively large cation that performs
better with a small proportion of ALG incorporated in the polymer mixture. However,
increasing ALG concentrations in A2C1 and A3C0 polymer mixtures generally yield lower
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sorption capacities. This suggests that the ALG confers structurally stability while CMC
confers higher sorption capacity likely through higher levels of metal chelation.
In contrast, the small cations Al3+ and Fe3+ perform far better with the A0C3
polymer mixture. Increased proportions of ALG result in reduced sorption capacity,
especially in Al3+ hydrogels. These results agree with previous literature which found that
small trivalent cations form stable, highly porous hydrogels when combined with CMC.44
In Fe3+ hydrogels, ALG reduces the sorption capacity at slightly acidic pH but increases it
at slightly basic pH. However, there is a reduction in capacity at pH 7.0 (Fig. 7.1D). The
enhanced efficacy of Al3+, Fe3+, and La3+ hydrogels compared to those composed of Ca2+
and Cu2+ is attributed to the increased number of positive charges available to bind Pi. This
agrees with previous research which suggests that iron impregnation of biochar led to
higher sorption capacities than calcium impregnation.25
The PBCs of monometallic hydrogels determined in this study agree with the
literature results. The Ca_A1C2 (PBC = 14.09 mg/g) is quite low but increases with pH
like dolomite impregnated calcium-alginate hydrogel.45 The PBC of a lanthanum oxide
(46.96 mg/g) is similar to our La_A1C2 hydrogel (43.60 mg/g).22 Activated aluminum
hydroxide (PBC = 20.88 mg/g) is much lower than Al_A0C3 (46.29 mg/g). However, these
values are lower than that reported for an aluminum-alginate hydrogel (~90 mg/g).33 The
enhanced efficiency might be due to the higher internal surface area of hydrogels. The
maximum PBC of Fe-A0C3 (40.49 mg/g) is higher than that reported for iron-alginate
hydrogel (32.0 mg/g at pH 7.0) or goethite-alginate hydrogels.35, 46 This suggests that
Fe_CMC hydrogels result in higher PBCs than Fe_ALG hydrogels.
Bimetallic hydrogels were synthesized by pairing two metal cations. The total metal
concentration during synthesis was held constant at 25 mM and varied in 5 mM increments.
Al3+ and Fe3+ were paired with an A0C3 polymer mixture. Ca2+, Cu2+, and La3+ were paired
with an A1C2 polymer mixture. The highest sorption capacity composites were
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (PBC = 48.43 ± 3.26 mg/g), Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (48.79 ± 1.68 mg/g),
Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (44.50 ± 2.85 mg/g) (Fig. 7.2). The trend in observed PBCs with
bimetallic hydrogels mirrors the trend seen with monometallic hydrogels. Materials
composed of trivalent cations have higher sorption capacities than those composed of
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divalent cations. This is because trivalent cations have a larger number of positive charges
available to crosslink hydrogels and sorb Pi.
The Ca:La_A1C2 composites showed lower PBC than a pure lanthanum hydrogel
(Fig. 7.2F). The sorption capacity of Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composite, composed of a
divalent and trivalent cation, was lower than materials made of only trivalent cations (Fig.
7.2D). The Ca:Cu_A1C2 composite was significantly less effective than trivalent or mixed
divalent/trivalent composites with a maximum PBC of 19.19 ± 0.21 (Fig. 7.2C). The two
goals in synthesizing bimetallic hydrogels were to enhance the PBC compared to
monometallic counterparts and reduce pH induced variations in PBC. Agricultural
drainage is generally neutral in pH but there is variation in the range of pH 6.5 to 8.0.47
The pH range tested matches this range. These goals were achieved with
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3, Fe:La_5:20_A1C2, and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2. Monometallic Fe_A0C3
hydrogel shows a drop in PBC above pH 7.0. The maximum PBC of Fe_A0C3 hydrogel
occurs at pH 6.0 (48.33 mg/g) but decreases to 26.08 mg/g at pH 8.0. Al_A0C3 shows a
similar but less severe response to pH induced fluctuation in PBC. The combination of
aluminum and iron in Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 results in PBCs of 53.09 mg/g, 48.43 mg/g, and
41.91 mg/g at pH 6.0, 7.0, and 8.0. These represent increases of 11.2 %, 4.6 %, and 7.6 %
compared to the pure Al_A0C3 composite. The Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite (48.79
mg/g at pH 7.0) is a 26.2 % and 11.8 % improvement over the 38.67 mg/g and 43.60 mg/g
capacities seen with Al_A1C2 and La_A1C2 composites. The 24.93 mg/g PBC of
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 is a 76.9 % improvement over the Ca_A1C2 composite.
Monometallic hydrogels have been studied extensively whereas bimetallic
hydrogels and other bimetallic composites have been studied less often. The capacity of
the Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite is generally higher than other aluminum-lanthanum
composites. Hydrogel beads composed of N-isopropyl acrylamide and Al_ALG had a
maximum PBC of 16.51 mg/g. at pH 3.0.48 The formation of an aluminum-lanthanum
hydroxide composite (76.3 mg/g) enhanced sorption capacity compared to either
monometallic hydroxide (20.88 mg/g for aluminum, 45.3 mg/g for lanthanum).22, 49 The
capacity of Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composite (44.50 mg/g) to an iron-lanthanum hydroxide
composite (38.18 mg/g) shows a slight improvement. Interestingly, the ideal ratio of Fe:La
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found here is 20:80 while the hydroxide composite suggests a 10:90 ratio is ideal.39
Therefore, future studies on the most promising composites should aim for a more granular
approach to varied metal and polymer ratios.
The industrial-scale production of hydrogels requires that materials be
manufactured as quickly as possible while attaining complete and consistent
functionalization. This maximizes output while minimizing batch-to-batch differences.
Previously, a collection of time-lapse images was used to analyze the fractional increase in
bead opacity as metal permeated an iron-CMC hydrogel.29 The same experiment was
conducted on the bimetallic composites. The reaction half-life was determined from
equation one and the time required to achieve complete functionalization is defined as six
reaction half-lives.40 Bead opacity was examined for 280 mins. The hydrogel reaction times
are Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (40.62 min), Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (76.08 min), Fe:La_5:20_A1C2
(100.20 min), Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (132.00 min), and Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (206.04 min).
These functionalization times suggests that the Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite can be
produced rapidly while Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 takes nearly five times longer to manufacture.
However, consideration must be given to hydrogel stability and performance when
removing Pi from water.
Determination of hydrogel physical characteristics included the bulk density,
porosity, and DR. These characteristics determine the capacity of hydrogels to absorb water
which exposes interior Pi binding sites to solvent. High density, low porosity, and low DR
materials result in lower interior binding site exposure and reduced PBCs. The bulk density
refers to the dry mass of hydrogel (g) per unit of packed volume (mL). The
Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composites have the highest density values at
0.908 g/mL and 0.886 g/mL. The composites containing lanthanum cations are slightly
lower with density values of 0.669 g/mL in Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 and 0.689 g/mL in
Al:La_15:10_A1C2. The Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 composite has the lowest density at 0.494
g/mL. The bulk density is determined partially by the particle size which was held constant
in this study. The remainder can be explained by the interactions of the metal cations with
the polymer mixture and how they arrange themselves. Previous research shows that
divalent cations combined with ALG produce highly ordered regular hydrogels while
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trivalent cations result in less order.43, 50 This is due to the cation size. Large cations produce
stable, repeating crosslinks between ALG chains. Therefore, the calcium-containing
hydrogels have relatively high densities and low porosities. The lanthanum cation is also
quite large at 103 pm. Therefore, the relatively high density of lanthanum-containing
composites is due to La-ALG interactions. The aluminum and ICs likely reduce structural
regularity resulting in reduced density and increased porosity compared to the calcium
composites. The Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 composite contains only CMC and trivalent cations
which result in low density and high porosity.
The observed porosity values corroborate the density measurements. The
Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composites have the lowest porosity values
indicating a low interior void volume. Further, the inclusion of iron in Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2
increases the porosity to 0.572 over the 0.478 porosity observed in Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2. The
structural regularity induced by large divalent calcium and copper cations is partially
mitigated by the inclusion of small trivalent cations. Porosity increases when calcium is
excluded from the hydrogel as seen with Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (porosity = 0.656),
Al:La_15:10_A1C2 (0.603), and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (0.683). These values are larger than
those seen in the Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 composite suggesting they are better sorbents.
Surprisingly, there is not a significant difference in the porosity of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3
compared to its La_A1C2 hydrogel counterparts. This suggests that the reduction in density
does not significantly increase the available surface area to bind P i between the two
material types.
The rehydrated hydrogel volumes were studied and suggests that the type of metal
cations included in the composite strongly influences the tendency of hydrogels to absorb
water.

Iron-containing

materials

(Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3,

Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2,

and

Fe:La_15:10_A1C2) show the smallest increases in rehydrated volume. Of these, the
Al:Fe_20:5_A1C2 composite showed the largest increase in volume. However, the single
largest increase in volume occurred with Al:La_15:10_A1C2 whose volume increased by
115 %. These results suggest that Al3+ allows for water infiltration while Fe3+ prevents it.
These results align with the studies that regenerated PBC. The Al:La_15:10_A1C2
composite experienced complete material breakdown when exposed to solvent for
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extended periods. Anecdotal observation of the stability of materials in response to
mechanical stress during this study found that pure aluminum hydrogels and composites
with high aluminum ratios were mechanically weak.
ALG and CMC have similar chemical structures that result in similar ATR-FTIR
spectrums (Fig. 7.11). Key differences are the variable number of carboxymethyl groups
on each CMC monomer (0 to 3, avg. of 0.7 per monomer) and the introduction of methyl
linkers with the CM groups during CMC production.51-53 Therefore, many of the peak
assignments are shared by the ALG and CMC spectrums. Some slight differences include
the reduction of the ~1330 cm-1 peak in the ALG spectrum which corresponds to C-H
stretches. The methyl linkers in CMC increase the number of C-H groups resulting in
stronger stretches at this wavelength. The C-H stretching peak in ALG is centered at 2882
cm-1 but shifts to 2925 cm-1 in CMC.
There are further changes in peak location and intensity after metal cation and P i
binding. The ~1330 cm-1 peak shift is attributed to the relatively weak interaction of metal
cations with hydroxyl groups on the ALG and CMC backbones. In addition, in
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3, there is a slight shift in C-H stretching from 2902.759 cm-1 to 2890.424
cm-1 after Pi binding in hydrogels. This is attributed to the binding of Pi to hydroxyl-cation
complexes. The COO- stretch shifts from 1593.228 cm-1 in CMC to 1576.782 cm-1 after
chelation of Al3+ and Fe3+. After Pi binding the peak shifts further to 1558.280 cm-1. The
shift to higher wavenumbers indicates the chelation of metal cations followed by Pi
binding. Further, after Pi binding, a slight shoulder to the 1025 cm-1 peak appears at 960
cm-1 which is characteristic of Pi.
The time required for bimetallic hydrogels to achieve binding site saturation with
Pi was studied over 14 days. This allowed the determination of maximum PBC, and an
examination of the time required to achieve Pi binding site saturation. The
Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 rapidly achieved saturation in two and three
days, respectively. This is attributed partially to the low capacity of divalent cations but
also the density, porosity, and DR of these materials. The Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composite
has the highest density, lowest DR, and low porosity compared to other hydrogels. During
hydrogel dehydration, the interior porous network collapses and interior binding sites
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become unavailable to solvent. Upon solvent addition, solvent penetrates the beads leading
to swelling and exposure of interior binding sites binding sites. The structure
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 hydrogel prevents swelling resulting in poor exposure of interior
binding sites and low PBC. The Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 swells in water. Therefore, the low
sorption capacity is attributed to the small number of positive charges available to capture
Pi. Its relatively high density and low porosity further reduce the exposure of interior
binding sites resulting in low PBC. The Al_Fe_20:5_A1C2 hydrogel rapidly achieves
binding site saturation in four days. The porosity and density are much higher and lower
compared to the divalent cation hydrogels. Therefore, the collapsed interior nanoporous
network rapidly swells and exposes interior binding sites. This allows for high PBC and
rapid binding site saturation to be achieved.
The La-ALG hydrogels achieve saturation far slower than other materials. The
Al:La_15:10_A1C2 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composites require nine and twelve days to
achieve binding site saturation. This is due to weaker interactions between ALG and La3+
cations compared to Ca2+ cations. Whereas Ca-ALG interactions exclude water entirely
preventing rehydration the La-ALG interactions slowly allow solvent to penetrate the bead
and expose interior binding sites.
The sorption of Pi is described by the equilibrium equation shown below where Pi
binds to the chelated metal cation M+n.
COO-M+n + Pi ⇌ COO-M-Pi
The proportion of COO-M-Pi to free Pi increases as the affinity of the binding site
towards Pi increases. High affinities result in higher fractional saturation of available
binding sites at lower concentrations. This is desirable for the treatment of agricultural
drainage which tends to have low Pi concentrations. The Hill-Langmuir Isotherm models
and estimates the KD App and Hill coefficient of a binding site.40 A lower KD App indicates
higher affinity while Hill coefficients equal to one indicate non-cooperative binding.
Values greater or lower than one indicates positive or negative cooperativity. However, on
PSMs with amorphous structures, large Hill coefficients generally correspond to a plurality
in the type of binding sites available.
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The bimetallic hydrogel composites display two unique saturation curves. These
are attributed to the two metal cations present. Each site has a unique affinity and Hill
coefficient. The affinities are denoted as KD App1 and KD App 2 with Hill coefficients of n1
and n2. These values are summarized in Table 7.2. In general, the Hill coefficients were
approximately one indicating relatively uniform, noncooperative binding sites. The KD App
values of hydrogels composed of trivalent cations were generally lower than those
composed of divalent cations. The KD App values of Al:La_15:10_A1C2 are 90.01 µM and
132.78 µM while Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 has values of 50.69 µM and 191.56 µM. These are
much lower than the values observed with Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 (130.31 µM and 214.70 µM)
and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 (143.05 µM and 204.10 µM). The Al:Fe_5:20_A0C3 composite
shows the highest affinities (66.51 µM and 102.14 µM) compared to other hydrogels.
Sufficient information is available to assign specific metal cations to the observed
KD App values. The affinity of the Fe3+ cation is highest in Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (66.51 µM)
and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (50.69 µM). Interestingly, the KD App of Fe3+ in Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2
is much higher (130.31 µM). This suggests that either iron-calcium interactions result in
reduced affinity towards Pi or calcium inhibits Pi binding to iron. The Al3+ cation has
relatively high affinity with KD

App

values of 90.01 µM and 102.14 µM in

Al:Fe_20:5_A1C2 and Al:La_15:10_A1C2. The KD App values of La3+ appear at 132.78
µM and 191.56 µM in Al:La_15:10_A1C2 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 . The KD App of Ca2+
appears at 214.70 µM and 204.10 µM in Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 while
the KD App of Cu2+ is 130.31 µM. The higher affinity of hydrogels composed of trivalent
cations is due to the larger number of positive charges available to interact with P i. In
general, the observed KD

App

values indicate that the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 and

Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogels will have the best performance in agriculture drainage.
Comparing these hydrogel affinities to those observed on materials reported in the
literature shows comparable affinities. The reported affinity of Fe3+ towards Pi in ironCMC hydrogels was 24.81 µM29, 12.85 µM on iron functionalized CMC-coated28 and,
59.44 µM on iron-functionalized carboxymethyl sawdust16. These values are like the 66.51
µM and 50.69 µM values observed with the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2.
This suggests that these hydrogels will perform similarly to these materials. The 90.01 µM
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and 102.14 µM affinity of Al3+ are slightly higher than the 50.1 µM affinity reported for
an Al_ALG hydrogel.33 The relatively low affinities suggest that the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3
and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 would be useful for low concentration Pi removal from agricultural
drainage.
The influence of competing anions on PBC depends on the concentration and type
of counter and the individual hydrogel. Counter anions compete with Pi for interactions
with the metal cations chelated to the hydrogel surface. This shifts the equilibrium towards
the free Pi form resulting in a reduction in apparent PBC. The severity of that shift depends
on the ratio of Pi to counter anion and the affinity of binding sites towards Pi and the counter
anion. The impacts of counter anions on PBC were studied in the presence of chloride,
nitrate, or sulfate ranging in concentration from 0 to 100 mM. The ascorbic acid–molybdate
blue method is tolerant to chloride, nitrate, and sulfate in the range of concentrations
studied.41 This experiment corroborates findings from the literature which suggest that
sulfate anion have larger negative effects on sorption capacity than chloride and nitrate.15,
16, 34, 48

This is because sulfate is a divalent anion and the two negative charges better

interrupt the metal-Pi interaction. Sulfate (100 mM) reduced the PBC of
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3, Al:La_15:10_A1C2, and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogels by 22.44 %,
18.74 %, and 35.74 %. Chloride and nitrate anions have a smaller effect on
Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 than sulfate. However, in Al:La_15:10_A1C2 the impacts are quite
similar. The Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 PBCs show that sulfate > nitrate > chloride in terms of
negative impact on PBC.
Competing anions have a much smaller impact on the Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 and
Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 hydrogels. The PBC of Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 composite is not affected
by chloride or nitrate while high sulfate concentrations led to a slight increase in PBC. This
result is mirrored by Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 which shows slight increases in sorption capacity
in the presence of low concentrations of nitrate and sulfate, but high concentrations reduce
PBC. In these materials, which experience low swelling due to high densities and low
porosities the counter anions have two effects. The first is the disruption of Pi binding but
they also disrupt the electrostatic interactions between metal cations and the ALG/CMC
polymer network.54 The disaggregation of polymer chains enhances solvent penetration
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and exposure of previously buried interior binding sites. As hydrogel swelling reaches a
maximum the apparent PBC begins to decrease as no further interior binding sites are
exposed. The Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogels show the greatest
resistant to counter anion induced reductions in PBC. Agricultural drainage is rich in many
types of counter anions. Therefore, Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 are
promising materials for future field work.
The feasible application of PSMs is critical to scaling their application. Low
material and production costs is one method to increase PSM feasibility. An additional
method is to reuse materials. This is achieved by desorbing captured Pi, which itself can be
reused, and reusing the free Pi binding sites. Desorption is achieved either by pH
adjustment to reduce Pi affinity or the introduction of counter anions that exchange with
Pi. Here a dilute solution of CMC (0.1 % w/v) was used to desorb bound Pi from hydrogels
through ion exchange.18 The polymer mixture and type of metal cation influence the
capacity of materials to be reused.
The Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 composite has much higher PBC retention than either the
Al:La_15:10_A1C2 or Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composites. After four sorption-desorption
cycles, the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 composite retained 73.7 % of the initial PBC whereas the
Al:La_15:10_A1C2 and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogels retained 60.3 % and 56.2 %. The
hydrogels incorporating divalent cations performed better. The Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2
composite retained 87.0 % of the initial PBC while the Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composite
retained 96.9 % of the initial PBC after the fourth cycle. The gradual loss of PBC is due to
the cumulative loss of metal cations from the hydrogel surface. These results indicate that
Ca2+ and Cu2+ leaching is much lower than the trivalent cations studied. In addition, the
A0C3 polymer mixture shows higher retention of Al3+ and Fe3+ than the A1C2 mixture.
This is due to the CMC used to desorb Pi. The affinity of the A1C2 polymer mixture
towards Ca2+ and Cu2+ is much higher than the CMC. This is inferred from the poor stability
of Ca_CMC and Cu_CMC hydrogels studied earlier. Therefore, the CMC exchanges with
Pi leaving free binding sites available in the next cycle. In the Al:La_15:10_A1C2 and
Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogel composites the Al3+ and Fe3+ have higher affinity towards the
CMC solution than the A1C2 hydrogel resulting in enhanced cation leaching. The
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Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 composite has lower cation losses due to equal affinity between the
polymer mixture and CMC used to desorb Pi. The poor performance of the
Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composite indicates it will not be reusable which lowers material
feasibility. The relatively high level of reusability seen with Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 indicates it
could be reused with higher feasibility than the Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 hydrogel. It must be
noted that the Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite completely degraded into a gelatinous sludge
by the second cycle. Therefore, it cannot be used in the field.
These materials will be installed a custom-built filtration systems used to treat tile
drainage. There is a continuous flow of water during high flow events. This necessitates
high flow rates and low retention times and limited contact between the sorbent and water.
It is critical that materials rapidly bind Pi as it flows through the system. To study the
efficiency of these hydrogels in a rapidly flowing continuous filtration system a lab scale
filtration system was used. This filter volume (5 mL) and flow rate (5 mL/min) were set to
achieve a one-minute retention time. The influent concentration was 1.791 ± 0.0978 mg/L,
and a total volume of 2000 mL of Pi solution was pumped through the system. Effluent
fractions were collected and analyzed for Pi removal. The cumulative removal rates of
hydrogels composed of trivalent cations were much higher than those of hydrogels
composed of divalent cations.
The Al:Fe_5:20_A0C3 composite maintained high removal efficiency throughout
the experiment with an initial removal rate of 62.0 % in the first effluent fraction and 64.0
% in the final effluent fraction. The cumulative removal rate was 61.8 %. The performance
of the Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 composite began with a lower removal rate of 45.7 %. However,
this increased to 55.3 % by the final effluent fraction. The increasing efficiency is due to
the longer time required for water to penetrate the hydrogel and expose all interior binding
sites to Pi. The Al:La_15:10_A1C2 composite has a deceptively high cumulative removal
rate of 50.0 %. The initial removal efficiency was 75.6 % but this was continuously reduced
to 12.6 % by the final effluent fraction. The high efficacy is the result of the experiments
arbitrary endpoint. A longer filtration experiment would show continuously reducing
efficacy. The Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 and Ca:Cu_15:10_A1C2 composites show lower
cumulative removal rates of 33.8 % and 31.1 %. The initial efficacy of the
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Ca:Fe_10:15_A1C2 composite was high at 73.9 % removal but rapidly decreased to 18.0
% in the final effluent fraction. Presumably, this is due to the strong remediation of Pi by
iron cations which quickly saturate leaving the less effective calcium cations to bind P i.
The Ca:Cu_5:20_A1C2 composite shows slightly increased performance over the course
of the filtration experiment but overall, the performance is quite poor.
7.5 Conclusion
Bimetallic hydrogel composites of ALG and CMC were synthesized using
aluminum, calcium, copper, iron, or lanthanum cations. The trivalent cations (aluminum,
iron, lanthanum) produced hydrogels with much higher binding capacities than the
materials composed of divalent cations. Aluminum and iron composites performed best
with pure 3.0 % CMC hydrogels while the remaining metals required 1 % alginate, 2 %
CMC mixtures to achieve maximum performance.
The best performing material was Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 with high affinity and PBC
towards Pi. The PBC was insensitive to the presence of chloride, nitrate, or sulfate at
concentrations up to 10-fold higher than the Pi concentration. In addition, continuous
filtration studies show the highest removal rate of ~62 % from a 1.7 mg/L Pi solution. This
is attributed to relatively higher removal rates that endured throughout the filtration
experiment. Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 is an excellent candidate PSM that should be studied
further in field trials.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
8.1 Conclusion
This dissertation reports the use of unmodified plant roots, modified sawdust
derivatives, and hydrogels composed of CMC and ALG biopolymers as PSMs for the
removal of inorganic Pi from water. In addition, a dilute solution of CMC is used to desorb
bound Pi from materials. The conversion of plant roots and SD to PSMs is highly desirable
because it converts waste materials into value-added products. However, despite the similar
PBC of plant roots (~55 mg/g) to the best hydrogels Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (PBC = ~51 mg/g)
and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (PBC = ~53 mg/g) the affinity is much lower. Plant roots a KD App
of ~22 mM many orders of magnitude higher than the affinity of hydrogels found in the
low µM range. Therefore, the best use of plant roots is in high Pi concentration conditions
such as those found in the treatment of manure.
In general, the best hydrogels have higher PBCs than the EDA-SD (PBC = ~40
mg/g) and Fe-CMSD (~16 mg/g). However, the affinity of the Fe-CMSD (KD App = ~66
µM) is like that of Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 (~60 µM) and Fe:La_5:20_A1C2 (~50 µM). This
suggests that the materials should perform similarly while binding sites remain available,
but the hydrogels will perform better over a longer period. Further, the hydrogels are more
resistant to reductions in PBC in the presence of competing anions, but the Fe-CMSD can
be recycled many times through repeated FeCl3 baths that restore 100 % of the initial PBC.
The Fe-CMSD is produced using the same reaction required to produce CMC used in the
hydrogels but with fewer reagents and shorter treatment times. Therefore, it will likely be
cheaper to synthesize and reuse than hydrogels. The highest affinity material reported was
the CMC-Fe hydrogel produced with 3.0 % (w/v) CMC with a KD App of ~25 µM but a
slightly lower PBC of ~20 mg/g.
The most effective use of these materials would be in multistage filtration systems
that combine PSMs in sequenced filtration systems playing to their strengths. In drainage
with very high Pi concentrations, an initial stage of tomato plant roots can be used to reduce
the high Pi concentrations. However, this level of contamination required is likely quite
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rare and, in many cases, unnecessary. Therefore, the ideal multi-stage PSM filtration
system should begin with Fe-CMSD > Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 hydrogel > CMC-Fe hydrogel.
The relatively inexpensive Fe-CMSD with high reusability is used to remove the initially
high concentrations of Pi entering the system. The Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 hydrogel with similar
affinity is used as a second-stage filtration system that captures Pi passing through the
system. In addition, the resistance of Fe-CMSD to losses from competing anions will be
countered. The last stage uses the CMC-Fe hydrogel which has the highest affinity binding
sites but relatively low abundance. It will be used to touch up the water before effluent
discharge. The novel use of CMC to desorb bound Pi from materials is also highly
desirable. The CMC biopolymer is produced from SD and is completely biocompatible.
Therefore, the use of the CMC-Pi solution produced during Pi desorption as a liquid
fertilizer might be possible.
Comparison of the materials presented here to materials presented in the literature
suggest that these materials should compete well. The highest capacity materials are roots
and Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 with PBCs of ~50 mg/g. This is significantly higher than most
PBCs reported for modified sawdust or wood residues which reach a maximum of ~45
mg/g.1-4 The exception to this is imidazole modified sawdust reported in an unpublished
thesis by Karachlios (2012) with a PBC of 205.63 mg/g.5 Comparing these materials to
cationized hydrogels also shows relatively high PBCs. A goethite-alginate hydrogel has a
PBC of 37.3 mg/g.6 The highest PBC reported for hydrogels was an aluminum-CMC/ALG
composite with a PBC of 90.5 mg/g.7 This PBC is on the hydrated hydrogel and our
experience with CMC-Fe shows an increase in PBC from 20 mg/g to 91 mg/g when
switching from dehydrated to hydrated materials. However, working with hydrated and
dehydrated materials in field conditions suggests that dehydrated materials, despite the
lower PBC, are far more stable. Therefore, the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 hydrogel composite
might outperform this material in real field trials.
Comparison to PSMs not based on chemically modified sawdust or hydrogels, such
as biochar and zeolite-based materials suggests that the materials reported in this
dissertation will compete quite well. Biochar relies on the Mg, Ca, Al, and Fe content
incorporated into the matrix during pyrolysis. The ~50 mg/g maximum PBC reported here
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is higher than the biochar produced from peanut shell (7.57 mg/g), Broussonetia papyrfera
leaf (35.63 mg/g), pine sawdust (15.11 mg/g), maize straw (29.0 mg/g), rice hull (38.4
mg/g) and, sesame straw (47.5 mg/g).8 This PBC is lower than that of biochar produced
from sugar cane beat tailings (133.09 mg/g), an eggshell/rice hull biochar (708.4 mg/g),
and Ca-ALG hydrogel beads impregnated with Laminaria japonica biochar (157.68 mg/g).8
However, these materials require long treatment times ranging from 2-3 hours at high
temperatures in excess of 600 °C. Zeolites are compounds composed of aluminosilicate
complexes with high surface area. However, they have limited capacity to sorb P i. Their
performance is generally poor with the added problem of slowly re-releasing Pi to distilled
water.9 The performance of zeolites can be enhanced by using them as amendments with
other PSMs.
8.2 Future Perspectives on PSMs
The development of these PSMs leaves room for future work that can advance the
removal or cost-effectiveness of materials. For example, tomato plant roots could be
compared to other plant roots that are grown commercially. This includes many vegetables
as well as cannabis grown in Leamington, Ontario. The conversion of these waste products
to value-added products is highly desirable as it allows the remediation of Pi on materials
that can easily be reused as biofertilizers. Further, the mechanism by which plant roots bind
Pi must be investigated. Preliminary results suggest the presence of a protein on the root
surface responsible for the interaction. If this is the case, the creation of transgenic plants
that overexpress this protein could be used to allow for enhanced phytoremediation of Pi.
The novel use of CMC to desorb Pi should be investigated further. Specifically, the
use of CMC-Pi solution produced during Pi desorption from materials should be tested as
a liquid fertilizer. The biocompatibility of CMC might allow this solution to be reused
greatly enhancing the fiscal incentive to remove Pi from agricultural drainage. The same
investigation should be made of the CMC-Fe and bimetallic hydrogels discussed in
chapters five, six, and seven. These materials are composed of ALG and CMC biopolymers
both of which are biocompatible. The direct reapplication of Pi-saturated hydrogels to
fields as Pi fertilizers. This would eliminate the need for Pi desorption after saturation and
greatly simplify the reuse of these PSMs. The key advantage of adsorption over other
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methods of Pi remediation is the decentralized application which does not require
centralized collection and treatment. However, the collection of Pi saturated materials and
desorption of Pi necessitates a centralized treatment center. Maintaining decentralized PSM
application by direct reapplication of Pi saturated PSMs to the fields they are treating
reduces the cost and complexity of PSM usage.
Enhancing both SD derivative and hydrogel efficiency as PSMs is another avenue
for future research efforts. Specifically, the CMSD reported in chapter four may be further
enhanced by creating bimetallic-CMSD like the bimetallic hydrogels reported in chapter
seven. The optimized 20:5 Al:Fe ratio reported for the Al:Fe_20:5_A0C3 hydrogel might
be useful on the CMSD. At a minimum, the use of other metal cations on the CMSD surface
should be investigated. In addition, alternative synthetic routes should be investigated to
enhance efficiency. For example, the introduction of polycarboxylic acids, such as citrate,
to individual hydroxyl groups will increase the number of negative charges available to
chelate metal cations and presumably enhance PBC. Also, other types of anionic groups
could be added. The introduction of sulfonic acids, which have a higher affinity to metal
cations, may enhance PBC or affinity. The advancement of hydrogel research could be
including the creation of trimetallic hydrogels which may enhance PBC. The use of
different biopolymers, such as tragacanth, may also enhance Pi removal efficiency. Last,
the use of different metal cations, such as zirconium, may enhance Pi binding.
8.3 Optimizing Filter Performance through Engineering Controls for Temperature
The efficacy of PSMs is partially controlled by the Pi binding characteristics studied
in the previous sections. These intrinsic properties include affinity, capacity, and
selectivity. However, the environmental conditions that PSMs experience also strongly
influence the performance of the filtration system. These environmental conditions include
the Pi concentration of the influent solution and temperature. Some of these conditions are
largely outside of our control such as the influent Pi concentration. However, engineering
controls can be designed into the filtration system to mitigate the impacts of other
environmental conditions. The equilibrium reaction for Pi is shown below.
COO-M+n + Pi ⇌ COO-M-Pi
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The temperature will strongly impact the equilibrium of the sorption equation. At
high temperatures, the equilibrium will shift left and favor the desorbed state. This is due
to an increase in the energy of the system which will favor the high energy desorbed state.
At low temperatures, the opposite will occur. The equilibrium will shift towards the sorbed
state as the lower energy state is favored. At first glance, this would appear to increase the
efficacy of the filtration system, but the cold will result in reduced molecular motion and
therefore interactions between the PSM and Pi. Therefore, though the equilibrium is shifted
to favor the bound state it will take longer to achieve that equilibrium.
This presents opportunities to optimize the filter design to enhance removal
efficiency which can be coupled to laboratory-scale experiments for determining optimal
operating conditions. High temperatures can be partially mitigated by burying filtration
systems which will reduce the operating temperature and shift the equilibrium towards the
bound state. Low temperatures will shift the equilibrium towards the bound state but to
take advantage of this increased affinity the water retention time in the filtration system
must be increased to allow adequate time for sorption to occur. This can be achieved by
including a variable flow rate pump whose velocity is adjusted as the temperature of the
water changes. The optimum flow rate at a given temperature can be determined
experimentally using laboratory-scale experiments.
8.4 The Hypothetical Design of an Optimal Filtration System
The optimal filtration system will incorporate many lessons learned throughout
the experiments performed in this experiment. First, it is imperative to ensure water flows
through the PSM and not preferentially over or around it. This can be achieved using
multiple approaches. First, fixing the filter systems volume such that the PSM fills the
entire space will ensure there is no preferential flow around the PSM. This will require
slower flow rates even during high flow precipitation events. Therefore, a reservoir tank
to hold water that is pumped through at a controlled flow rate will be required. In
addition, this reservoir tank can provide water back to the fields in times of drought.
Second, the filtration system must incorporate active pumping systems with
variable flow rates and temperature sensors to ensure that the optimal flow rate is
maintained with variations in environmental conditions.
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Third, the financial performance of the system can be enhanced through the
inclusion of multiple stages each containing different PSMs. Inexpensive PSMs with
relatively low affinity or selectivity, such as the roots of Fe-CMSD, can be included in an
early stage of the filtration system. These low-cost binding sites can remove the relatively
high initial Pi concentrations. Subsequent stages can use higher cost, higher affinity sites
for the removal of the now lower Pi concentrations resulting in a higher percentage
removal at a lower cost.
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Appendix E : Supplementary Information for Chapter 2
Table E1. Water Quality Parameters for GHW.

Pond – Pond No
Parameter

Unit

Covered

Cover

Chloride

mg/L

564

406

Aluminum

mg/L

1

1

Barium

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Beryllium

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Cadmium

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Calcium

mg/L

81.4

74

Chromium

mg/L

0.2

0.2

Cobalt

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Copper

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Iron

mg/L

0.7

1.1

Lead

mg/L

0.5

0.5

Magnesium

mg/L

125

78.8

Manganese

mg/L

0.4

0.4

Molybdenum

mg/L

0.5

0.5

Nickel

mg/L

1

1

Potassium

mg/L

1880

1460

Silver

mg/L

0.5

0.5

Sodium

mg/L

129

84.3

Strontium

mg/L

1.1

0.8

Titanium

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Vanadium

mg/L

0.1

0.1

Zinc

mg/L

0.1

0.1
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Hardness

mg/L

718

513

Sulphate

mg/L

658

368

Fluoride

mg/L

0.15

0.22

demand;BODcarbonaceous mg/L

23.5

98.2

Solids; suspended

mg/L

23.8

240

Solids; total

mg/L

6200

6010

Solids; dissolved

mg/L

6180

5770

Conductivity

uS/cm

7020

6800

pH

none

8.7

5.44

Alkalinity; total fixed

mg/L

endpt

CaCO3

NDUA

94.5

Carbon; total organic

mg/L

282

267

Arsenic

mg/L

0.016

0.01

Selenium

mg/L

Oxygen

0.0005 0.0005

Nitrogen;
ammonia+ammonium

mg/L

25.7

101

Nitrogen; nitrite

mg/L

0.118

0.142

Nitrogen; nitrate+nitrite

mg/L

0.086

491

Phosphorus; phosphate

mg/L

6.73

8.14

Carbon; dissolved organic

mg/L

39

40

inorganic

mg/L

154

154

Silicon; reactive silicate

mg/L

17.9

11.8

Escherichia coli

CFU/100mL

2100

2200

Carbon; dissolved

MPN/4g
Salmonella spp.

dry

Boron

mg/L

187

NDIS
1.1

NDIS
1

Oxygen demand; chemical mg/L as O2

718

646

Nitrogen; total

mg/L

45.8

124

Phosphorus; total

mg/L

7.8

8.7
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Appendix F : Supplementary Information for Chapter 3
General Direct Sawdust functionalization procedure: Epichlorohydrin functionalized
sawdust was suspended in dimethylformamide (DMF). To this, a mixture of the chelator
(6 mmol chelator/g sawdust) with DIPEA (0.5-1 equiv.) was added and the mixture stirred
gently for 24 hours. Dioxane was initially used as a solvent however due to the poor
solubility of the deferasirox substituent, was replaced with DMF. The EDA chelator was
also tested in dioxane as well as in water with 0.75M NaOH as the base. Use of
water/NaOH offers a greener and cheaper alternative for functionalization. Amounts of
chelator used were in excess and did not completely react with the sawdust. Analysis of
excess deferasirox-EDA ligand showed that only about 0.11 mmol per gram sawdust
reacted and the rest was recovered. Increased amounts are used to promote
functionalization.
Sawdust-EDA-Dioxane: Sawdust-epoxide (5 g) was suspended in dioxane (50 ml), to this
was added EDA (2 mL, 30 mmol) and DIPEA (2 mL, 14 mmol) and the mixture stirred
gently for 24 hr at room temperature. Afterwards the sawdust was filtered, rinsed with
water and dried.
Sawdust-EDA-H2O: Sawdust-epoxide (5 g) was suspended in water (50 mL) at room
temperature. A mixture of EDA (2 ml, 30 mmol) and 0.75M NaOH (1.5 mL) was then
added and the mixture stirred for 24 hr, filtered and washed with water and dried.

Synthesis of CMC-chelation derivatives: Standard EDC coupling procedures were used
in the coupling of amino acids to CMC. CMC (1 equiv.) was suspended in DMF and cooled
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to 0oC in an ice bath. To this EDC (1.1 equiv.) was added followed by 5 minutes of stirring
at 0oC. A mixture of the amine (1.1 equiv.) with DIPEA (2.5 equiv.) in DMF was then
added. The mixture was warmed to room temperature and stirred for 18h, followed by
filtration to collect CMC which was washed with DMF and dried.
Synthesis of CMC-Gly: CMC (1.2 g, 5.45 mmol) was suspended in 100 ml of DMF in a
flask and cooled to 0oC. EDC (1.16 g, 6.07 mmol) and stirred for 5 minutes. A mixture of
glycine (0.456 g, 6.07 mmol) and DIPEA (2.6 ml, 15 mmol) was added and the mixture
was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight. CMC was then filtered,
washed with DMF and dried.
Synthesis of CMC-BA: CMC (1.2 g, 5.45 mmol) was suspended in 100ml of DMF in a
flask and cooled to 0 ºC. EDC (1.16 g, 6.07 mmol) and stirred for 5 minutes. A mixture of
BA (0.72 g, 6.07 mmol) and DIPEA (2.6 ml, 15 mmol) was added and the mixture was
allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight. CMC was then filtered,
washed with DMF and dried.
Synthesis of CMC-DF: CMC (1.2 g, 5.45 mmol) was suspended in 100 ml of DMF in a
flask and cooled to 0 ºC. EDC (1.16 g, 6.07 mmol) and stirred for 5 minutes. A mixture of
DF (2.52 g, 6.07 mmol) and DIPEA (2.6 ml, 15 mmol) was added and the mixture was
allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred overnight. CMC was then filtered,
washed with DMF and dried.
General Sawdust functionalization procedure with CMC: A mixture of the
functionalized CMC (0.6 g), DIPEA (2 ml), and sawdust-epoxide (5 g), in DMF (100 ml)
was heated for 6 hrs at 60 ºC followed by stirring for 18 hours at room temperature.
Afterwards the functionalized sawdust was collected by filtration, rinsed extensively with
water, and dried. Use of higher amounts of CMC results in a gel when exposed to water.
Testing Functionalization of Sawdust with EDA: A solution of 2.5ml of D2O, 0.1 mL of
EDA (6mmol chelator/g sawdust) and 0.075ml of 0.75M NaOH (in D2O) was prepared and
NMR showed a peak intensity of 1:1 (Fig. F14) prior to addition of sawdust. Solvent used
for the NMR was added back to the solution and 0.25g of epichlorohydrin functionalized
sawdust was added and the mixture was stirred overnight. NMR of the reaction mixture
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post functionalization yielded a 1:0.4 (Fig. F15) ratio of D2O to EDA, suggesting that 60%
of the EDA was attached to the sawdust. This equates to 3.6mmol out of 6mmol chelator
binding to the sawdust.
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Figure F1. NMR spectrum of 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-benzo[e][1,3]oxazin-4-one.

Figure F2. NMR spectrum of 4-(3,5-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-1,2,4-triazolidin-1-yl)benzoic
acid (Deferasirox)
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Figure F3. 1H NMR spectrum of N-(2-aminoethyl)-4-(3,5-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)-1,2,4triazolidin-1-yl)benzamide.
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Figure F5. IR spectrum of SD-Gly.
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Figure F6. IR spectrum of epoxidized sawdust.
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Figure F7. IR spectrum of SD-EDA-H2O
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Figure F8. IR spectrum of SD-EDA-Dioxane
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Figure F9. IR spectrum of SD-DBA
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Figure F11. IR spectrum of SD-CMC-Gly
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Figure F14. NMR spectrum of reaction mixture D2O, EDA and NaOH prior to addition
of sawdust.
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Figure F15. NMR spectrum of reaction mixture D2O, EDA, NaOH after reaction with
sawdust.
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